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SUMMARY

In this stu4 a provisional model is sketched of ethnic piejedice
and the ways it is-expressed in discourse. Ethnic prejudice is
studied as a phenomenon of 'social cognition and as a specific
kind Of inter-group attitude. It is assumed that everyday conver-.
sations about ethnic minorities in the Netherlands are one of the
1.mpOrtant sources for the (trans-)formation of prejudice. Also,

a systematic discourse analysis of free interviews is shown to
provide insights into the structures, uses and possible transfer-
mapon of 'underlying' ethnic prejudices and their inactions in
evdryday interaction.

The cognitive-model of ethnic attitudes is based on earlier work
le cognitive psychology and artificial intelligence on the repre-
sentation and uses of kpowledge ang beliefs. It is shown that the
interpretation, learning and use of social events and groups can
be ade explicit in terms of 'social information processing'. It
i isnwed that ethnic prejudice can be accounted for, at this
ctspitive level,'In terms of organised group schemata In semantic
memogy on ihe one hand and personal experiences, collected in so-

called:situation models' in episodic memory. The use of ethnic
opinions detived from these two kinds of information is subjdct
to a number of biasrhg transformations in communicative and inter-
actional contexts.

A modol of ethnic prejudices calinot be fully made explicit in

cognitive terms alone, however.,It is shone how ethnic opinions
in Lhe Netherlands haveigeen shaped and function within.a broader
historical and socio-cultural context.

After a summary of some recent survey data aliTout the opinions oe

the autoclitonous.DuLch population regarding such ethnic groups as
Turks, moreccans and Surinamese, some results ate presented from
a pilot study in which.interviews were held with people in Amster-
dam. The ethnic opinions expressed, explicitly or implictly, in
these interviews were systematised-aed,dericribed in Lerms of ethnic
group schemata.

Fleetly, a nvxlel has been sketched of the I.:reduction of discourse

and dialogue and the role of ethnic opinions and attitudes in
conveisatiOn. A uystematic dIscoulse analysiv wag made of thn
thematica,1 .siructures, the kocal coherence and semantic funciioni..
the styllsti.c and rhetorical structures, the aignmentalions and

,

narrative structuresoand the conversational strategly of the
interyiewu..lt-,waa shown'Lhat these various structures Cen,h'b
interprete.d ap indications about the underlying strucLures,and
strategies of opielon4 and their expression ill social situetions.

4
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PREFACE

Since this study was initially intended as a working paper but

finally turned out to be a little book, it deserves a preface.

First a word of modesty., not only motivated by conventional

tties of scholarly reservation; this study is provisional in

all respects. 06th the theoretical frathework and the analysis

of the data are preliminaries for a more systematic investiga-

tics) Jet() the cognittve nature of prejudice and its manifesto- fV

tions in discourse. At nearly all points our discussion requires

further gets and a more explicit model. Since so Many issues and

istdi-tdisciplincts are involved, also an evalualoa of Lhe extant

literature and empirical research cannot be given here. In the'
_-

subsequent studies of the project on "Prejudice in Conversations

-on Ethnic Minorities in the NetherlandS", also to be publlthed

.ln this series of working papers and pie.publications, due Atten-

tion will be paid to this earlier work, and a more extensive

study will be,made of the various components of the model. The

.present.study, therefore, is meiely a sketch of the overall

problem and approadi to he taken within this project.

The interviews analysed here haye been collected by a group ,

of students.within the framework of a course 'taught at the Uni-

versity of Amsterdam. Mmabers of this group were Nico flergearden,

Giovanni Massaro, Leny Schuitemaker, Matianne Preis, Monk Verhagen,

Marion Oskamp, and Philomena Eased. I hereby would like to (fallow-

ledge my debt to their collaboration in the pilot study and for

their suggestions in the analytis of the data.

For a snmber 4f MOM LheoreliCal discussione I am indebted

to the ievostigators within the project, Martljn den Uyl, Atirl

van der Wurff, Eva Abrahom-van dor Maik and Rob ile,,MhoOts.

The Nelherlends OrgenisaLien for the Advancement of Pure

Research (2%0) should.gfalefully be mentioned as the sponsor

of'thls project.

And, last butp0ea9t, thanks aro dun to Philomena Esseq,for

her useful. comments on the fii'et: version of this 06ull; and for

her gencial 'Support in and discussions about the critical enalysis

of ethnic prejedice nod iacism in-the Netherlands.
.

C
T.Afv.p:
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TOWARDS'A MODEL OF

.FITtnaC PREJUDICE Ill COMMON AND DISCOURSE

Teun A. yan Dijk

I. IntroAuctiou

1 I. 111^31-±1.9

The alm.of lliks'paper is to develop a theoretical framework

for the cognitive study of ethnic prejudice and its maniaTs-

taitois in discourse. PrqOudice will be taken as a special

rem of 'social cognition', operating on the ono hand within

complex systems and strategies of information processing,

awl on the other hand within the social context of group

interaction.. IL will be assumed that among several other

interactional and communicative conditions for the formation

and.trunt.formation of prejudiceeveryday informal discourses,

such as couveisallons, play an important role. hence, a fWR-

Lcmatic analysts of 'talk' about ethnic minorities will be

a powertnl way to inveal 'underlying' ethnlb attitudes and

ideologiesof speakers, as well as the discourse strategies

tollowed in their.expression and 'transmission to hearers

in communicative contexts of soeial.set.tings.

Empirical data for this staidyoliave been drawn fiom

a preliminary invei.tigation into the ways (white) Dutch

people (um Amsterdam talk about ethnic minority groups,

mainlylldack immigrads from Surinam and foreign workers

from Turkey and Moiocco.

Although 'pretudlte' as .z Lheor'etical and empirical object

of research has been uhually lotntleed within AociAi psychology,

eur approach will be interdisciplinary: besides Lilo important

iiihights (limn social psychology and sociology, we plopohn to

apply some ilivoietical and methodol:,gleal results fiom recent

develop:lie:au in cognitive psychology and discout AV anal vs is

7
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Thit does not mean that we want to provide ari 'alternativd .

theory of ethnic prejudice . We only hope to further clailly the

complex picture of prejudice as it has been partly construc-

ted in previous research. Thus, although thole have been

, several cognitive approaches, both before and after Allport's

(1954) influential analysis, our act'ual insights int6 the

structures of memory and the strategies of cognttive.pro.-

cessing allow Us to provide a more complete and more explP-

cit model for the representation and operation of preiudice.

Similarly, recent advances in text liagnistics and discourse

analysis on the one hand yield a detailed understanding of

both tile underlying rides and strategies and the textual #

manifestations of communicative'interaction, while'on the

other band showlng'4ow discourse is produced and understood

under the cognitive and social constraints of bellefs,.opinIons,

attitudes and ideologies.

1.2. Research context

This paper has been written within the Context ef an inter-

disciplinary project on "Prejudice in conversations about

Rthnic Minbrittes in the Neilierldids" for which the pilot

.study,nontioned above, from which we will draw our exam-

ples, was a preliminary investigation. IL is the aim at Lhis

project to devise a cognitive model'of Current ethnic preju-

dice in the Netherlands, and to spell out the strategies

followed by speakers to 'express' (or not) these prejudices

in their everyda9 discourse. The project. is itself part of'

A larger teaching and research programme about :prehidide

in discourse' carried out in the SectionWIlAncourse Studies

of the Department of General Literary Studien of tho Univd-

sit.y of Amsterdam. Within this programme prolimlUary andlet

have altio been made of the representation of ethnic minorities,

discrimination and racism in secondary school texthcoks and

in the daily press. Some data from the latter studios 1,411

Provide some evidence elantt the acquinition and conflrmalion:7

of ethnie'preludict hi more 'imblit' comminicalive coliteAs..

8
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1.1. Backgrounds and-earlier work

At the end of this Introduction.lt should finally briefly

be summarized how the research for this paper and for4the

project mentioned above ties in with eur.previous work.

After,earlier work at the end of the sixties within the

field of literary theory and linguistic poetics, it ban

been suggested (van Dijk, 1972), together with a growing

number of.othc;ri, linguists.; that linguistic grammars should

not be limited to isolated sentences, but rather explicate

also the structures of discourse, e.g. the semantics of

local and global coherence. Thus. such 'text grammars'

.account for intuitive notions such as 'topic' oi

'theme' of e discourse, viz. ill terms of semantic macro-

structures (van bijk, 1977, .1980). Similar arguments were

given for the pragmatic aplaroach to discourse: iather than

isolated speech acts, we should accougt for sequences Of

ai'pecch acts and their furfctions within global speech acts

(van Dijk, 1977, 1901). It soosi became obvious, however,

that many interesting aspects of discourse and language use

could not be accounted for within the rather 'abstract'

boundaries of a grammarIt appeared, for instance, that

local and global coherence,in discourse, the derivation lt

semantie mvrost.ructures, an analysis of topic aed comment
/

In sentences, also require a cognitive approach. In addition

to various textual structures, a cognitive model Should pro-

'vide insight into the actual processes of production, uhder-

stmuling and representation of discourse in memory (Kintsch

van nijk, 1970, van Dijk & Kintsch, 01901)..This model allows

us to predict how much anti what kind of,information of n text

will typically he recalled after various delays, how summaries

Of a text ate produced. and what strategies are app

disnouree;comprehenvion. In accordance with much other work

in the psychology of discourse processing, this model however

only specifies the (important) role of world knowledge in

discolrne proenusing. Our acteal work, therefore, aims at'

qi more comprehensive snciel psychological model of discourse

a -4 -

propassing, in which,also the role of opinions, attitudes,

ideologies and the representation of the social and the.

communicatillte context, play a role in disceurse understanding.

(van Dijk, 1982).
_

,B4A a theoretical specification and as a socially

'relevan appl cation of this earlier research, our actual

rCk

work on prejudice and discourse.pr ides us with.,a research

problem is which the 'cognitive' an the 'social' 'are eminently

connected, e.g. ip the production and understanding of pre-

. judiced'discourse and the (trans-)formatios of prejudice,in
.

.0.communicative Interaction.

1
1.4. Plan of this steal.

,

After this Introduction the plan for this paper As as follows:

We will first outline the structure of the complex problem we

,are dealing.with, first by discussing some major properties

'of prejudice as thoy have been emer.ging4rom the research in .

this area, and seCond by 'localiting' tVe cognitive aspects

of prejuilce --and Lls expressions in discourse -7 within

the broader framework of its socio-cultural context. The

reason for this 'localization' of the problem, is.twofold.

On the one hand thesocio-cultural properties pf prejudice

have multiple interactions wtth.the cognitive properties, and

lese relations should also be represented in the cognitive .

model, or at least the cognitive model should be constructed
; 4

such that it can be adequately inserted into this larger

framework. On the other hand the con'textualization of the

problem is necessary in ordecto stress the Uitimate

.and cultural conditions, functions and 'manifestations' of.

prejudice. In other words, we'do not Gant to 'reduce' preju-

dies to its cognitive*properties.

After a-aief summary of the ethnic 'situation' in

the Netherlands, within which the prejudides we want to

analyse aro to beund.:rslood, we Will then Wiscuss'some of

the major assumptions that underly the construction of a

*I

10
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cognitive model.of*prejtidiee. li should be stressed from

the pulset that at tbis moment we only'have very fragmen-

tary thegradcal and methodologi41 ideas about"the nature'

of suet* a model, so that our suggestions should be6taken as

proviskOnal guidullees of our woik. Also we would like to

emphas'ise heq lhaL.sthe very notiOn of ' reJgdice' Implies

rt&ptive evaluatiLes of.its users, that s about peoPle

having or showinciprtjudice% In other wo we may well 46

0.

have prejugices abbut prejudices --for instance, the pre-

judice thatew: do not have prejudices oursel,!ies. It seems

more app'ropri&te therefore to rather speak about ethnic_

attitudes, also because ma aspects of knowledge, beliefs,

4inions'and'attitudes are intertwined with what we hsually

and Intnitively call ITejualce, andno str,ct bottudary

can be established between such dtfferent cognitions.

Tills does not moan though that we want. Lo away' ;

'prejudice or make plem less se0ous, in their Vocial effects,

'by Creating them merely as 'attitudes' of some kind.

Although we do have our own social judgements abeut ethnic

prejudices and although the ttetimate rationale for this

whole study should be seen within the soeio-political con-

"text of anti-racist positions, we would underestimate the

complesity.of prejudiee by taking the notion for granted

and essentially unproblematiL

After the outline of the basic properties of the

cognftive siodel, we will fluafly examine which cogni-

live and tt;xtual str:ILegies are followed in the 'mani-

festation! of eihnic beliefs in discourse. On the basi2

.of our preliminary Ilata we will systematicall, study the V

respective levels and dimensions of 'tallto and show in

which, often,indkrect, ways these beliefs trventeally

surface in conversation and hence in social interaction.

It ijoes without saying that also this production model

as wbil as the various 'prejudice indicating devices' of

discourse will be fragmentary le Uils stage, but wt; hope

that the apProach will provide sufficient structure to our own and

alurfurlher research in this area.

ii-
4
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1

2. What is ethnic prejudice? The structure of the problem.

2.1. Some intuitions 401,

It is well-known that much of our theory formation is guided

by our murnanne int:nitions.about'some phenottienimv The study

of prejudlee is no tocception. Many 'definitions' of`preludice

are not much mOre than nicely iorainlated paraphrases of whai.*

we,usually mean'When the word preludice is ysed intveryday

discourse. ket us therefore start with a brief summary of

some of these intuitions about the meaning and implications

of the word, sm that below we know in which respect a theo-

retical reconstruction follows, or deviates from, these

intultigns.

First, both the Elms :prejudice' and 'prejudiced'

are used to assign properties to pprsens. Individual people

are said to 'have' prejudice, or te 'be' prejudiced, and it

seeRW that we use the terms much less torsay something about

groups ot people or about more general social or cultural

phenomena!
V

decond, the terms are used to predicate something about

the minds of Ouse individual persons, much in the same

way as we say'Lhat people 'have' opinions rti attitudes and

of the same order as what we say that others 'think' Of

'find'.

Third, the notion is, used tu denote cognitive 'contents'

of persons about_ oLher_2221212, sometimes individuals, tut

mostly groups,-or members bf,groups (blacks, women: squatters,

proofessors or businessmen). Oilly derivatively we mmmttimes

use the notion for opledons'about objects, such as apples,

'or events and actions --unless these are actions of group-,

members.

Fourth, the notion involves beliefs and opinions aud hence

implies evaluatiofl and kdaLlt_tiont of a person about people or

the iictiOns of people. Moreover, thie evaluation is usually

BMW".

Arn
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.
elfth,,pers of the term '001:iiidice' will often imply

that this negative evaluation is wrong. misguided, unfoun-
.

ded a'nd in general inconsistent with some more general norms ,

and 4alues, tucit as those of "tolerAnce'. 'rational judgement'

or sound argumentatione. In other wo0s,.the use_of tile term

'prejddice' itselfiiresupposes a negative eealuation of anot4r

person.

Sixthlr rejudice is not usrlally seen as a transient proper.-

Ly of,a person, but rather as a rather permanent character

'trait' or 'diSpositlen'.

Seventh, prejudice is a typical 'attribution predicate'.

That is. it Is a property assigned to persons in order to

'exblain', characterize, or argtIC against the causes or

reasons of behavior, such as diocriminatory actions or

discourse. By transfer or extenstn these actions or discourses

themselveS are therefore often described as. 'prejediced',

andhence evaluated as wrong or improper,'

bast, but not least, the negative evaluation presuppo%ed

by the use.of the term piejudice will often4imply that the

speaker thinks that he/she does not,have this prejudice.

Although Ibis is certainly not an exhausti;e summa'ry of

_the componeets of the everyday notion of prejudice, we seem

to have captured Lhe essential ones. Gbing over the list,

we discover that many Ef these components also appear in

the scientific analysis of prejedIce, although sometimes

'I implicitly. of course, snch an approach is not a priori

'wrong: the 'social scientist will gain much insight into

1 4 the nature of prejudice by studying the-sways social members

themselves categorize their social reality. We'therefore will

have-to consider in what respecls,a theoretical analysis-should

go beyond this everyday understanding'and use of the notion.

Arf

2.2. Our theoretical ab'proach to the notion ofyrejudice is localized

'. at the borders of cogdlive psycholo9Y. social psychology and

sot Bbgy. Prejudice is taken as a phenomenon of social cooni-

tion.'More in particular, as we.have suggested above, we take
f3

prejudice to be a spedfic form of social attitude..The attitude

part in this case will be theoretically formulated in terms

current cogdtive theories Of inforMation processing. whereas
*

the soCial part will be understood in a double senie: (1) they

are.attitudestebout'groups or about people as members of groups,

and (ll) they aVe attitudes of ;teople ass members of groups. In -

other wprOs, the'social dimeNon of attitudes is to be.specffied

in ter4s of theories of group interactiOn/ both in social psYcho-
;,'

logY and sociology. Although, thus, prejudice is seen as

cogni,tive basis of group lateraction, both cognition and inter-

actirin,,snd'their interrelationships, are inserted into'a

broader socio-sultural context, defined in such various terms

as 'situations',.'institutions', curtural traditions', or .

.

economic competitiOn'. It is clear that these various con-

textual properties of social attitudes cAnnot even,be,appror,

prilately summarized, let alone fully spelled out, in this

-paPers we will have to focus on the various relations between
1

cognition and social context. In section 4 below be will then

further,specify the proper cognitive aspects of.prejudice:

,

We will articulate the respective social:dimonsionsok

ethnic attitudes along the following lines:

a. Acquisition and transforeation: attitudes are acquired and

transformed cognialvely bub in various socipl contexts in which

members of groups interact with oth,er members of the same-group,

e.g, in processes of socialization, or with members of other

gLoups.4

b. Expression and communication: attitudes can be expressed,

directly or indirectly,.in various types of discourse and

related non-verbal interaction, s'uch as everyday conversations,

'the media, textbookynd lessons, official documents and'lawS,

parliamentary debates and other political discourse* ,. pamphlets,

and so ons:rhese are important factors in the tranSmission and

hence the (trans-)folrmatioe of attitudes within the graup:
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from individually held ottltudeS, they thus become shared,

social, attitudes, and vice versa

C. Interaction. Apart from the &Mire specific communicative

forms of interaction mentioned above, social members may

otherwise act 'upon'.underlOng attitudes. This does not mean

that attitudes 'determine''behavior, as it was traditionally

an object for investigation, but only that in all social

interaction attitudes play a role in the cognitive program-

ming of_action, as well as in the interpretation aad evalu-

ation of actions of other members!3

d. Situation. The (trans-)formation, communication and inter-

action processes take place within specific social stuations:

v'arious dimensions of these situations -"-avd their cognitive

representions in individual soeial. members-- will interact

with the underlying,attitudinal properties of thCse processes!

.-e. Social structure. Attitude based interactions in-situations

4are finally localized In the more abstract structures of society,

represented again cognitively'by social members, such as informal

and formal groups, classes, and insritutions, and their various

relations such as domination, power, competition, or cooperation.

This social structure is not taken as a given system, but as

a culturally and historically changing_oanizing principle

for social interactions between groups or individuals. It is

at this more abstract level that reievant norms, values, and

Ideologies are defined as soclo-culturally shared cognitions

pi (members of) groups! .

Let us try to specify these vorious dimensions for social

dttitudes in general 'and ethnic prejudice in particular,

taking into account the specifics of the Dutch social context

IA which the ethnic attitudes studied below ere to be localized.

It should'be $mphasised that whereas the cognitive analysis

is rather theoretical, we do not Attempt to provide a further

theoretical account of the iole of social context. Also, due

to et'lack of sociological data about prejudice and racism in

Lhe Netherlands, our observations will be often impressions,

based on personal experiences, communiCations and the media.

In this area most of the work Is still to be done.

1 5
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, 2.3. Acquisition and transformation. As we will see in the next

sections, ethnic prejudice in The Netherlands is widespread.

et least half of the population is assumed to regularly dis-

play pehavior (Communication., action) which by at least some

social membereld attributed to negative attitudes about%_,,

ethnically differgnt groups, both wiihin the Netherlands a

ioutside. A first question, then, would be "How,do these-at -

tUde,come ahaut?" : One part of the answer has beet-I:given

in terms of the historical ond cultural properties of a

capitalist, (ex-)colonial western society: ethnic attitudes -

aie acquired within the context of an essentially racist

'socio-economic structure in which deep-rooted nOrMs, y.altles -

and ideologies have historically developed during the-inter-
. .. ,

actions with ethnically different groups withinthe country
9

(mainly Jews) and abroad, mainly in the colonies. These

norms, valuetand ideologies have acquired reletive inde-

pendence so that they could be culturally transmitted (see

2.4.) also in situations which are no longer,inserted,in'to ."
o

the context of secio-economie dominance and'explOitatioe, -

of ethnically'different groups, either in the colonces or.

within the country'itself. A$ soon as ethnically different

groups; such as immigrant workers or people from px-colonies,

,nter the Dutch sceae between the fourties And-the eighties,

these culturally shared norms, values and ideologies may,

under specific transformations, be actuaLized to deal wieh

the curreksocio-eomomic situation in the Netherlands:

Althougbit-Wouldn't be difficult to find evidence of these

racist ideologies in various historical ddeuments, this his-.

tpry isjial to,be written in detail. Our point here is thet'

ethnici4ejudice in the.,Netherlands does notlemerge from

nowshee and only after World War II. Just as in England

or 'France,fit simply contindell a.long, colonial, tradition!)

It remains to he specified though which_parbicular forms.
.

these ethnic ideologies have taken,cluring'the course...et:the
. ..

Socio-historical deveiopsient of the Netherlends, sig:.that

we can explain differences between ethnic attltuden,in

e.g. 020,Netherlands, England and France.



"irue as this Moie general historical 'backgroUnd' may

be in its cultutal transmission and justification of ethnic

attitudes, it does not provide a full answer to the problem

of the acquisition and transformation of ethnic attitudes in

the present social context of the Netherlands. Unlike &e

situation in the USA, for instance, Dutch adults have' nop

been soarilized in terms of ethnically relevant ideologies

about present ethnie,minorittes in the country itself!IOn

the contrary: the major dimension apart from class diffe-

rences between groups has been religious: the most promi-
,.

nent outgroups for adult Dutch have been various groups bf

Protestantsi-the Catholecs , 'humanists' or 'noe-believers'

the latter often associated with the soclo-politiCal cate-

gor zation of 'socialists'!2The education system, broad-

ca ing an4 1 indirectly, the 16;olitical parties still exhibit

.this eligious organization of Dutch society, although the

severities have somewhat blurred this pidture --such that,'

more and more,protestants-andscathollcs are=teken..together

as 'christians' --els& in the correstkindkng pdlitical -'=

(CM-- within a growing social context of atheism. in

other words, ethnici'ty hardly-plaied an exPlicit role in

socialization, ei.pler in the family, or at school and in

peer group interaction!IThe attitudes towards Jews did not

seem to be widespread or at least'are ambivalent: ethnic

differences (if any) seem to be superseded,by religious

difference and economical dimensions (just 'as,in other

countries many Jews were specializing in precision crafts

(diamonds), commerce, manufacturing and banking!41t follows

that the individual and group acquisition or re-activation

of racist beliefs andopinions could nOt have takenplace,

except incidentally, by direct contacts or Informal cOmmu-

nication about such contact's. The resulting picture therefore

is rather unclear. At the surface, the Netherlands'seemed to

be, during centuries, more or leas 'tolerant' society..

This on the one hand is a useful self-mit)) against the

background of so much religious differentiation. However,
it .

on the other handeight have some relevance in the frame-

wc'irit of the politicaland'socio-economie-position of the
-e

-

1

Netherlands in the 17th and 18th centuries. -As the one and only.

European republic, ir had relative political freedom within'a.

context of economic prosperity, which allowed limited

acceptanCe or;even integration of small groups (refugees,

some immigrant wOrkers) from other countries in Europe.

We therefore will assume provisionally-that the-acquisi-

tion or re-activation of ethnic attitudes ha8 the follo-

wing socio-cultural antecedents:

(i) formal educatioh:' lelsoljand textboOks at school had,

and-still have, ethnically biaged representatio7 of

Dutch colonial histOry, and the contacts between Dutch.

ahd other people (races) during travels or commercial

enterprises; the portrayal of 'black', 'brown', 'red',

or' 'yellow' people is comparable to that in Most tegtbooks in

western countries (in history, geography, or sobial science).*

(ii)literature: many novels ead children's bboks take their

themes against the backgroend of theie travels and,Colo-

nial history,, thus combining 'exotic' emerits with the

stereotypical Portrayal of ethnically different groupS.7

thrs.century.the

pres, and ratpr the radio, has similarly cOnvey'ed

events and actions, and hence conceptions of...ethically

different gAoups involved, both in the-coloaes and in

other countries, such that western and white supremacy,.

VIth technicalfy and culturally, if not explicitly ex:-

pressed,could at least implicitly be presupposed in the

'description of these events!7

.(iv)informal Communication: we have seen already that informal

communication, dueto a lack.of several' large ethnically .

different groups In the Netherlands itself, could not be .

pervasive in e.g. storytelling events about personal expe-

riences; yet, besides the usual ethnically imbued jokes.

there may-have been'indirect-transmlssion'of-racist-atti---

tudes on the basis Of stories of people who.had been in

the colonies.

-
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Of course theta are other social faCtors determining the':

development and,the maintenance of ethnic attitudes in the,.

Netherlands.nntil the 1950s, such,as popularization of

'scientific treatises about other people aP4 races or the

andlmplicit actions of the respective-national.'

and local governments as soon Ps contacts with, other countries

.(and hence other ethnic groeps) were Involved: Wo,iil atIsetne

though that the influence of these factors-runs via the other,

factors mentioned, such as the media, formal-education and'

literature.

We have stressed that the prejudice picture in the

Netherlands has always been ambivalent. Wthe one hand.

Lhe myth of tolerance was kept alive and a rather hypucril

lical (often religiously based) indignation was often vo4e0

about the treatment of blacks ill South-Africa or the USA,

but on the other hand it was certainly not socially sanctied.

until the sixties to have and express beliefs about the li.tfe-

riority of blackit. Nor do history textbooks, un41 today,.

explicitly mention the role of the Dutch in the slave trade,

or the behavior of Dutch, colonists towards the autodhLone4s

populations of the colonies.

, As soon sAgrge groups of ethnic minorities or other 'foreigners'

immigrated to the Netherlands At the end of the fourties and

until now, these various contexts and sourcrlfor the acquisition:

and change of ethnicwattiludes were thematically supplemented

by inferences from personal experience, informal communi'calion

about st,ch contacts, by the mass media, and the main, institu-

tions (from the government and parliament, teactlng Lo thlir

hiimboation, to (he local authoriLles.which arp responuftile for housing

and employment) dealing,with'inmdgra.tion. During the courtnit

..of about ten years, this new situation has_given rise to a

proceps of ntUtude (lrans-)formailon, which however can only

he (wily understood against the.pict.ure of the htnievical.

9

1:
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.and cultaral traditions and the socio-econemi.cal contexts

mentioned above. Att,We will see, half of the Dutch population

still never has contacts with members of ethnle minorities,

&it this does not mean at all that the atlitede structure of

these people is much different from those who do have dkrect

contacts. At the same time, the children are pow growing.up

in a multi-ethnic society anal-heir socialization, in the

family, at school, and in their Peer groups, is increasiully

influenced by ethnically relevant communication and Inter-

action. Althouyh textbooks and the media are no'longer eX-

plicltly and systematiCally racist, their,discourses resale

ethnocentric and even their 'objective' facts, e.g. abqut

crimes, unemployment and immigration provide Lhe'infor. Lion

on which lite.readers can operate their subjectively biased-

inferences which are formed', expressed and distributed In-

Informal communication and interactions. Slereolypical.hellefS and

.opinions, developed over centuries, can now be re-aCtivalee

and adapted to the few ethnically or culturally 'deviant'

groups in Dutch society.

2.4. Exprmssion and communication. Ideologies in general and ethnic

'attitudes in particular can only be 'shared', end have their

various'uocial funotions if they are expressed and ccamunicated.

In the 141 aection of t.hls Aperme will more in I:articular

analyse the4t4nys this happens In everyday conversation. Mere

'observatiok ensuing interpretation, ntCribution aud

evaluation Of (members of) ethnic groups does Play a role,

in Lhe formatpn of Altitudes, hut 'such 'individual experiences'

are-insuffic*t determinants of yrc'mp attitudes. Group inter-

actide.andltn4rlylug ethn'ic attitudesorequIre 'confirmation',

jyatlficationnd common goals and inleresta, and these Pre.

. therefore regular topics in discourse. These commuticative
-t

q
%processes are liowever rather complex. we alreadY-atigged-----

, .

that the official public media, 'that: is,the national press,
.

radio, TM, as well' as educational materials,are no lOn6er

overtly recist..--althoegh there are occasional.exceptions7.

but still a majority of these media.and diticourses remain

ethnocentric. On the 0)10 IMO they-report thu Miley 'fnets'

of a multi-cultural society, from itamigration untaaCtal
w

-
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of discrimination againSt immigrants, but their definiLion-of

the social situation is ambiguous, Or provides information

which may be transformed into beliefs that aro talc% as

nvidence'supporting negative attitudes: the very immberS of

immigrants are given in absolute terms not in percentages,

the housing and employment protrlems aro emphasized,,cultural

differences are not portrayed as (positive) contributions

to Dutch culture, and on the whole ethnic news Is framed In

terms of 'problems we have with them (hardly problems they.

have with us).

The textbooks at school, even the new edition4 of recatt

years, are as yet neglecting the fact that the Netherlands has

become a multi-ethnic society. Some few pages in history,

900 gtaphy and social Voce textbooks mention immigration,
n .and some of them will mention
ione

or two paragraphs the

'dirty' jobs, the miserable housing conditions or the discrimi-

nation against ethnic minorities. Out on the whole the children

are not propOrly educated such that they have the infolmation

and the altitudes that prepare them for the direct or indirec-

everyday experionco in their contacts with ethnically different

groups. No wonder that the minority children themselves can

hardly find any identification ih the textbooks or other

edu('ational materials or interaction (teachers pay little

tenliOn to the topic outside the textbook based teaching).

!tut the textbooks ticr contain mainly stereotypical stories

Nwnil ethnic p?etudico and racinm in 6ther countricR, such

as tlut USA and South-Africa. Typicall;, indeed, prejudice

in Dutch culture Is nomething others do, and sooething which

Is incanglstent with Dutch ftokals and wallies. WO will 46

thnt this .instifutionalized morality is partly:adopted

as a folk moral in-everyday conversation.

Children's books,after lotto ethnocentrinm
0

raelam in previous decades and centuries, slowly chanie
,

towarthl a mote neutral portrayal of

ethnivally.different children.

10.

...

/

From this brief summary we may conclude that the

communicative transmission of ethnic attitudes in the

Netherlands has evolnated from a clearly racist portrayal

of ethnically distant groups (e.g. in the colonies) to a

more subtle, indirectly-ethnocentric or biased Construal

of actions and events related to ethacally close groups,

providing so-called 'facts' that can be used'for further

inference making by people in informal communication and

interaction.

2.5. Interaction. Only aeldnOrily (15%) of the original Dutth

population has dailicentacts with members of ethnic

minority groups. Largepart of these contacts will be of

a rather brief, occasion'al.nature, such as.ohbrvitig,or

briefly talking to apinotity member in ptiblic places,

such as the street, shopb, the markot , pubs or social

institutions. Contacts with ethnically different nel*.

bours aro Also predominantly superficial. our,data 'Show

that most people Will even avoid contacts, and:only Part

of 1is avoidancescan be explained in terms of langUage. :

problems. On the job contacts will of course be ,somewhat

more intensive, especially if goals and-tasks-are $hStpd,
. -

but even then people Will tend to keep to themsel'Oes Or

to prefer regular interaction with members,Of the ingrOUp:

Only a'slight perceptage has intimUto4mrsonal contacts,

with persons frpm ethnically different groups, but'pore

/often than not, it seems:, the resulting attitudes, if they

are positiver, do-not necessarily gunorpliiertdOzds,the,

ethnic group as a whole.

From this general picture wo may Conclude'that the

(tranti-) formation,brethnic attitudes both,dctermines and

ls determined by the superficiality and oompivEmentalixtion.
.

of interaction. On the ono hand We4yill.g1nd detailed'ex=

periences of everyaay contactsiand on the other band, often-

in the same people, rather stereotypical attitudes about the

outgroup.
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Although 'distance may be the rather generar charac-

terizing property of Dutch inter-ethnic relations, it cer-

tainly does not provide the detaiis of everyday interaction.

First, discrimination of various sorts is pervasive. Turks,

Moroccans and Surinamese will Often have difficulty being'

accepted as tenants, will often in vain try to fintl%

a job , will sometimes not be allowed entrance intO

bar or club, to mention only a few examples which hinie been,

docuMented in research. More subtle is the everyday discri-

mination in public places, such as the street, shops, bars

or the tramway, ranging from avoidance, impOliWness,' refusal

of adequate service, to more or less overtplecist. remarks.

As yet, open violence, such as interracial fights or riots

have-been practically absentlin the Dutch scenerAlthhh,

another well-knowa mythholds it that the.Dutch are not very

violent in social interaction, and although there is'nd tra-

dition'of racial riots, it should be kept in mind that tile

socio-economic context actually will have more influence on

the forms of such conflicts than assumed /peaceful' ,. .

attitudes. nousing shortage rather has led to a more-active

squalor's movement (and ensueing clashes with the police)

among the young than to interracial open conflicts. Aiso

there is no faScist party of aliy strength that could.fuel

polittcally the frustrations of-housing shortage and unem-

ploymeriEtowards more open4 violent actions against ethnic
21

minorities. But, as we will see below, the attitudes as such

would not be sufficient conditions to prevent guch,a development.
. .

-

Apart from Ihe occasional encounters mentbmted above,

thus, Interaction predominantly,seems to be 'observational':

we see them' on the street, in other.pubilc places, pbserve

their behaviOr, appearance and clothing, sometimes see how

they live, at least'fromAhe 'outskdO, but on the whole

thv 'interaction la indirect, that is 'via' acquaintances,

'vla.the media, via everyday stories, and the processee of

attribution to the groups as wholes of socio-economic problems,

such as Lousing shortrige and unemployment. It folloWs that

ethnic attitudes are developiai mostly on the basis of these

kinds of Ludt:test, inferred.informntion, mostly trom media

10

discourse and conversation, supplementled with occasional,

superficial encountlfs and obervation."-We will.indeed see

in the next sections that the actual contents of ethnic

attitudes in the Netherlands reflect these types of ethnic

inLeraction,and it may be assumed that convers4y the

resulting sareotypes.also are an important.component

the avoldance and discriminatory patterns of interethnic

interaction.

2.6. Situation..InsLead of.a theoretical analysis of the relations

between ethnic attitudes on the ono hand and cultural, econo-

mic and Colonial bis'tory, communication and interaction on the

other hand, we have briefly sketched some particularsof the

more cOncrete forms these have taken in the Netherlands. That

is, we havestried to informally picture so:se of the possible

'origins' of ethnic lo'rejudice.-In order Eo understand the .

precise functions of these ethnic attitudes, we Should finally

4 also briefly pay attention to the micro-social and macro-

socfal context in which ethnic attitudes can be displayed in

interaCtion.

It has often been stressed that prejudice may be a

necessary but not a sufficient cOnditionofil 'prejudiced'

behavior, such as.disemlillinatory interaction?2Decislvels

the further cognitive and social situation, such in&(other)

beliefs, Aorms and values actualized iw,some interaction

situation, is well an other factOrs of the sociA contest
,

relevant ih that siluation. Since we will pay Uterm

to the further cognitive aspects below, we will here focus.

on some further social features of the situation: By situa-

"Lion we here understand a dynamic utructure,of social vertu-

loles which influence or are influenced by the ongoing Inter-

actional event between participants. Although the components '

of such a situation may have a generalnihture, so that indeed

participants are able to cognitiviyinalyse, thilt is 'understand°,

the situation, the structure of these components will mostly

be specific, except maybe An hAghly formaAized encounters,
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For our problem thin means that we are interested in those

features of social situations which systematically interact

withony kind of 'prejudiced' beliavior, that is interactions

in which ethnic attitudes.of participants play a role. Some=

times Ursa actioas may be 'interpreted as being discriminatory

against mashers of minority groupi, whereby the minority

group member may be a participant (as is the case in the

exchange of goods, the purveyance of services, hiring or

letting of housing) , or only an indirect participant, viz.

in those cases Where the minority memberW are somehow

affected by the interaction, as in taws, regulations, or

other decisions of national (1:d local governments, of

directions of businesses, er even of informal groupsaaf

the antochonons population.

We will further,assume that agents in interactional

situations in principle will try to act such that their

*al. are realized in an optimal way, whereb'y the goals

are set en thelasis of 41Plex cognitive decision making

processes, ini,which knowledge, beliefs, wishes, preferences

and, ditioatefy, concrete intentions-or piano are involved.

however, the so'cial situation could be connidered as a set

of constraints on &(; execution of these ietentions: social

members know,and take into account in theil very decision

making process, the fact that other participants also have

their goals and underlying motivations, beliefs or opinions.

and Chia the encounter wiii have to satisfy general norms,

values and principle. of C:poperation./Further, they also

know that their actions will he perceived, interpreted and

evaluated according. to these general norms, values and prin-
.,

diples oud that a complex inference procedure of attrigution

will take place in which they are evaluated as persons and

social membere4it lisilows that part of the goalsof inter-

action maybe the maihtenance or establishment of an.evalua-

tic's': that is coherent with tho agent's self-image. Sometimes

these different components of the interaction.gbals may well

be conflicting with each other: getting done what one wishes

4
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may be incoherent with equally desirable positive attributions(

Global planning and local management of the interaction will

therefore ha've to follow a'comblex decisioa!making Arategy

in which,an action 'is.chose:Mhich bath aspects of.the goal

are realized optimally. The interpretation of the situation

will yield important information for this process ofdderision , t
making, planning aAd execution. Let us therefore summarize

soie of these situational variables?5

First, the typilmpf social colitext should be consideied.

This typology may be given ilong'the usual dimensions, sutt

es 'formal', 'informbP'', 'public', 'private', 'institutional',

etc.,"whickdistingeishes between ,havii4 bviakfeattin the'

family', 'talking to a friend in a bar', !making Ose.Of"pUbllc

transpore,'secring a doctor' or'testifying in,coUre .

Second, such social context types Will typically be

associated with settings of various sorts: sUch as'the homes

the street, a bus, m hospital. , court, a shop pr an office,

which also stablish constraints on interaction. .

Third, the social 'positions' of'the interectiag-

members, such as their roles, functionsrOft the one handtt

and their soeial categories, such is gender, age, a, g. ethni.,,

group Miambprship wiil be involved.in setting further con:.

straints. Some of the positions or categoric* will even,

inititutionally constrain the Possible actions of agents;

such as of policemen, politicians or judges.when acting

'An function'.

Fourth, each social context Will bo under,the general

scope of norms, values, principles o'r Othel con.entions

setting the rondo of possible,acceptable actions: dn a

busride, in a lesson aL scheol, iO a.cOurt trial, or an

informal talk in pub,.there.wil4 be informal=or fOrmal

principles of the typical.,possible or necessary actions

of the participants.

.Although situations are more complex.these few exam-

ples of situational factors will do for our purposes.

In interaAtions'with or 'about' members of ethnic mino-

rities, each cif these factors will also pley a rOle in the

eltimate actions chosen. For instance, if the slthation
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&bile and formal, and if there are general norm's pr even

lawe that do not allow discrlCinatory actions, we may ex- .

pact that the actions chosen will not overtly ylolate-aese

norms or laws, because the agent will in that case have,to

account for unacceptable oionlawful,behavlaq. This does

not Mean, of course,,hat'ethnic minority members involved

in or affected 61, such actions would not interpret snch actions

as discriiinato4, viz, in those cases.where their own goals,

wishes, or.(higher order) rights are not furthered.by the

consequences of theseactions.

Actions however are much less bounded in informal,

private contexts. Id such caststhere are also general

norms mnd values, but control is less powerful or at least

not institutionalized. In our data it is obvious that even

for informal sltUations participants are aware of the gene-

ral norm that discriminatory action is proh.ibited. Yet,

it may be that more specific (in:)group nonus , values

and goal's are prevailing in the situation, or that the

,personal goals and'motivatiorW are stronger than the possi-

ble negative attribution attached to'discrimlnatory action.

As soon as the participant of the interaction his low social

status, does not belong to the ingroup, or has other proper-

ties that would make negative evaluatlen according to general

norms less important for the agent, discriminatory action

becomes possible, such as violation of politeness rules,
'441

-refusal Of,tboperative action, hiring on jobs or letting

dn apartment. hence in situations in which social control

cannOt be exercized, in which institutional norms or imis

cannot be enforceA, in wh'ich actions are not publicly accoun-

table, 'and in which other: ingroup norms exist Justifying

specific attions, there is a maximum freedom for the execu-

tion of personal plans of actitm. The lower the status of

the Other participant, the weaker will be the influence of

possible negat4ve9feedbaek from negative attribution,

which means'that the agent under maximum personal freedom

can act independent Of the goals and interests of the

other participant. It follOws. that in these situations

it is the personal,ettitude of.the agent,towards minority

group mepherts which Aetermines.to a much larger degree the

. 9,z-74
4 ,..,
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actual choice of plans. Of course, if the agent is aware Of

the fact thaibis or her action'is,possibly discriminatory

according to'general noems.oe laws, a,coguitive strategy

ould be operating in which situational prinCiplee or other

ingroup norms-=or principles areinvoged'to juitify-the,petion;-

In the caso of converaptiona/ inteiaction with.ingrocP,,,

members about ethnie,minorit1es, or about ethnicallmelevant,

action5 and events, the constraints- are

it,Is mainly the aseumption about the possible'positivei

neutral_or negative attribution by.the hearerAand thestat4:-

power, or intimacl.eF the' hearer, which cobstrain:the'freedop

of the speaker-to expreils his,or her own opinions and attitudes!.:

The sore the cenversation will be part of an informal; un:-

controlled, private 'context, - 'the more equal the.'speech;
t

participant will be perceived, arulthe more the hearer.will

bemssumed to sharethe,opinlons and attitudes af the,speaker;

the less constraints on ',free' expression will exist. The

meihodological.,conClUsiOn feom these asa.umptions foe the e

conduct of free i.nterviews is-ambiguous hOweVer. As lang.as

the situation is defined by the interviewee es a uore,or,loss,

'formal* interview about.the opinions and attitudeejc4be

assumptions about possible contra may inhplt mop) or less

direst eXpression, but on the other hand, ln those cases which

reseablelree, sporttaneous"conversaaone, it s natural that

also the participant, that is thednteeviewer, actively parti-

cipates, or at least suggests toperticipate in the coaVersa-

tion, which would mean thpt he/she also would voice.his/her

ethnic opinions. hut lf theware oppoled tO t4090 0-thO

interviewee we nay either expect argumentaiOmandperaeasie4:

or again inhibition because of perceived difference in,opiuiouS,,

,or even of perceived group membership..These Smthódologlcal

Implications of the sltUationar.context pf ethnically tele:Vent

'conversations wiil be Alscussed further bellow.

4
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2. Social structure. We will be brief about the further social

context iriMhich interaction situations are embedded, also

because the social structure will he related-with interaction ,

only via the respective variables of the situation. That is;

institutions, Social categorization, stratificatioa, organi-

zations and groups, and the corresponding laws, rules or con-

ventions become relevant only according to the interpretations

of the interacting members. By way' of example., we may enumerate

some properties of Dutch social structure that may systematically:

be relevant in ethnically relevant situations:

CI) stratification: compared to other countries. such as England

or France, class conflict seems less vehement for a number of

reasons, such as smaller differences in income, and a rather
4'

developed system of social security, which guarantees a minimum

income to all, workers, and-allowances to the,udemployed, the

aged or diabled. This may Mean that, relatively, there will be

less competition generally speaking, between the working class

of original Dutch citizens and'the class of immigrants

,aa far as income As concerned;' competition however will be
2

more severe in other domains, such as employment, housing and

9 j

4

precisely:the social services.

(II) churches: although a growing part of the Dutch population

Is no longer actively religious, most Dutch people have been

socialized in a religious family: given the fact that Dutch

churches have taken relatively progressive positions on a

number of issues, including discrimination (after earlier

anti=fascist positions in the case of the nazi persecution

o( the Jews, positions especially taken by,protestant churches),

general norms and values regarding the treatment of ethnically

different groups may be enforced against the backgiound of

this influence of the,churches in Dutch societyr

(iii) political structure: parties: there is no significant

ultra-conservative, nationalistic or fascist party (some of
o

them have dhly local importance, e.g. in somepkigger towns,

but never made it to parliamest, and actually lawsuits'are

. being follovvyn court that migla prohibit these parties);

hence, racist views cannot be supportedwor enacled.under

.rar, o',
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,political 'justifleation'.of-offlcial parties, %I/heroes the-

small fascist parties that do exist have extremely aegatiV'e

evaluations in official or public toatexte, sUch as the medial

again, the anti-fascist tradition which is part ofAlvoclo-'

cultural Context of post-war Dutch society als:his forced:the

,established parties to adopt antkdiscrimination lewsTit -

should-be:added though,:that,the iMmigration:policief the

respective-governments has not always been very,lilieral;,let
_

. sloe! that the vakiouS laws,Were systematicallvenactedAn

f arr -54,. the4tgggrants: , police and immigration officers,.

in-generaillisplay-negative,attitudes,toWards (coloiiiej)

foreigners, and prectiOes of distrimination are%not-SYste-,

matleally investigated by the po/ice:". ,

(Iv) pressure,groups: thereare-a,great,nuiOr-of for0Wor,

,informat 'ac4on gronps',,of wyll'ohAsany take antOasOist-and,,

.anti7discriminatory positions,organizeimeetings-andt4,4e44,-.

and which-,-,haVe regular pressooverage. althoughimaitof,AhoSe.,

grOilpi rather 'look-abroad', that is protest-,agiiineth

situatton in ,fa4tet-or..authoritatrancotln,t4ete0Ctao

criticize Offlclaijiactices_in the Netherlan4Sethe,,generei

anti-fascist, andlience anti,:dficrisstnetOrYAdeplogOhey

.subscribe to h,ae--;sign4iSant:ipfluenee.uponthenorinkind`
-

valdes.ef-at,leest.-tho:moreprogressipe.,pa4rt of the4Opulition:,!:

But=eVenAsithSneire.conservative 5ections of the POP4latiOn,
.

racist discrimination is not-popular

(v) organlzatiOns of minoz1tissaithotigh4s:Dthnic minoYities:,

as such de, not have any political power, .thei!".OrganizatiOno-,
,

do have some inflUenee at least ln lOcel-and-even:national:

policy.making; ideas about a nationaLrOouneil-of-minorities-,

have,not yaluton realizedrhoUgh, Wt. recently 4s,ban teCome
.

possible to elect-representatives in tovn-coucll*. /11e

actions and declarations,ominoriti,organizatiens,pre-nOt

,e'xtensively,covered by tHe'p4saTbut they doget at least,

some piess 'interest, and, hence theiecipinionsdo reachAhe,

generel public.
.

NlY'trade unions: the role o the trade unions has been

notoriously ambivalen03They do endorseenti-fnscist and

anti-discriminatory policieS,I.buCthey do, Utt4e to tako
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significant poiltical,ettien (e.g. strikes) to erotect

t ights of their ethnic minority members ot to protest

otherwise against national policies on immigration.or the

legalization of 'illegal immigrants. The traditional ex-

planation of this rather passive stand'Of the unions is

of course' based on the assumption that competiEion.between

ethnic gmbups,is precisely focused in blue-colour jo6S,

'and too iiositive stands on foreign workers may alienate_

other union members.

Although the precise influence of these various dieter)-
,

sion* of Dutch social structureocannot be measured for in-

dividual social membeks; groups.or situations, the general

tendency is that racial discrimination Is not acceptable

according to prevAiling norms and laws, and that the majority

of the population, either by socialization or bY public

communication (Lhe,media), is.aware of this 'official'

attitude. On the other hand, the actual enforcement of

*the laWs and,norms both by the national and the local autho-

rities is rather weak, such that 'mostly extra-parliamen-

tary organizations (like the chnrches) or action groups

have taken the role --sometimes paternalistic, indeed--.4,

of 'protecting' elle minorities. ALIO the persistent actions

of the government to curb immigration --actions that do gel

broad media coverage-- seem to enforce the public opinfott°

that 'this small country is already too cratided'. On the

whole, therefore. It seems that purely racist views are

officially,unaeceptable, but that further immigration of

'foreigners' certainly is not consideied to be positively'

valued. We will see though that these official norms and

values ln everyday co'nteXts of informal interaction 'are

often superseded' by an identification of !foreignersi with

ethically or culturally diffeient,minorities. In other

words, racial discrimination and'attitudes exist, and

soMe policies ev'en explicitly or implicitly recognize its

cuastence, but it' is not recognized Lhat raciem may be a

fundamental property Of Dutch social structure

, t
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.z.
2.8. Conclusions

In the,previous sections we have, more orflesedeerlptiely,

reviewed some dimensions.of the broader social C.46xi of-

ethnic attitudes in the Netherlands. Ithas beenAmVsted

that the presently existing.racial.or,CUiturai preiipe's :

and the widespread discriminatory-hehaVior Ankolal sitta-
,

-tions aave compIee:relationtIlips with Detah (Colonfei). 2

history, sculturel and:Social sektleture:-Tbere Seem tO be

'permanent plashed between officiai,ideoloOlea>and=varions.

(group)-norms. Imperialism, scdonialiim, the-slayetrade
,

and the ginerals4westernrideolegleetWhoutsithnichily

different sirOups and peoplei,derteinly have.4eft,rt-generar
,

cultural trace in'the perception of ethnically different
-.

.:.fgroups. This ethnocentric and'often openly .recist'tizelitien
..=j

was only partly counterbalanced by religious nermS andAher.'

political and socio-econOmic PotAtion of the Netiterlande

in Western-Europe, which allowitd immigration 'and Inte4ia-

tion.of foreigners'and many international (utos;t1rcealmercial)

:contacts, did not:foster extreme nationalise:,

This ambivalence persists in the 'pottlax,sociir:iiitutafluid
political context. lite offfcial norms'on.the ode.hand'pro7

. -

hibie discrimination,,and official;pOlicy'leithae4M1-':

ybprs is geared towards the emancipation of Minoriei:giottiis;
r

bni sitithe saMe.time the immigration pollcies are-strict,
c. . .

the enforcement 6f antlf-diecriMinition laws is Weak, and

affirmative action is Oft to,eitra.TarNsaentary groups

and perrional initiatives. The conseqffence is that in%itost

formal, official and public,sit:uation, Overt dlaciimination:

is exceptional or indiract, that rhe majerity Cf,therpeople .

offOially adopt the general nores;and.yalUes-4:but tht at-,

the same time, n more informal situationswithout sociat
control:, latent racism, ethnic conflicts.seCior*conomle

freirratIon (especially in,housing"and eMployMent).-and

inferences from the Ned* and past,pocialiiition(teethooki:-'

ahildren's literature, *tc.) interact Wthe'formation^6i;'

negative ethniC.attl.tudes'and pessible

enactMent tie will thereforelurthar invasItig*O-thaSe

laicirmataitOatloan ,

coutsuisotions ipout uttop,,40orliait, 400`a.,-
,



Ethnic telatiOns in th Netherlands: some data"

. Intim last ten years the Netherlands has gone through one of its

most significaet social changes of this century. Althoughmt earlier

periods it had known immigration of some grpups of foreigilers, such

as the Portuguese Jews in the 17th century and people Von Indonesia,

such as the Moluccans, around the independence of this ceuntry, more

promineet immigration Look place ln the Sixties and the seventie25

The'two lareest-groups are those usually denoted as 'guest workers'

mostly coming from Morocco and Turkey (more than 200.000 in 1980).

and those'coming from Surinam: notablY around itt9dependence in

1975 (approx."160.000 ln 1980) (see Schumacher, 1980,caSci wnR, 1979).

These largers groups added to the already established groups of

foreign 'Workers from Spain, Italy and Yugoslavia, tethe immigrants

from'ithe Atilles, and to (amuch smaller).group,of Chinese. The

total number of lemigrants is estimated to be around 600.000, which

on a population of. 14 million amounts to approx..4.3%.

Although these numbers.are stilt rather modest, the social

coneguences have beeh considerable. the earlier attitude of both

the government and of the majority of the DUtell population had been

based on the assumption that the foreign workers would.eventually

return to their own couhtrles, and:that possibly also large part

ofthe Surinamese group Might go back. These expectations however
.

were not realistic. In sprIe of the severe economic recession the

majority,ef the Moroccan and Turkish workers remained in the Nether-.
lands and many wore joined by their families. The same bolds for

the Surinamese. After the well-known report on Ethnic Minorities

of.the Netherlands Scientific Couacil for Coverpment Policy (WRit, 1979),

this earlier attitude had to be modified. Mbre or less officially

36was now conceded Chet the'Netherlands ll'ad become a 'multi-ethnic'

''-socleiy, and that the national and the local policies shouldEbe

formuiatedwithin this perspective. In 1981 the government presented

a first version of a comprehensive pollci statement for the ethnic

minexities. Starting froM the recognition that thalNetherlands had

become a multi-ethnic society, the basic PhilosoPhir of this state-
s --

h11(40. was.however rothei vague. on the one hand, it was emphasized

tthat the-ethnic groups should be allowed to maintain their own

soCial and cultniat identity, but on'the other harld manV of the"

a.
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concrete plans of the statement seem to imply integration of various

forms. Thug, separate schools or welfare organizations of immigrants

are.eapected to integrate into more 'general !Dutch' institutions:,

Yet, a positive polici-is outlined and,an iacreasipart of-the

national budget la reserved for the education, housing--and,workzof

ethnic minorities, with iather.heavy stress on the education,

of theLrueg firsegeneration or second generation children.-

'As u*sual,_this. official poliey Was-pot ,very explicit,. in

its basic philosophy, and it also came rather late.,NUMbera:Of

immigrants had-beee.uhdereptimated for,years, .unwarranted aSSuip=',

tions had been made about 're-emigration', and insuffiCient:fecllf=.

ties had been created for housing and work. Crowing uneMOIreiment.,

soon teaching 10%, touchedmainly the youngandithe lmmigrabtp,

(26% of the-working Surinamese-men, and nearly 40%-ofifOisig..,

Surinafese men between 15 and 24 year;'oldAn Amsteyda.7'71

Wooskens ei al., 19794. The hobsing-sltuatlbn,
_

,

cities of Amsterdam, Rotterdam,-Che,Nague and.Utrecht;,,already!:

critical before the lemigration,, further-deteriorated 41;i0,03

at the expehse ofthe poor,lmmlgyants. And in aome,Payesse

these cities school classes.lo pylmary education sometif,10.q14,

more than,Ot childrepoof imeigrants. Whereas the Surimempee,,

speak Dutch.fluently.-orat least,w11.enough:(beSides;thelyowei4h.gh!O'S',

mostly, Sranan Tongoto-clo well at school, lerkish:*id.:-,

Moroccan children experience the usual-clifficulles6PkOgrami-

S7'have been met Up to give-10ditionalle arTs An:Outch'aed

the same time to IMovide for the Possibility to.cOkinuo

edusatlon inthe language and:;culture of.the home coUntry.

Perhappmost serious', however, hap beep the reacion,Of' ;

large, parts of Cho original white Dutch population: increasing

uneasiness, prejudice and discrimlnation.have soattered-,the

myth.of Mitch tolerance. To be suret earlier'

in,the Netherlands (of whlch the filatory ritten)

often dld not'have the Widespread and open foram it-poW'has,

but the-social and econemic situation at the arrlvaltifmarlier-

iMmigrants-fJews and Werkers from the Mediterranean countiii4

was rather Ul the benefit of the Dutch.-Also, rlesplte pemetp1,191!"'

rather marked culturalAlffereneest,these earlier gpfups,were

--if wtdisregard-for the mementthe coloured imga1grants frorOndoee)0a=-,
,

,
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still (more or less) white. But now the presenCe of a large

:group of black peoPle from Surinam abd the Antilles confronted

the Dutch peoPle with the expression of its own more or less

latent racism. Black men tend to be criminalized, and
-

have.serious difficulties finding a job or lodeings. Whereas

after World War i there has been a rather.widespread ideology

of 'antl-faacism': and no adierenCe to antl-semltlsm (more than

1.004(J0 Dutch Jews were massacrated ln German concentration camps),

the self-lmage,of,ethnic tolerande is increasingly being blurred.

AlthoUgh right wing fascist parties did not manage to obtain a

sekt.An paTliament some of their nationatist , d anti-foreignei

and racist opinions Axe spreading through informal communication (we saw that

the media predominantly avold.open racism). Our study Ls mainly

intended to obtain insight into the nature and the distribution

of these.e6ul1c attitudes. A recent survey of ethnic attitudes

in the Netherlands (Lagentiljk, 1900) has shown that at least

half of the mmilatlon expresses some form df ethnic prejudice,

despite the officfal social norm of antl-discrimlnatlon. Before

we go into the qualltAlve-espects of these prejudices, some

quantltatiiie survey data might provide some background (for details,

see imgendijk (1900):

I. An essential condition to be able to judge the nature of inter-

ethnic relations lnAhe Netherlands Ls the degree of contact

between 'the respectiVe groups. As mdch as 60% of thh respondents

say they-never have any contacts with ethnic minority groups,

whereas onle15% have regular, dally,or personal contacts. This

implies that for enly;a small part of the population the beliefs

and opinions expressEll (see below) are based'on personal experience,

whereas'others derive from informal communlcatlou,.the media and

inferences from pre-established attitudes.

2.
A

if we consider the presence ofs"forepuers" (bultenlanderS) --au

they are usually called ln everyday corkirsatlon-- in the Nether-

lands as a.soclal problem, and comparetals problem with other

social problems, 36% of MI. Dutch agreeqn.general. and 10%

relative te-t:heir persenal life. flouSii*end unemployment though

both 'rate twice as high as social probiemS of Dutch society.

In other wordsl.the presence of ethnic minorities is seen as a

35
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relevant pro 1.Cm, but not as acute as houilug and unemployment. We':'

'will see below that an important aspeet of the 'minority-probleM,'_of

the Dutch is related to these latter iisues.of housing,and unemployment.:

It should be stressed that the presence of ethpicMinorities is,

experienced as a problem aboveall (more than 40%) by those whehave

few or no.contacts with these groups.

3. Asked about the.positive and negative,aspgCts.ok the-f eignworkerS :

ln the Netlierlands, the respondents are able Lo,name Gmly, aqew,posi,;,

tive aspects (predominantly the fact,tha'tthe forrpignecs.(1O.the Sixty

jobsvOutch people do no want to do), but agree on Many.negative

aspects, such as 'they take our-jobs (24), 'they do notadapV-1

(124), 'they do not befeng here! (11%), 'they take oUr hoeses,

(10%) or abuseour,social Services (8m). We will see below that

in our informal interviews these opinions: at least for Amsterdam,

rate rather higher than in thiS, survey. Except for the competillon

on the work market, the'Sva4ion about tile contribution Of lhe'

'Serinamese is shnklar.

On the whole,only 3% of., respOndentslihink theethnic.

minorities have a positivecoOrlbution to give to Dutch;society,

wreae 21% think,that Lim coniribUtion is onty.negative. As

usual for the Netherlands, the%opinlons in this re4ect concon-.

trate,towards 'middle positio4b 43% think theethnlc minoriti4:
-

have been positive but vhth negetive aspects, and 311'that their

presence is negative on:the 40e but with some positive astects.

To resume in even more generaAterms,- somewhat more than half'

*of the Dutch Population Ls wh41,y or predominantly negative labont

the contributions of the ethickialnorities to DutCb soclOty.'

4. The large majorlirg people Aink the dthnic minorities should

_morle.or less Adapt to Dutch filOOS and.Values, but at the same.

time allow them to maintain parttof their own habits and,Cultnre

if the'se do Rat disturb the siiCial order or.social tonteCts'.

We find this opinion also refleCtediln the4opinions-voiced,lii .

our Own ihtdrview-data. Note-that 14% of the peoPle reqUire::

full adaptation to Duteirliforms, values Ind-culture (total

ansimilation), and only I% do not require an)? adaptation:at alL
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5. If we further aoblyse the particular oolnions and attitudes about

the respective ethnic groups, we find that for each group (Suril.

namese, Turks, A:aroccans) theiosoativJ'attitudes predominate ,

(between 40% and 501), whereas about 30% has positive attitudes

and about 30% ls Indifferent. Moluccans are fudged most negative-

ly (490, which is strange in the light of our data which never

featured spontaneOus negative opinions about this group. Since

Indonesians are ri,:ceiving a much better evaluation, this negative

attitude about Moluccans, when explicitly asked about, should

probably be explained by their manifest 'terrorist' actions of

some years ago. It is possiblealso the negative opinions about

Moluccans, are re locally concentrated to areas where they live-,

,Again we se that contact between the ethnid minority groups

and the original Dach.population on the whole favours 'sore positive

attitudes: of those having positive opinions about minorities

about 451: have regular cOntact with them, whereas only about 25%

of the people'who never have any 'ethnic contacts' are positive.

Here too differences are not large respective to Lhe different

groups.

6. As, usual social distaoce deterMines the overall'acceptance

of.the respective groups. The ethnic minorities are accepted

as citizen's by about 90% , and 'as colleagues and 'in our street' by

about 60% of the respondents. On the other hand, only about 6%

want them as close friends-o.r.as close kin. The 90% figure however

seems rather flattered when,we consider a less oveall acceptance

measure (when citizinship is acceptable only in 4010 neighbourhood

in about 25% and being colleagues on the,job by ltdet 15%). The

latter data seem to be more realistic in view of our own data.

It should of course be stressed, as for the other results of the

3 r survey, that the responses are typical survey-responses, which
,

are net open to qualification or nuances.

7. The majority (00%) of ehe respondents decline Own 'ghettoes for

the minorities and favour the 'spreading' philosophy of most local

authorities.

.

0. Two-third of the respondents, despite their earlier plea for

adaptation, would allow the minorities to keep their own language

and culture, and the same number f6our intercultural contacts
-

between children at school.

9. More than half,of the respondents think our frontiers :should stay

open fer those who want tejoin their families hde, whereas-About

25% think admission should be conditional. On the contrary, these

figures aro reverSed for those-who chi not have a job: 50%'percent.

think they.should not be allowed to enter the country.

10.When asked !about their ideas concerning the probleMs the.minorities

experience in the Netherlands, the respondents first think about

the language,problom (93% mention this), housing (05%)1 employ-
.

ment (77%), discrimination (6204nd problems with Dutch society

and norms 7-adaptation. As yet we,.clo not have control data from

the ethnic minpritieheiseives about L14ese issues, tiut as such
.

the problems are,Certainly relevantler,bilem, although perhaPs
,

the language problem (especially of courae for Surlhamene) would

rate lower, and housing and work,and especially2discrimation.higher.

11.The general, expectations about ethale,lrelations in the,NetherlandS
I

are rather pessimistic: 75% of the people expeCt(more) conflict,

especially when the second generation grows Up. 'I,tappsars thOugh..

this pessimismAaso bods to the relatiOns among.Detch peotile

themselves. Th re seems .to be a general lack df confidence in ihe futOra:

'
V

It is difficult to sketch a unified pict e of DUtch (in-)telerance
,

towards ethnic minorities as a conclusiourto those servey-dAta.

Overall acceptance may be more Chan 50% ender condition.ti:at'''we

do not have any trouble from tlaele', but the mOrkspecific negative

attitudes towards the respective groups predominate. If We take

acceptance as friends. or family-Menhers as a base criterion for

full acceptance Oar 'lack of prejudice'9 then.only about 6% 'of, the

populatioW could be called really neutral or,favourable in attitude. ,

We see that,indeed Lho so-called Dutcii tolerance has proven4e,be

a myth --especiallY for those who even do not have any contacta at,

all with ethnic minorities. Acceptance ,is strictly conditional.ana

'at a distance. As soon as perceived.competition is involved,

especially in housing and work, the general attitude is predominantly

negaeive.
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These general attitudes do not vary much across different

political party preferences of the respondents: the leftist and lib-
.

eral parties have somewhat more tolerant respondents, but the major

social factors accounting for the variance are age andeducatlon:

rlhe young abd better educated are on the whole more Positive. .

Oft,the contrary, the rich who live ln expensive areas, are more

negative ( and do not want ethnic minorities ln their suburbs).

This result is consistent with the higher negative figures [or

itilose who do not have contacts with ethnic minorities.

Yet, although there'are some tendencies In the survey data

about ethnic attitudes in the Netherlands, the complexities and

apparent contradictions ln attktudea annot be fully grasped

with this kind of research method. Only extensive interviewing,

personal histories and Le analysis of the local situations can

give us insight into the true picture of ethnit attitudes. Tbe

overall negative picture of the survey data however is alarming

enouyh to warrant such more qualitative research.

33
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4. The Cognitive Structure of Ethnic Prejudice

4.1. The cognitive model

It has been argued above that prejudice is taken as a special

form of4social attitude . More in particular, ethnic prejalco

should be viewed as r. social attitude, shared by groups; about

ethnically different gzoups. It has also been assumed that,

ethnic attitudes are aCquired in processes of social lnfor-

motion processing,'cluring communication and interaction,
4

within specific sltuatbans which in turn are part of a larger

socio-cultural.and soclo-economIcal framework. In this'.

section we want to explore the cognitive 'result' of this,
.r

form of social information processing. That is, we want to

analyse the internal organization of ethnic attitudes, their

relations With other cognitive structnres, and their role

in social information processing,. e.g. in person and group

perception and the interactions.with or relative to ethnic

e groups.

AXtltudes hi general and prejudice in partiCular have

regularly received attention also from a cognll.i've point of

view, and most work in social psychology in this,area will

.follow a'general 'cognitive aPproaceilln our opinion, however,

this cognitive rpproach has been hardly cognitive or only

superflclall; cognitbve in the sense we would like le use

for this term. Attitudns have been studied as possible

'lntervealng variables In a stimulus-reaponse paradigm,

or as 'antecedeid:' factors in the studkof behavior.

If they wore studied ln a more cognitive perspective, only

some more general, but barely adequately defined, principles

were investigated, such as congruence, dissemance or balance?

The content of attitudes was reduced,,if studied at all, to

a number Si concepts or dimensions, typically studied ln

gimp* responses to word lists, acalon or other Methods for

which the deeper theoretical presuppositions, ouch as the

relationships hel.Wean,attitudes and actions, were barsly

further analysed ln cognitive torMsliThe precise procedoes

of cOgnitive and social.information'processes Wore nee made'
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explicit, there NA no regresentation format for social

ca;nitions such as beliefi, opinions and attitudes, and

the relaiions with other cognitions, such as knowledge,

or more fundamental nbres, values and Ideologies, were

not fully spelled out.In other words, there was no cog-

nitive model at all in this so-called 'cognitive' approach.

Recent work in cognitive psychology and artificial intelli-

gence (AI) has provided us with a number of rather exi,licit
4

modas Fi cognitive processing and representationnn parti-

cular, the interaction between various cognitive processes

and systems of knowledge have been analysed. Our model of

social cognitidn, in particular of ethnic attitudes,will

be formulated against the background of these results.

Whereas much work in psychology and AI has.been concerned

with languace and discourse understanding, with problem

solving and similar complex tasks, the processes of social

cognition we arehere dealing,with in aadition require a

model of per'son and group perception and the_interpretation

and planning of interaction in social situations. It goes

without saying that.at this moment such a complex model

cannot fullybe spelled out, but we canat least specify

sOme of the more general principles:

I. All incoming information, whether this is discourse,

actions, events, situations, persons or groups, is ana-

lysed according to similar fundamental principles of infor-

mation processing. That is, constraints on shorit term memory

capacity, interpretation processes, representation in lonC

term memory, the use of semantic memory (knowledge), control

procedures, and the rold'of goals, tasks'or other' contextual

and personal information, are similar for the processing of

-ali relevant input'. The same holds for processes of retrieval,

reconstructionlnroduction or planning.'

2. A distinction will be illade, for purely theoretical purposes

between different memory etoren or memory. functions:

4s

a
a. Short Term Memory/Workihg Memory: all information input

is first stored and pro'cessed in SIM, which also has the

a

I
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function of a i4oriing eemory', two funCtions whielwm

will simply assign hereto .34 STM --'and hot to different

'short.range memoriee,The-same holdi for aEOSsible

-Sensory informaeion.store or buffer. STK thougfa heslitulted,

ptorage capacity, which allowS,only-a few chinifs Of inior'"

matloe,to be Stored Mnd processed before storaCe in LTM:

-The,first .fjanction of STM-it the analysis pf surface,-

structure informatiOn of the'sensory-inpUt:according,to

analytic procedures --for lingumie, actiens,or sititstiens'
ih

that4re stored in MM. ThiS aneqysis consist-6'a 4,
,-

systematic4fructural 'chunking'.of informatiorOnto

.*'-'emaningful' 'rits.--itenob,the.econaf!irajoi LigiCtion oi

STM is the.assignment of meaning tO thede.units.,iliesn

meanings are computed on the basis.of the meaniegS.Of_the-
.

respectiVe Units which are stored in semantic hiong'terMC''

memory. Also otherknowiedge thiscoMputation,

of coapodite meanings, e.g. for the derivation-of infereneeS,

Meaning Can4pn derived from Input at severatlevelsr.we
,

may have higher-levei meaningspf complex inputi.,such

as discolarses Or action'sequeoces. ThOSe:higher;leVel'',.

meanings-ire accounted for in terms of macroitruCturesc

and are inferred by a nuMber of rules.fream lower ievei

meaning structures. Besides these meaning strucieres,

complex input maylae'assigned conventional Schemaiical.

forms (e.g. a story schema for,dlscourse, a conversation,

sChema for talk, or an action schema forstereotypical

behavior).

b. Control Wemory. All operations. in STM arc controlled

by contextually changing information represented in a,

'control' or 'executive' store. This;contrOl information

contains the current goals, ihteresis or Aegis of the

whole system. It specifies for LTH which information '

is needed in -WM for effective processing, specifies

Which_information_in_STWcan,b0:provisionally Stored

in long term memory, and in geetsfai gives the overall-

'perspective or 'bfas' to the informatiori,prpcossing in STM:

fir
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c. Episodic Memory. Long term memory has two major functions

of storage, viz. storage of all incoming, contextually

specified, information received from STM, and the storage

of more Kneral, abstract, decontextualized in(ormation

inferred (by 'learning') from episodic information. Thus,

in ePisodic memory we find representations of the

fitongoing actions, events, discourses or situations. ss"soon

as the relevant interpretation'processeS in STm have taken

place and the Mt memory buffer has reached its capacity

limits, 'old information will be inserted Into these

representations in episodic ,semory, so that 'new' informa-

tion can be introduced and processed into STN. In fact,

we will fti.rther assume that there is a 'doUble bookkeeping'

system operating in EM: (I) a representation of the actual

input, that is a specific discourse, event, action or

situation (or a combination Of these), and (II) a common

situation Ellodel which is the result of previous episodic

traces of similar events. This is necessary for many reasons,

e.g. interpretation of the actual events in the light of

'previous experiences'. Also the model serves as the

'basis for more permanent Storage processes (iearning),,

that is,may be generalized, abdtracted from and decon
ti

-

A,
textualized in order to generate more general knowledge

and beliefs about structures of discourse, action and'

situations.

d. Long_Term memory/Semantic Memory. Another aspect of

Long Term Memory is exactly the representation of these

more general forms of informatiOn, such as the lexicon

for a language, the:lexicon' of.the 'basic aCtions'

Of awe Mature, the morn Ueneral kneLledye Of the world,

and further the rules, procedures, strategies and other

principles needed to process information in STM. Since

semantic memory ls vast and complex, effective retrieval

of necessary information requires that this information...

IS highly organized, e.g. in various schematic ways,

such-as rscripts, frames, scenarios, situation.Schemata,

person schemata or group sch,emsta.4j,.

4
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,We will further assume that besides.this vast 'knowledge

of the world',.semantic memory also herbours similarly=

organized systems of beliefs, opinions, attitudeg, norms,

values and ideologies, to which we will turn below..

Representations in semantic memory' may be,thodght oys

hiererchical, networks of_concepts. As soon'as one of

the concepts of'such a network is needed (or has,been

fed into the system as a search cue) , such a network

will be activated and relevant InforMation from the 'rest

of the network; e:g. certain expecEations, may be activated

and if needed really actualized, i.e. 'brought into' Sm.

3. Processing in STm takes place'in a strategic way4.4That is

information is not adways systematically and fully analySed

for each information 1.evel (texteal or contextual), but also

incomplete or vague ihformation from various levels and various

sources.(from the context of input, from Os input or from

episodic and semantic,memory) may be combined into plausible

but effective hypothes-es.about the structure, meaning and

functions oethe information.input. That is, whereas in

abstract characterizations of events, actions, discourses,

situations oritipersons, we may formulake a number of general'

rules, conventions or principles, processing in STM may

make use of sech procedures In a much more flexible way,

which may mtl:n that:original hypotheses might be,..corncted.

whesi MOre information becomes 'available. Thus, on first

analysis we may interpret certain actions of a poison as

'selfish', but further information may diabge this evaluation.

4. We wili further assame that information prOcassing in'

general and social information processing in particular-

has a.functional bias. Tha/e, all information wili

consCiously or unconsciously be processed from' the point ;

of view of its direct or indirect functions, both cognitive,

end soCial, for the system. Often these.may he goals, which

represent the wanted,results or conuequences of the perceived

events, actions, discourses or.situations, Thus, we,may read

a text mainly to acquire information.abouL:e. topic, 'or --

-
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furtheraidrenummarize tho text to somebody else or to

use the information of the text to solve.a problem. Similarly,

we may interpret an ongoing action of a co-participant in.a

situation in order to provide necessary information to our

own.planning df next actidni. We assume that conscious (and

maybe also unconscious) functions ofyrocessing are represented
-

in the control memory store which supervises the whole operation.

5. Finaili, we will assume that information processing is

not merely: .'pessive or 'analytic' process. On the con-

trary, besi structural analyses the process involves much

more 'acti' synthetic',or '(re-)constructiimt'.aspects.

lite interpretation strategies mentioned above are not orgy

'bottom up' but also 'top down. That is,incoming information

jetty also be 'matched' with already generatedVeXpectations,

schemata or higher leVel information about the plausible

further or overall structure of the input.. The informations

for those top down processes are derived from LTM: in the

action schema labelled 'cashing a check' we have expectations

,abdt what will Probably happen after the moment'that a person

enters a bank and apprkaches the counter. We have, similar

top &mit controlled processes in the evaluation of perso;'s

and groups.

4.2. Processing events and actions in situations .

Against the background of the cognitive model briefly,

and hence sketchily, summariZed above. we will now give

some specifications of processing of more reievant social

information. in the next section we will do this'for dis-

course, since discoUrses are the empirical data we use to

study underlying ethnic attitudes. Our model for the pro-
.

cessing of other social,information, such as events and
,

actions (and of persons and groups below) will be formulated

in anaiogy tO the discom:se processing sidelel.'a'boet-whicti

we naypen to know much more in cognitive pshology than,

about the understanding of actions and events:*
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We discuss actions and events here firit because diseourse

and-especially conversation is taken'efs.a specific kindiaf

social interaction, and second because pe'r,i)on and grOUp-under-
,,

stinding always takes place inlangoing aCtions end events,:

even if 'the understandor-is-rarel.y an 'obserVer' a:nd ot an

.active tarticipant in the actión dr event.

Theoretically Apeaking, actions are a'specific

events: changes in some possible UorleSuch chang aie,

analysed in STit into,diserete unitsAgainst the kground
.

of a situation, involving a basic 'stite of affas.
Segments of processes in 'th&observed State Of affair's,

marked by initial and final states,'may be matcheSwith'

the informationinthe 'event lexicon' in semantiememory,:_,

Thus, a change ,of state invialving the downward, uncontrolled_

movement of objects may-bwAssigt;ed the 'event Meaning! 1:!r'

falling'. Next, antis interOretedsvents May-be':§c0UpPd'IntO
,

event sequences according,to=a;numher of.ceheience,piinCipleS.

Thus, ar'events'yer;heVirthe'principleof con0:40,64,.,C4ec7.

tiori, 'linking events,'eausallV or 0obabilist1OallythiChall*
-

ui to distinguish'botWeen causing,eventnd:CoilaegunacitS.,

Another COherence%principle is that offibilier

interliretitions a seqi;ence of:,events.nai he,inteCketed,.'

as a wholei; arrone'global'eVent': -.A Causally ConnebEcd

'series of eVents may be interprpted;as in ACcident' et

such a iligher level. Thus, ictual Situation May 6e,monir':.

tored for relevant'events, that is events tiyit,:arA nqt fuliy

etereotypical.or expected, but which arelUo4,Célevaet'to-the

interests, goals or other cogiative controls*.thp;ObserVeid

We say,that 'attention is payed' to an:e4ent-ieit is4halysedr:

ln STM:according to the few principles' given:ahave;%processes

are.analysed_into discrete meaningfuLA4Uu*s;4nyeiV1n9 .lnitlAl.

and final states (results, consequences), and these chunks::

are,linearly connected by conditional links And hierArchicellY:

reconstructed as higher order events. As ;obit as the event%

sequence Is too complex, part of Chp event representation ,'.L

will be stored in episooli'c memory.
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From-this brief characterization of event processing,

we See that it presupposes an analysis of the situation,

in this case of initial and final states. Although situations

'will ultimately always be novel in the strict sense this

noveltl; need not always be relevant; for all practical --and

hence cognitive-- purposes the qtuatlon involving our house,

our street, our office, our town, may be 'the game'. This means

that we will have build up more or less permanent situation

Models ln episodic memory.'Euch situation models will feature

a nuaber of objects, properties of these objects, and relation-

ships (e.g. location, distance, etc.) between these objeCES.

Besides these more concrete situation models, we will also

have, in semantic memory, more general situation schemata.
-

Not. only we know what odr street looks like, but also we have

a general schema of what streets, or buildings, or trees; or

landscapes ln general look like, so that we can handle now

information whiChlits such a (flexible) schema. Thns, a

'street'schema may involve concepts such as 'horizontal',

'outslde,'pavement', 'houses' mid 'length' ln a specific

configuration. whether this information is stored in con-

ceptual netZorks, in propositions or in plctorial/analogical

way is not relevant here.

Events, as we assumed above, are taken to he specific

changes in such situations. That is, some objectswill be

added tom-deleted from the situation, they may change

properties (colour, temperature, form) or mutual relations,

such as distance, centact, etc. Strategies will operate to

analyse information from known situation models, from situa-

tion schemata, and partiai input, in order to establish a

cohereot sequence of event. representations in memory.

The interpretation of actions is in many respects

similar. They are also changes in some situation, only

these changes involve persons, that la conscious human

beings with control over their activities/behavior, having

cognitively represented motivations (washes: desires,wantsr.N,.

preferences) being capable of representing goals, viz. as

purposes of actions, and having representations of

A
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doings ('behaviour') in the form oC intentions to realize,
47

by a doing, a represented goal. Persons have, both as ob-

servers and as active participants, such a naive knowledge

of action, that is an 14litit theory.linder specific clr-

.cumstances, thuS, ongoing observed behavior may be analysed

ln STB as discrete meaningful units, viz. actiens. Depending

on the culturally variable.stock of world knowledge, beha-

vior chunks will thus be coupled wit6 'underlying' mental

representations, viz, purposes and intentioss, which to- 1)

gether with the observed doings (meaningful chuiikk of ob-

served behavior),.define an action. The processes involved .

are usually studied --but. hardly analysed ttgnitively, under

the technical term of 'attribution'?5That is, given some

doing in some action context, an observer will 'assign'

intentions and purposes to some person. In addition, the

observer will assume that an action is carried outto

realize some goal, f. that a person wantsto realize that

seal --as a consequence ef the action-- and that'such

wants may be part of more permanent wants, wishes or

preferences of the agent, We will see below that these

assignments are part of a more general, context-free,

interpretation of persons.

The further processing.of actions is similar to that

of events. The difference Ls that the bodily.events we ana-

lyse as 'doings are linked up with mental representations

such as intentions and purposes. This means that the inter-
.,

pretation of action sequences should proceed'atcordingly:

focal and global coherence can be assigned only if the

oberver assumes that. the Sequenceiof doings 'express' .a

coherent sequence of intentions *and purpoSes. For instance,

it may be the caso that some doing in interpreted as nn

action which has as its purpose to bring about another

actien. Thuse sequences not only have local goals of

action, but also overall or final goals, to be brought

about by a whole sequence of aCtion. And as for events,

therefore, we not only have 'basic actions' organized

in sequences, but also higher level 'macro-actions'. ,
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Eating in a restaurant, cashing a check) having breakfast

and taking a vacation are such hi4her level actions, some

consistting, at an intermediary$ level, only of some connected

actions, others consisting of many (often also higher level)

actions.

Persons not only have a naive general model of action

which is applied to observations of incoming person behavier,

but also they may have stereotypical action schemata for

action sequences that are routinely performed in some situa-

tIon.,Eating in a restaurant, having breakfast...driving a

car ot Vasning a check are such schematk. called'scripte,

in our culture. They represent in semantic memory the in-

formation necessary tO understand complex event-action-

situation information, to provide the possibility to infer

information which is absent or implicit inthe input, to

organize the sequence of action representation in episodic

memory and to derliC'higher order aCtion concepts.

Notice that also_here there speuld be made a dlitinction

between episodic action mode4 representing composite

experiences of some complex Afton ('Imving.dlnner with petee),

and the more general, abstiiipeactlon schemata or scripts in

se;santic memory, used to UnClerstand, but also to"participate

in and to plan and execute., any action sequence oesimilar

kind .

buring strateqic'processing, in which these various kinds

Of information arelexibly and effectively integrated, an

action representation is built up in episode memory. When

this informatidn is needed, e.g for storytelling, this

action representation van be partly re-activaLed in STM,

often automatically interspersed with information from

previous action representations collected in the relevant

situation model. Since the representation of complex actions.
-

Just as for discourses,as nen see in the next main section,

has a hierarchical nature, ath glohal actions high and detailed,

basic actions, low in the 'tree', the retrieval of specific

action memories will prqceed from top to bottom. Mat is,

the global actions, which have most 'structural links with

other actions, will be easiest to retrieve. In order words,
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we will in general recall only the macro-actions of some

action sequence, and only those detallAbwhich are relevant

for other,reasons --e.g. because they weire.processed more

specifically accordingille information,in Control memory,

or because other structural links are established with

relevant evaluations activated from underlying opinions

and attitudes.

. We hrvie gone into the cognitive processing of events

and actioni, notonly because,discourses such aS'conver-

sations are understood in a similar way,.and not only

because we understand persons and groups in relation bo!

actions in sitiations, but also because...the conversations

about ethnic minorities will often contain stories which

express memories of actions in which members of ethnic

minorities are involved. With a geneial model 'of action

-understanding, representation and retrieval, we then know

what-Additional.principles_must be involved when actual-,

stories feature action memories which would not normally

'be recalled: In more concrete terms: we may iemember actions.

of memberii"of edulic minority groups which we''WoUld-;not have'

recalled when performed by members of the legroep.,That,ia,

the,relevancettructure in interpretation and recall may

be different. Also, observed behavior of ethdic'reinellties

isay not be fully interpretable'because the observer doea'not

have the (perhaps culturally different) action'mOdels,

schemata or scripts on the basis df which the specifij*

actions were performed. As soon as these models or schemata,

are lacking, doings aiei seen as 'strange', 'weird', 'irra-

tional!, etc. We will see below in more detail how opinions,

attitudes and especially norms are involved in this very

interpretation and of cour'se in the evaluation of action.

What has been summarized above for actions andliction

sequence also holds for interaction in which observers
%

participate as agents. The system in that case operates

in reverse in the production of Iction. Important in thit

case is rigain,the role of representations of global actions.

Intention of such global aCtions --consisting of A sequence

of connected lower level actiona-- are called'planst Such
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plans organize and control the actual productiot of,the

component actioes. With the general plan 'I am eking the

train' I can derive, by means of general script and episodic

models of previous train trips, ;.pecific local at oms --and

'their internal structure, mutual coherence_links and goalthe

such as 'going to the-station', 'buying a ticket
, 'going to

the platform', 'getting into the train', etc. In interaction,

this complex process of decision making, goal-setting and

planning, will be taking place under the strategically used

informatiOn about the ongoing global interaction and the

previous actions of the other participant. That is,

my action mutt be locally and globally cogerent with the

actions of myself and the other participant. In case the

goals of the participalLts are the sameQor similar, the action

sequence will be A kind of 'cooperation', but often goals may

be-different and in that case, as we have specifiedCarlier,

the decision making process will be more complex, involving

weighing of importance of own wants, preferences and goals

competed to those of the other. The precise steps of the

cognitive plocesses and strategies involved Here cannot be

spelled out: the full explication of all information involved

in a simple conversation would cover many many pages. The,

upshot however is clear: the igformation processing system,

both tor the insierstanding.and the planning of actions and

intetaclions will have to deal with vast amounts of infor-

mation aboet actions, action schemata, persons, situations,

and so on. This is possible within a few seconds only if we

have powetful strategies of information processing, higher

level units and macro-rutes, an effective content in Control

memory, an extensive,organization of knowledge in lalt, power-

ful retrieval operations, and other principles to facilitate operations,

reduce complexity, organize informatiowand build or retrieve

representations in episodic and semantic memory.

Another major conclusion from this brief summary of

a cognitive model for situation, event and action under-

standing, is that the strategies for information reduction

are operative in the understanding of persons and groups and

their actions. Steteotyping.is one of the traditional concepts

we use to denote some of tbe strategies and repres tations

used to handle highly complex social information.

4.3. Person and Group Memory

A next important step in a cognitive model of4ethnic prejudice

is an adequate model ef persons and groups5.15Itma very gentiral-

sense, the memory representation and the actual use of infor:-
4%

mation about people is not very much different,from that of

objects suchas cars, houses or universities. Yel, person

information is crucial in all social information processing,

and the information about ourselves as persons; as members

of groups, and of others is central to nearly all our activi-

ties and hence to nearly all information processing.,'
.

Hence, a more specific model pf person and group represents.:

tion, as part of a more general model of social cognition,

seems warranted.

A first property of person representations, as wO suggested

earlier, is that they Come about ail4,are used in action and

interaction --including the action of'birving people. We

simply cannot understand or plan actions w out understan-

ding persons. As we have done above for events and actions,

this knowledge about people may take various forms in memory.

First, Le have, in semantic memory,' a very general and abstract

model of qiuman beings and of (active) persons, that is a

naive theory of the basic properties of people, involving

normal size, form, colour, weight, components, and-possible

variations of these. Besides these physiological/biological

features --of which some are criterial and other variable

or non-essential (such as having heir)-- we have information

.about. their 'internal' or 'mental' properties, derived"from

self-obervation (intuitions), communications about internal

states from others, formal education, and the need to under-

stand external behavior in terms of internal 'conditions'.

It is at this point where our general information is storpd

about what people can do, what relations there are among people,

where,peOple typically are, and so on. Of couree this general'
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information is highly complex, and therefore needs organization.

. This organization, again, must be schematical. Thus we have

partial schemata for possible appearances, on the 0ne hand,

and other schemata for possible internal organization, on thd

other hand. Important from a cognitive point of view are

especially the schemata linking the relatively external or

internal properties of people to.what they do. This is

crucial in the planning of our own actions and in the under-

standing of other actions. Since complex information processing

About action segeencesrand sitdations needs top down processing,

we for instance must know what to expect, so that we can pre-

plan our Own understanding and (re-)aaions. These expectations

may of course be based onprevioes experiences of actions, but

that may not,do for interactions of a different kind and with

people we do not know, Hence, knowledge about general rela-

'40We.
tionships befWeen internal structures, Stich as wishes, desires,

wants, preferences, purposes, plans etc. and the actions of

' others (aed ourselves) will yield the framework for such

interpretative strategies of expectation driven understanding.

But wo need strategies to interpret and representnot only

what amople can and will do in general, but also more specific

tyPes of actions. This means that we will also elaborate

various kinds of t, logics or categories, again both on

external grounds a On inteirnal grounds: we differentiate

between old and young, male and female, and ethnically different

persons. Similarly, we distinguish between differentrelation-

ships between assumed permanent internal properties and obser-

ved actions, that is we distinguish personality types (gene-

rous, egoistic, dynamic, passive, dominant, or sensual persons).

These personality representations, thus, aro flexible inter-

pretation schemata in which a number of mental properties

of a relatively stable kind arc linked with typical action

types. Tbe schema is important because it provides us with

a relatively powerful way to deal with complex person infor-

mation in a context free way: in most sitUations a perRon

with personality schema A will choose from possible actions

in a way D. And conversely, actions observed may bo 'attri-

buted' to the overall-personality schema, such that the

0

-

conditional ('causal) link between the assigned schema and

the perceived action counts as a way to understand the action.

And more specifically: if an action is interpreted as a parti-

cular instance of an action tine, then the actual agent may be

taken as an instance of a specific person schema.

Besides thesemore general person ot personality schemata

in semantic mem46, we also have other person representations.

First, we have episodic person representations, that is conbrete

representations.in episodic memory of people we knew through

previouh observation and interaction. The'se episodic models

of people may also bo construCited through indirect forms of

information, such as communication (discourses, pictures)

about these people. Although the episodic model is about one

person it still harl a more or less context free nature: it

is a construction built up from concrete experiences, which

may continuallY update the model. Thus, when we interact with,a

perSon we know, we not only "enderStand the. actions in the-

light of a more general, abstract person and personality,..

Schema, but also on the basis of the episodic model we have

of that person. Vie will hence understand the more.specgic

action:: 'as typieal for that person, which means that the
actuafaction itninstantiation of the action type, whicA

part Of tit's model and construCted on thO basis if previees

actions. In this cass, understanding is more complete because

particular events in the'partial biography of a person we .

It'new may be taken as causes or reasons for actual actions.

Finally, we have actual person representations in each

Context; that is a representation Of a known or unknown

person as he or she appears in Current interaction: what

the person now looks like (e.g. pale, red ), now is supposed

to feel (angry, happy), and what kind of motivations and

plans the person has for the ongding interaction. Obviously

we can only cOnstruct such a person representation ip STA

when we have more general information about personn (in semantic.

memory) as discuSsed above and, le case Of persons we know,'

about this person a model in episodic Memory. For people we

do not know', therefore, the interpretation of behavior 11

necessarily schema-like, whereas for people we do know the

interpretation may involve biographical antecedents and in-
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the personality of the person.

The cognitive information processing about groups, to which

. we will retUrn in more detail below when we study the atti-

tddes about ethnic groups, follows the principles outlined

above for persons. Again, we find categorization and schema.

.trzation,of complex iiiformation input. Thus, we not only have

person and personality schemata, but also group schemata!'

This Means, first ofall, that a relevant categorization

dimension is established. We have seen that in social cogni-

tion the major principles of organization should be viewed

in the light of possible interactions. Hence, those dimensions

will be first of all social. That,.is, we will ;ether group

people on the basis of social functions, positions, status,

gender, age, power, or religion than on.the basis of charac-

teristics such as red hair, lefthandedness, or size..Of course

these bio-physical criteria may also be used for occasional

grouping --and hence stereotypidg-- but their sotial implica-

tions will be less powerful: On the oiher hand, as noon as

social characteristics can be paleed with these directly

observable bio-physical characteristics, cadegOrization

trill be optimal, because ate strateglep using all kinds of'

information input have a ankh wider range. This may imply

that for inStance sex differences and ethnic differences

have such a powerful influence on social information pro-

cessing: the association of specific appearance with
wok.

(attributed) relative permanent social positions will

allow us to.fast processing of actions if both sex or

ethnicity and sOcial positions are assumed Oa, he connected

with typical acticjuacttcmata, personality schemata, and

hence, for a con ele action, with typical underlying

motivations. Tire strategies of person interpretatlon in

that case use so to speak information from twO levels,

social and bio-physicak at the same time. 'And since the

blo-physical information may be praclicalli, permanent,

this illows for a poweettd-addiCional dimension of cate-

gorization as is the cast; for age, s'ex and ethnicity.

t

11.

,

If we assume that'infermation about groups-is schematically

organized, we shrld be able bo specify which conceptual catego-

ries are normal parts of such schemata, as well as make explicit

the overall organizato&on of such socially relevant schemata.

The empirical evidence for these content and organization.as-

pects of group schemata ma; be assessed by investigating a

number of actions, both in the laboratory and in real life

situations, which presuppose Ihesa schemata. Among the various

methods callable, we will below analYie the protocols of

more or less free interviews about Surinamese, Turks and Oproccans

:In the Netherlands. Theoretically, though, it will be assumed

that in each group schema the following categories are typically

(and therefore often stereotypically) represented:

a. bocation/provenange: many groups are characerized first of all

on the basis of information regarding their country or region

origin as well aStheir actual location (in country or

towl the indication may be very vague, such as 'foreigners'.

b. eio-physical apPearanCe: we discussed above that information

abOut prototypical apperance or other permanent features,

4 sjch as sox, ethnicity or age, will often be used to identify

members of groups.

c.'elassicastel next, groups will be assigned to a specifiC

.social level typichl for the group as a whole, this informalon

may also be.rather vague, such"as 'low' or 'high', and silty be

,assoCiated with assignments to a scale of status.

cr. Social posipion/role/occupation: more specifically the group

m5y Wassigned to typical positions, roles or occupation

(including professio0).

e. Actions: neirt, groups may be associated with a series of

' (stereo-)typical actions or interactions, often associated

in turn with the role of profession.

CognItive strtictutes: these actions are themselves, as we,hawe,4?

seen above, typically associated with A number of stereotypical

cognftAre interpre4ptlona about the motivation's (wants, Prefe-

rence:!.., and ioais) of the group pembers, and typicril persooality

characteristics.

g. Inter-group relattonships: fina}ly each groujils also characterized

for its relationships lo other grodps, and especially with the

f.
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own group of the person having a group scheza. These relation-

ships will first of all specify-for the other categories

mentioned above the 'difference' with respect to the own

grouP, as well as social, cultural or economic relations

such dominance, power; influence, etc.

The .hierarchical relationships between these categories may

be variable for each group, but the general procedure is that

lower order categories will:often be 'inferred' frbm the

higher level ones: people from country X typically have

appearance Y, and will often belong to class/caste Z.

have an occupation P, etc.

The cognitive role of a group schema in obvious: when

dealing, in obmervation or interaction, with a meMber ofa

group, identified by one of the higher level categories,

we will by way of fast strategy assign, as a whole, the other

properties of the group to the group member, viz. bV a process of

instantiation. In principle each interpretation will follow

the expectations associated with the prototypical member

of the group as defined by the schema, but of course fuither

information from the conteit allows a flexible application

of the categories, providing for the possibility that there.

are 'exmceptions' on some of the categories. Thus, whatever

the precise biophysical appearence, if a member is classified

as belonging to an ethnic category, all other typical cote-

golries of the ethnic group schema will be activated and

generate corresponding expectations. It follows that al-.

though on Most dimensions differences with other groups and

with the own group may be gradual,,the application of a group

schema will lead to the application of a 'maximum difference'
52

strategy. This kind of stereotyping thereforeAn general in-

volves (1) reduction of input informationdl(ill matching

with a pre-foriied group schema (Ili) neglect of incoherent

information about a group member (iv) hierarchical inferences

from higher to lower categories in the schema (v) the identifi-

cation of a person representation in episodic memory with a

prototypical.persen model as it) is instantiated 'from the

group schema (vi) schema instantiation instead of model

building based on accumulated personal experienceP3
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4.A. Beliefs, opinions, attitudes

Information processing in general and social information

processing in particular is always basedwon two kinds of

.:1data, vkz. .'internal'.and 'exeernal' data. The first are

activated from the memory of a person, the'seCond ore the

data drawn from the observation, interpretation and repre-

sentation of Situatiow, action% event* persons, groups and

objects, in'Such a way that the internal daea influence

the processieg of the external data. We have seen that the

understanding of events and actions, and the persons or

groups involved in them, ii determined by the pre-established

knowledge we have about such events, actions, persons and

groups. Besides the knowledge acquired from previous

-experiences, organized into episodic 'models', this know-.,

ledge may take a muall more general,-abstract, stereotipical

or prototypical schemal.like form, organized in semantic

memory and.systematically related with other sal:emote. .

Besides knowledge however there are other types of

cognitive information which play a role in information

processing. This is particularly the case in the under-

standing of social information. Not only do We have know-
4

ledge, but also beliefs, opinions and attitudeS about
'zap,

events, actions, persons and groups. In the earlie

literature about these concepts no systematic and ,eXplicit

distinction was made between these various cognitive types

of information. Before we go to social attitudes such as
,

ethnic prejudices, we therefore briefly will hove to stemma:-

rize some Of these more specific characteristics of the
Mem

structuresLand functions of beliefs, opinions and attitudes?P

Beliefs, first of all, will simply be taken as personal

knowledge. The difference with,knowledge is that -4-according

to the person him-/her-self or according-to others-- beliefs

do not meet a number of decially established (and hence

culturally variable) verification oriteria. This means that

what we Would call beliefs in our culture, now, may well be

interpreted as knowledge in another culture or in a different

period'of our own cUlture..In,other words, knowledge is
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belief that has bumf a'teepted to be 'true' by a group or

culture according to the actually prevailing criteria ot

factual evidence --e.g. scientific evidence in our culture--

or (I) direct observation and (ii) information from relitele

sources in everyday life. in fact, we therefore should dis-
.-

tingnislibetween two kinds of beliefs: the beliefs which for

some person cannot be distinguished-from knowlalge, and the

beliefs which alsk,for ule person are taken to be 'assumptions'

about reality, which however need further justification 04

verification. Note that in everyday usage knowledge if

assigned to a person (e.g. in sentences such as 'She knows

that....'J presupposes that the speaker shares-the belief of

the other person that the information is true, whereas the

use of the predicate 'to believe does not have this pre-

supposition, br`may even presuppose that the speaker believes

that. the infOrmation of the other person is not true. pellefs,

taken as personal, unVerified knowledge --and hence knowledge ort
as socially accepted belief-- will characteristically be

about slates of affair54 events, objects or persons and

their properties or relations, about whicliiinsufficient

inrormation is available ('I believe that John is ill.), or 4ii)

abatt which snch information cannot or need oot be

acquired according to lhe usual verification criteria

el believe that (od exists').

Just as for knowledge we will' further distinguish between

particular and general beliefs: particular beliefs are about

a particular individual state or affairs, event, object. or

person and/or about a particular ploperty, whereas general

beliefs are more generic, viz. about classes of individuals

or about inherent properties and relations.

Opinions. We take opinions to be evaluative beliefs,

that is beliefs involving an evaluative predicate, which

in sentehce surface structure may be expreesed.by verbe,

adjectives or adverbs but also by iiientliying noun phrases.

An evaluative predicate is based on a system of values,

which are not categorical out scalar, and organized along

several dimensions. Whereas beliefs involve predicates

14*,
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and denote states.of affairs that ill principle can be

verified or for which verification cerebria should he

applied, opinions involve predicates which do not have

to be socially verifahnt presuppose the personally

variable categorizationof ihdividual statei, events,

objects or persons. This^does not ;wail that evaluations

need not bejustified: if we say that Somebody is 'kind',

we . also will have tospecify why this is the case,

so that the evaluation becomes the conclusion of an

(often implicit)argument,holding for a particular person.

Whereas knowledge and beliefs contain information that

aie assumed or accepted tO be true relatiVe to some

possible world, opinions always presuppose.a relation

between such a possible world and a 'subject', Le, the

evaluating person.

Opinions, like beliefs in general, may be particular

and general. I may find John kind no.a, or I may find that

many men are sexist in general. According to our

cognitive medel, this means that particular opinions are

processed in STM on the basis of exter&data and represen-

ted in episodic memory as part of a lituation, event c*

person representation, whereas general opinions Ire either

part of a more context independent model of accumulated

experiences or part of semantic memory schemata. Also,

particular opinions may simply be instantiations of general

opinions, more or less irrespective,bf.the input data.

Note that what we call opinions has often also be

called an attitude. However, we will make an important

distinctioe between opinions and attitudes.

Attitudes are more complex cogniti-ve units. Whereas know-

ledge, beliefs and opinions can be represented as isolated

propositions, attitudee are complex configurations of

propositions. Next, we will assume that. attitudes are

typically part Of-semantic memory, that isothey-are

composed of general information, e.g. various schemata:.



Typically, an attitude consists of am organized collection

of general opinions. Furthermore, these opinions hold for oat

a specific central;'obje4', the attitude object, which

may be an object, Persob,'group or (general) actions or

events. Although theoretically speaking we may acquire

attitudes for any object, this is pot necessary and not

even functional from a cognitive and social point of view.

nigh level cognitive organization in semahtic memory

presupposes that the Information, in this case the general

opinions organized in an attitude, are frequently called
the

upon in process of information. It follows that attitudes

are particularly relevant in processing social information

necessary in everyday observation:and interaction. Thus if

we.are regularly confronted with an object, either directly7,

by interaction or through information, and-if such an object

needs evaluation, there will be developing general opinions

about such an object, and if there are several of these it

is imperative that these be further organized, viz. in

attitudes. In the same way aslcomplex knowledge about

objects can be organized in frames or scripts, comillex

evaluations of objects are organized in attitudes.

And the same holds for the various cognitive funct:lons

of attitudes. If in STM sone external object is identified

as au instance of an'attltude ohject, we not only are able

to instantiate one general opinion --relevant in the situa-

tion-- but at the same time we have.fast access to other

opinions about the object, so that we can derive expectations

about our proper opinions even if the external data do not.

provide us information as input for these other opinions.

Altitudes may be built up according to several general

principles. One principle is that of hierarchy. Thal is,

some general opinions may be more general (kolude) others. Thus4 if

prejudiced people say abgari-Vgt its members arc 'agressive',

'criminal' and 'querulous', the higher level evaluative

predicate dominating "stich propositions would e.g. be 'bad'.

whereas the predicate'crimilial' may in turn dominate such

'Airedicates as 'carry knives', 'deal in hard drugs', etc.

A'secoqd organization principles' is that of:relevance

or prominence. Thue, it may be that an Opinion which is

relatively low in the hierarchy is nevertheless more important
A

for the attitude person, e.g. because that opinion is often -

-
necessary to handle everyday'information about a.person or

56
event. ,

!Third, organization may take place according to variouS

perspectives_or points of view. Thus, we may distinguish be-
.

tween opinions about the internal or-external properties of

persons, about different kinds of actions, or situations in

which we deal with such attitude objects. Thus, for specific

types of actions or situations we may have a number of

negative evaluations which for other act4ons or situatiOns

are neutral or positive. These different perspectives allow

for apparently inconsistent opinlonsrabout the same attitude

Object, an litconsistenchich disappears if we take-into

account the relevant perspective.,Hence, perspective is

an organization principle which responds to the variable

Uses of the attitude in different situations add which alloins

strategic retrieval of the relevant'Opinions.

Although attitudes are typically organizationarprinclples

for opinions, we will further assume that they also Include

the relevant knowledgeiiiid,bellefs about the attitUde object.

This is important because wheti we handle. information' about

an attitude object, we'not only will activate Oinions bUt

also what we know or believe about the attitUde object.

Tills makes the attitude notion even mere powerful, because

it becomes a higher lever organizational principle for

different kindsof cognitive infdTmation in semantic memory.

As soon as we need information about some attitude object

we then will have easy access both to what Ls generally__

known or what I believe but also to what I 'find' about

the attitude object, In fact, this mead/ that for instance

a negative evalualon of an abject is activated before the

factual information, and this factual information may be

processed under the higher'. level (or more relevant) scope

of the evaluative predicate.
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Although It was argued that attitudes may theoretically

be formed about any object, the assumptions we have made above

suggest that it makes sense to develop attitudes especially

for those objects which occupy an howortant position in

our-dalAy information processing, both in understanding and

In evaluation. 'nit's, it will seldom be the case that people

have attitudes about cups, walls, trees, or kidneys.

Even if these form or aro part of knowledge schemata such

as frames or scripts, we need not regularly ptocess opinions

about these, nor do we have to program our interaction rela-

tive to them. Hence, we will assume that in general attitudes

will be about social objects, such as persons, groups, social

structures, political events or 'issues' (such as 'abortion'

and 'nuclear energy'). Since attitudes consist of opinion

schemata, since opinions are evaluative beliefs, and

since evaluations are-the cognitive representations of our

'affective' relations to objects, it goes without saying

that especially social objects will give rise to attitudes.

About social objectt.teregularly provide various opinions,

ahd about social objr.t.Pritlads which presuppose wants,

preferences and goals, because these in turn presuppose

what is 'best' to do in a situati,on. And also, not any social

oltject will be forming the basis for an attitude, but only

those ahout which we.have complex seqtriences of knchiledge,

beliefs and opinions, that is those objects which play a

role in the overall realizetion of our own goals. In

other words, auitedes will be about social objects which

are relatively context free, that is rather about groups

than about individual persons, rather about general issnes

than individual events, rather aboist states of affairs,

events or actions which permanently favour or threaten

our basic goals. And finally, just like general knowledge,

attitudes are social because they aee typically'shared

by others, that Is by members of a group. That is, although

opinions are personal eva!palive beliefs, their 'general !

character requires permanent 'validltittn' or 'justification'

relative to similar opinions of others. Social interaction
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not only presupposes individUal motivations and plans,,but

also more general motivations and goals, viz, those of a

group, so that people cnn coordinate their actions, easily

understand the actions of the members of lhe same group,

and permanently 'normalize' the evaluations of actions of

others with respect to similar evaluations of members of-

the same group. Thus, I need not organize my opinions

abo my neighbour into an ittitude system, but it way be

re event for a whole class of interactions and evalualtions

to have an attitude about 'higher education or 'Amsterdam'

or 'foreigners' or 'art'. If we use the term 'social attitude'

this is to single out an important class of attitudes, but

it may,well be that the terms.sre synonymous. we will allow

however for the possibility that e.g. a stamp collector has

attitudes abOut stamps, that is a complex set of beliefs and

opinions which organize much of his or her cognitions and

interactions. But even in that case 'stamps' are not merely

objects, bul may become :social objects' of some kind,

involved in buying and selling, values, status, ete.

Attitudes are complex organizations in semantic memory,

involving many general beliefs and opinions, and functioning

In many cognitive tasks; such as understanding and planning
,

discourse and interaction. This means that they must pe

relatively stable. A particular opinion can easily be

changed due to specific situational information, but this

is already much more difficult for a general opinion, which

is either based on many episodic exporfences or inferred 4rom

other general opinions. Hence, the overall organization is

so complex tfiat fundamental change in it wonld,involve a

change in many opinions, and woulcNrequire complote re-

etraluation of a sequence of4properties of soot) object.

Thts IS possible only in case incoming information a such

Chat it no longer can be strategically matched with informa-

tion in the attitude?rif actions litht are planned and. executed

according to information in the attitude repeatedly fail or

receive negative evaluntions of others, especially other metabers
._

of the same group.



4.5. Prejudice

We have soon earlier in this paper that prejudice is a

social attitude, especially about (other) people of

(other) groups, a social attitude that is negative and

which according to those who use the term is evaluated

negatively according to higher level norms and values.

We are now able to explicate this informal characteri-

zation in terms of our cognitive modeO

We will, by stipulation, limit the meaning of the

techeical notion of prejudice to social attitudes about

groups, and --by instantiation-- to members of groups.

We have seen that such an eittltude involves general

-knowledge, beliefs and epinions about such a gioup,

and that this information is organized around a group

schema. NexL, according to-everyday usage, we will

_ AnsUMQ that prejudices are ttltudes involUing negative

general opinions. However, ifs is not snfficient. We

may well itilve one, rather uni portant negative opinion

about a group but the attitude as a whole may be positive.

In other words, only when theligher level, relevant

opinions about a group are negative we call the attitude

a prejudice. Next, a social Attitude is a prejudice only

if the negative opinions are not derived from episodic

models, that is from repeated expeAences, for many'members

of the group, but if they are formed by invalid inferences

from nnjustified general beliefs or from an occasional

negative opinion. In that case the inference procedure

so to speak is not from Lop to bottom but from bottom

Lo top: if we see somebody belonging to group X carrying

a knife, we will fiist generalize that all members of X

carry a knife, and similarly the negative opinion about

carrying a knife will be generalized to a negative Ipinion

about this behavior by the group aq a whole; next, knife

carrying will in turn be abstracted from and generate the

higher level predicate 'crimimal' of which it is only 0

f V- pcmsihle instance. And finally, this negative general

t- opinion about the group will be related with other negative

higher level opinions, We will call this process
'
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negative evaluatiowspreading . Each iocial attitude about

a group that hns been formed according to these principles

will be called a prejudice. The evaluation of a single member

or of actions of a single member on the basis of such a nese-,

tive soeial attitude will in general also he negative, due

to the strategic nature iff information processing through

schema instantiation.

Note that this brief characterization of a prejudice

indeed involves normative aspects, viz, the fact that

negative opinions Lould not be generalized from members

to groups, should be'based on experience!, should not

spread from one 'area of evaluation to another, and should

be validly inferred on the basis of knowledge and not on

the basis of unjustified beliefs. This means.that the notion

of prejudice is culturally variable, since also knowledge

and beliefs and hence evaluations may be culturally variable.

Alsowhat is permitted as a justified cOaNtkive strategy

for other (social or other) objects, is not permitted for

groups, because of fundamental norms governing the interac-

tion with other people. Thus, the establishment of a negative

schema about some town, for instance, may be relevant in,our

decisions for actlon.(e.g. not to visit this town 'apymore),,

but such a negative attitude need not affect the evaluation

and the interaction with people: 'a 'matter"of taate,', even if

unwarranted, is socially acceptable.

The normative natUre of.the notion of prejudice does

not imply that it cannot be used descriptively. The norma-

tive nature resides in the fact that.group prejudices aro

negatively evaluated relative to theiagher level norms of

a given group or culture. If the social scientist idehtifles

with these norms, the relevant social attitudes will else be

prejudices according to his/her own evaluation. There is no

sound Methodological reason why such a point of view should

not beendorsed in the systematic study of prejudices. This

is particularly the case for those.prejudices which aro hold

by large groups of people about minority groups in general

and ethnic minority groups in particular, if it is further.

assumed that prejudices aro important cognitile conditione,

though neither sufficient nor necessary ones, for discrimi-
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nation of groups and members of these groups. Ne here touch

upon a well-known methodological (and moral) problem of the

social sciences, which however we cannot go into hero in full

detail. In this respect our position shopld be clear: we do

not share the opinion, e.g endorsed in' ethnomethodology, that

our account of social beliefs and actions should be neutrally

modelled.after the account of the social members themselves.58

Certainly, Understauding the ways :social members interpret

rind organize their social reality may involve'a deeper under-

standing of their motivations and reasons for beliefs and

actions, butrdoes not necessarily imply justification nor

for that matter refraining from evaluation. If we stn4y

\?soctal norms and values, we should be aware, also r;.s social

scientists, that these may also direct our understanding and

evaluatilsin of social reality, in which we also participate

through observational, descriptive and theoretical interaction.

It is important though that we realize that for instance

ethnic prejudice is not simply a property of some indivi-

dual or some groups but a socio-Lognitive F;roperty of a whole

culture in which we also participate as social scientists.

Similarly, we should realize that some people ot groups

are able and have reason to better 'conceal their prejudice

than others. And thirdly, the everyday' experiences of persons

and groups may be such that ethnic prejudice is a cognitively

and socially 'inevitable' --which does not mean 'excusable.--

conseglience of structural factors or indirect influences of

other social agents, such as governments, institutions, the

media or education. It is also our mpinion that the ultimate

'responsibility' will in general be attributable to these

more powerful instances.

in the light of this.moral dimension of our methodological

principles, we will however assume that a descriptive approach

to ethnic prejudice is a necessary precondition for evaluative

conclusions, even Lyntr choice for the study of prejudice is-

originally motivSted by our recognition of prejudice as a

serious sociaPTroblem. This descriptive Spproach, as ouch,

will indeed involve a soclo-cognitive reconstruction of the

ways social menbers go about constructing their social tea-

lity. Not only' their actions but especially also their

".
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discourse will in that case be seen as accounts of this

interpretation, although we will see in the next main

section that,tha analysis of these acco.Unts.does not allow

a straightforward inference procedure about 'underlying

prejudice'.

4.6. Norms, values, emotions and ideologies':

Opinions and attitudes involve evaluations. But these evaluations

can be Assigned to.Orsons, objects and actions only if the cog-

nitive systew finally proyides fundamental 'measures' for them.

These measures may be personal and social or will combine the

personal and social. At the personal level we'have, first of,

all, affective Cognitions --emotions-- such as like nd dk-

like, anger, happiness, hate, anxiety, jealousy or fear,

which are linked with the basic goals --and their frustration--

'of persons aed the (im-)possibility to realize these,through

interaction. That slocial attitudes and in particular ethnic

prejudices involve such_affective emotions has long been

noticed, ,and need not be explicated in detail here?9Besides

the usual tmycho-analytiCal approaches, earching forsources

of basic emotional patterns and 'disposictions' in early child-
60

hood, we may try to theorize about emotions rather in the

framework of our information processing paradTgm sketehed

above. In that perapective, emotiona should first be peen

as the necestary bridge between higher level information

processing (thinking, acting, apeaking) and 'lower'

level information processing of bio-phyulological systems,

aiming at the taalizatfon of basic bodily,needs or the

possibility to act, tly be ahle to carry out higher level

instructions (of actiont:*Thus, the higher level information

that we may loose our job may result in an affective oognitive

state (fear') consisting in the realization that our basic

Wishes: %audit, goals or other values states will no longer

be realizable, coupled with a, bio-physOally based, reaction'

to do omething ahoul it' so that the fundamental needs and
.

goals can be maintained or restored. This 'emotional' System

LS DO to speak a continuous and parallel control for the

formation and executicm of complex motivational sitructures

6,1$,
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suCh as wishes, wants, preferences, detisions, purpOsed and

intelltioqs. It has beenshown that this 'affective control

is so important that lt may even dominate other cegnitive
.

operations: emotionally' baSed evaluaeons may sometimes be

accessed even before the relevant knowledge and belief struc-

tures about information inputFwe will further ignore thls

specific emotional dimension of ethnic attitndes, but we

will tee that all opinions and attitudes, of individual

persons aro 'fedi' by this kind of affective cognitions,

of which the precise structures and uses are still unknown.

Evaluations however will Oteh have a social nature

as well: they derive from fundamintal values and norms,t

characterizing groups and cnitures9The difference between

these two large fundamental systems is merely thattnorms

are values related to actions: they say for ge:Trio, social

actions, which are ali,pwed, prohibited or prescribed. They

are the cognitively ,represented but socially acquired atni

shared basic goals aild principles of groups a:id group inter-

action, orcanizing4social encounters, avoiding or resolving

Conflicts between alembers,, and define informal rules of:

successful social cooperation. We will see later thit the,

norm 'wp may not discriminate people' is. one which is per-.

manently activated and often even formulsted in discourse

about ethnic minorities. Instantiations from gdneral norms

provide the actual infornation input for decision,processes

involved in planning and executing soctal idteractions, in

sucii way that personal goals must be permanently weighed

against thosd specified by the norms._

Values have a more general nature. not only they contalh

the 'action values''we call norms,"but they regulatemore in

general our evalOtion of any object, person, evdnt, action

.or situation, relative to some, socially established, ''stan-

dard'. In the context of eur discussion, thus, values may be

hi %,ly abstract attitude organizing principles, such as

oleranCe', 'democracry', or 'patience'.

(1B

#

,
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norms and values are organized, just like all our

cognitive systems. If not, we woupaynot be able to access

and use them effectively for permanent use in the formation

'of opinions and the preparation of action: Again, we may .

assume that they are hierarchically.,organized: Some values

and norms are more fundamental dMmi others:. the preserva-

tion of human life; :say, is more-fundhmUntal than the Ob-

servance"oipolMnegrules. Similarly, they ratty be orga-

nized or Accessed according to relevance, depending on
44.*

the actual goals of persons-and groups:Thus, it may'

well be that, in,general, a person or group may sub-:

scribe to the norm that'etealing is prohibited, but this

norm may be superseded in many occasions, e.g. of social

deprivation of the pursuance oemore fundamental goals,

such as saif-p;eseeeation. Inlother words, despite their

organition they also have a flexible'nature: they can

--in their possible varyingitantiation-- adapt to si-

tuations. On the Whole, hemever, we assume that norms.and"
-

vaiues are the basic sysigms of social cocnition, underlying'

more specific, attitudes.

Weologies, finally, wiii'be taken as_the overall ,

organizing principle of social attitudesrnorms and

values within a'certalo perspective or-orientation, Ihey

provide coherence to attitudes, norms and values, apd-per-,

sdt the formation and transformation towards new attaudes

norms ahd values. Ideologies, thus, must be linked to

the basics of social interaction, such,as. fundamental

socio-economic conditlons, groi;p goals, interests and

their preservation. In this respect, terms,

Is an ideology .manifesting itself in com syetems of,

values and norms about pthnicall.y different groups, and tha

,resultant bpinions,_attitudes.and discourse or actions"based

on them. In other words, the ideology .the ultimate orga-

nizing principle of all our social' behavior and cognition

relative to the major domains 'of social life' (work, health,

living, group Interaction, politics, and so on): This

extremely simplistic definition of ideology will have to do i
for our theoretical discussion about the cognitive basis of prejudice.
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V

Sysfems of Ethnic Prejudice in the Netherlands

5.1. The data

r
After a long discussion about the social context and cognftive aspects

of prejudice.wawill now try to speciTy some of the properties

of ethnic prejudice as they characterize actual Dutch society.

The data for the hypothetical construction of such prejudice

models have been drawn; as we said befd're, from free inter-

views with people in Amsterdam, Aacluding persons who did and

p...rsons who did not,have contacts with-ethnicrainorities.

For the specifics of these interviews_and the theoreticafand

practical problems of 'Agferring' opinions and attitudes from

discourse, we refer to Tite next main section. At this moment

we will be inteTested only injoossible contents 4nd organize-

tional principles of ethnicTrejudice. That Ls, the examples

we give aie merely illustrative, and do,not pretend to give

a fully adequate picture of prejudice in tl Netherlands.

Clearly. one important Mack in the provisional data

we can present Here is that they are not systematically linked

to different perslon 'types or 'biograPhies', nor to different--
,

nuclei groups, according to the usual social parameters such

as sox, age, profession, income, status,mpower, interests,

and so on. Yet, our interviews were held with approximately

an' eqmil number of men and women, with pfople of various ages

between 10 and 79 (but predominantly with the People with ages

of around 10 to 50.and the aged from 50 to 70), with people

of various quarters of Amste'rdam. and various income :lockets

and corresponding professions. Dia still, our point here,is

not adequate

Context, but

what is

prejudice as

social sampling or the explication of social

the very contents and structures of prejudice.

relevant though is the assumption Lhat, although

a social attitude'in principle may characterize

all social members, tl will happen in different modes, and---

we will find, in the next main nection, also different modes

of expressing them in discourse. DepLding on cotipnt and

organiratlon --as well as use-- we therefore may well Lry

to specify_types ?r even prototypes Of ethnic attitudes.

These will merely have a cognitive nature, and we do not even
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try to relate these with 'personality typeS.', As has been

usual in traditional prejudice research. We do not thereby
.,41?

deny relationships between prejudice types and 'personality',

but prefer to assign more importance to_social situation and
_

context in the formation and 'acting out' of prejudice,

whereby personal daferences may stTlf be accounted foi.:

by the 'peyfOru'll situatfon' of individuals_in socialization

'and their actual *lel context.

Another point to be stressed is that:Dutch', prejudices

are'hardly specific.,We will see that they conform to a

mor'e general patiern of prejudice about ethnically different

outgroups and inparticular with the'leinds of prejudice which

has been prevalen inour 'western' and 'capitalistie.cul-
.

turc and ideology s it is shared with many other countries!:6

Only, the relevance structure of Dutch prejudice will eventually

have been shaped by the current socio-cultural and economic

context of the Netherlands as it has been described earlier

'in this paper.

Also we will limit our analysis to prejudices about only

three target groups, viz. Mos.mclan and Turkish immigrant

workers and Surinamese (and Antiilian) immigrants?5Ottin
ol

though these will he referred to simply as 'foreigners', and
-

in that case also other'groups, not always identifiable

for our'respondents, may be involved (such as earlfer

immigrants-from other Mediterranean countries: Italy,

Spain, Tunesia, and from Portugal or Yugoslavia, and

finally the large group of earlier immigrated Indonesians):

Also in this respect Lhe attitudes will not always be

specific for target groups, and Some of them May have

been re-instantiations of already existing attitudes about

these earlier immigrants. Finally, we will even sep that

the negative attitudes, as is well-known, may be linked

with non-foreign 'outgroups' such as squatters, young

people (e.g. 'punks') or otherwise socially different or

'deviant' groups.6'

1

43,-

/4

TO
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5.2. Ethnic opinions is free interviews. Ofjlii fifty interviews

collected in our prirliminary research, we have analyzed 30

(19 mon. 19 women) in more detail. The'textual properties A

of thielinilysis, as well as the relations between discourse

and underlying cognitions, will be further studied in the

next main_section. We're we are only interested in the 'con-

ients-t of' the opinions and attitudes expressed in these free

Inter,:aeWSr..414e-will also ignore the methodological and theo-

retical problem of reliability of the data thus collected:

we just assume for the moment that our subjects_are 'Sincere'

in the sense that if their discourses express an opinion they

actually do 'have' this opinion, even if such an opinion holds

only for the interview sitUation and need not necessarilY sur-

face in other contexts. Also the reverse holds of course: it

may wbil be that our subjects have'opinions which they do not

expTss in the Oterview situation or which they may express

in different ways.

WI will start with a simple list (see Table 1) of the -

ethnically relevant-opinions of'the 30 intervieweeS, In this ,

Table we also give an approximate indication of the frequency

'of occurrence.4or each,opinion. Thiii indication, 1n4ped, must .

-

be approximate because the frequency counts of course depend

mo scoring criterion for semantic content which needs'further

theoretical explication. In principle we have only counted

the opinions which have been expressed explicitly, omitting

`opinions and attitudes which are implied or presupposed.
'J's we can see in Table 1, the Opinions overlap at a cer-

lain number of points. thus the (positive) opinion 'It is

nice that there are foreigners'' may' overlap with the opinion,

'I have nothing against foreigners' which has a more neutral

nature. Also it: should be s'Cressed that many opinions are

relattnito others% Thus, some (polZitive) opinions/M-ny be .r

,

framed within a conditional ('OK that there are so many

ftreigners, if...'). This stressns the,important fact th4

opinions are not isolated but pnr:t of more complex attitude-

schemata for etlfhie groups --as discussed in the previous

sectiong. This 'coherence' wilt also "Mew in discourse, e.g.

tho use of conditiOnals such as if and but, or other
+,

,*coherence reiations, This may Imply, for instance, thi."\

positive opinion can3,be embedded in a mpre overall- negative

(macro-)opinion. Methodologically this situation suggests

again that a superficial 'ca.:tent analysis' interViews

does.not yield reliable data: each epinion-should.be assessed ,

and analy.sed with respect to the set of other opinions jnbt

as each word, clause or sentence in a discourse sheUld be

studied relative to other parts ofithe

In Alper to better unlgretand even this_superficial

list of opinions, some further background data are necessary

about the'interviewees:

-

Quarters. The interview, have been recordeein,diffetent

quarters of msèjlam. We have categorized these quarters

into three classes: I. Contact quarters. II Semi-Contact

quarters addLIII.No-contact quarters.In cohact quarters there aro high

concentrations of ethnic minorities and there will be

frequent everyday contacts between Minority members and'

he autochtonous population. e.g. on the street, on the

market, in shops and as neighbours. Type II quarters le

have soae ethnic minorities but only relatively few an4_,

contacts with them will be correspondingiy incidental. In

the type III quartets there are practiCally no ethnic mino-

rity groups and mese cielzens in'these 'areas do not have

daily contacts lth ethnic minority members, although of

course they ma'k-have experiences 'on the jole or of occasional

visits to others parte of town.

NE. Due to out\ samplingoechnique, based,On.casual encounters

in public places (and sometimes visits to homes afterwards),

We had to work meSt4Y in the daytime, which of course pro-

duced some bias for elderly people and people hot having
A,

a publicly acessible job (lilte shop-keepers): This led
'

to the following representation in age groups:

'

Ii

Below 20: .2

.--20 2 29 4,

30 - 39 : 6

40.- 49 : 7

50 59 : 0

60 and ovek:
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m.

Profession/occupation
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.

cleaning personnel : 3

: 2

social wOrkers : 2

unemployed :.2

school : 2

professional
technician : 1

hairdresser 1

marketvendor : 1

director : 1 .

representative sample of people

a 4. "
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Table 1

Ethnically relevant opinions expressed in interviews
Approximate
frequency

12

12

10

9

-",
.8

housewives:

shopkeepers, etc:

hank-employees,
offIce-servants:

teachers:

thi; Is Pot

a

6

5

3

-

a fully

'-'

1. They base do adapitd our/getch norMs

2. They are (too much) favoured/helped, e.g. in housing

3. le do not feer safe anymoie/too much criminality on the streets

4. They have different4ifestyles/habits/traditions

S. Thel7 think/thought that Holland is a iocial paradise

6. You.have good ones and bad ones among them

7 Oid good things in Amsterdam now dlsappear/the atmosphere 4:
in town has (negatively)_changed, due to them

8. Other people do not like them/theif presence

9. $Z-i-r- women are treated in a,different way than our women

10. We let them come/we imilted them to come and work for us:
from different-professions, but we do have some represon-

, tivIty,nev(rthe1ess (eh:Out 75% of women are hodSewives

t)ie'Retherlands, and we have representatives of-the major

classes or occepations). One notable lack is-lhe absence
'S

of blue collar wOrkers, S though. In our further research

we Orcourse hope to reach a better 'representation of

occupational groups. On* the whole howeWer, we at the

moment are more biterested in the qualltative4ete then-

selves and not so much in the relation with the varying

sociakbackgrounds.

we have to accerst the consequences

11. OK to have them as neighbours if they chi not bother be

12. They haNe to go back

13. They havewthe-same rights, e.g. on unemployment allowance

a

7

14. They do chic dirty jobs/I wouldn't want to do theirjoh 7

15. I do not hgose contacts,w1th thenn I avoid them 7

16. I-4Ve nothing ag inst hem, if... 6

17. There are too many here 6

18. They have (too) many chi en 6

19. The town is pauperizing be us 6

20. I do4't care/I am not bothe ed by them '

21. We should not generalize about them 6

22. They aye agressive/quarrelsnme, they are'provocative 6

23. TheY.nbuse our social securities '6

24. They live In dirty old houses

25. They bother.= with their noise/dirt/iOod smells

26. I do not"have many contacts with them (see also 15.)

27. They are involved in crime (drugs, breaking open care, stealing)

.20. They have a right to have/keep,their own-ideas,culture,identity --5

29. Thero are contact barritirs, especially e,'s!iguage, between us and them 4

30. Often they do not worX 4

31. They work hard (especially Turks, Woroccaqs) 4

32. They have strange, unacceptable habits (e.g. slaughtering sheep) 4

6

5

33. If they do not (want to) workt, they should go back

34. They Are a,cause of (our) un4loymcnt

41lik

76

4

4
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le I. cont./

They should 110t form ghetto's/they should be 'spreaderl'

Approximate
frequency

f
4

Tnahy live in one house/apartment 4

They axe discriminated against * 4

They'lsrengt more criminal than the Dutch ' 4

j on* jive positive experldnces.wlth them 3

It is nice tb ica;4e tcireigners aroulid 3

They deserve to have a home' 3.

WM will have serious conflict/war (due to-their presence) 3

They neglect their.children (e.g. because parents/mothers wo.rk) 3

am against dlscrimination 3

They do not Like it here (either) 3

l'heir children must he able to learn/have lessons in own language 2

They can't go tack: they are'now Ned to life in this country 2

We read aboutt.(their) crimes in the newspaper 2

I ,have nothing against them (see also 16.)

;Same of the consequences of their presence ere positive (e.g.shops) 2

They want to be on their own 2

The groups should keep to themselves ("sort by sort") 2'
4

They'are moxually agressive
4 2

They are lazy 2 '

Prefer our children not to have contacts witliteirs .2

If they are nice/decent people. I do not mind our atildren to
have contacts wi,th theirs (ase 55.)

tP,

It would have been better if we had not let them come

2

2

Tim government should do More about them (not admit more of them) 2

We have exploited them (in ot;r colonies: Suridom. the Antilles) 2

Illegal imedgrants should be,sent back

I am not a raoist

Criminality Is everywh'ere

-I am against discrimination/generalization: we should judge each person 1

,They have doubtful occupations

They are mole easygoing (than We)

There are differences among them (e.g. Surinamese) 1

I do not know how they live 1

They (Turks, Moroccans) have little education 1.

I du not feel at ease with them

I do not want them in this neighbourhomi

I do not'want them as neighbours 1
Yi 4
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(Table I, cont.)

72. The Dutch are tolerant

73. The Dutch are moralistic

74. limy are solidary with each other

Table 2. Ethnicopinions according,to areas

Approximate
frequency

4

1

1

AREA Neg -3 Neg -2 Meg -1 Neg -TOTAf. Neutr. ,yos

Contact areas . 6 5 4 15 3 1 19

No-Contact areas 1 ° 5 3 9
,...

a 2 19

7

-

10 7 24 11 3

.

30

Table 3.Ethnic opinients in men and, women

,
GENDER Neg.-3 Neg -2 Neg -1 Neg TOTAL Meutr. Fos.

Males 3 5 4 12 4 3 19

Females 4 5 3 12

24

7 o>.

tll

0

3

19,

307 10 7

Table 4.Ethnie opinions Of age group:::

.AGE , Neo -3 Neg-;2. Neg - 1 Neg TOTAL Neutr. Pos

- 30 2 1 0 3 5 2 10
...-...-.T.

31-50 3 6 1 10 2 1 13
.-

51 2 2 6 11 4. 0 15

Table5. Ethnic Opinions according to area, gender
and age (percentagei)

7
a

Neg. Netty./Pos.

AREA Contact , 79% 21%

No- Contact', -I, 47% 53.

GENDER Male 63% 27%

Female 63% 27%

AGE -30. 30% 70%

31-50 77% 23%

51 - - 71%
..

27%

Note to tables

Neg -3: highly negative

Neg -2: rather negative

Neg -1: somewhat negative
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5. 3. Systematizing the ethnic opinions. If we inspect the list of

ethnically relevant opinions given in Table I, we find that

many of them are not just isolated opinions. Some opinions

typically belong together, and will be expressed by one

person, whereas, more abstractly,opinions may also be

variants of each other. Before we try to find some more

personally based coherence in opinions, thus defining several

atItude styles', we first should try to group the opinions
,

to more manageable opinion sets. This is of course a cross-

classification: some opinions Will belong to several of

these sets.

Positive/Neutral/Negative. One obvious way to clasSIfy th6:

opinions is to distinguish between the negative, the more

OT iPSU neutral and the positive opinions. By neutral we

mean those opinions. which express some feelin4 of 'I de

am not bothered', etc. Ity positive opinions,

we denote those which favour positive actions and altitudes

shout foreigners. If we inspect Table 1, we can provisionally

elassifYi-them as follows, with accumulated frequencies:

A. Negative opinions:

h. Neutral opinions:

C. t>ositive opinions:

165 (53,6%)

l23 (40,610

20 ( 6,4s)

3013

We see that,the majority of the opinions are negative, but theta

large part is also neutral, and that only few opinions are

explicitly positive. These percentages do not 'reflect percen-

tages of interviewees, though. Only the total amounts of opinions

expressed have been recorded here: people who have negative or

neutral opinions express many more of those than those who

have positive OpinionS about ethnic minority groups. The

positive 'group also participates in the neutral opinions ot

course (such as 'i hav'e nothing against them', 'They dexserve

a home', 'We :bawl Vxpioited them', e( c.). Ln fact, so:Me 'of

thn 'neutral' remarks could be Interpreted as negative about

the Dutch. We IWO thdt often people will express the fact

that others discriminate against ethnic minorities.

776 -

Major themes/areas in negative opinions. If we consider the

negative opinions first, that is those usually interpreted as

tieing prejudices, we can group these in some larger classes

or around several 'themes',-e.g. as follows:

a. Negative cultural differences

(e.g. in food, clothing, habits, lifestyle, etc.)

b. AdaptatiOn

(e.g. they have to adapt themselves to our country,
lifestyles and norms, and not vice vers4

c. Crime and safety

d.

(e.g. we do not feel safe anymore; they are involved
in crimes, they are agressive, etc.)

T eat of social s stem

they abuse the social Services; they are helped'
oo much ln housing, they take our Jobs, etc.)

e. Ne tive atmos here

(old things have changed for the worse, the town is
pauperizing, etc.)

f. General dislike

(e.g. I feel uneasy0 I do'not like them here, they
, should go back, there are too many of them, etc.)

g. Separation -

(they should stay on their own, I avoid all Contacts,
I have nothing to do with them, they should mind

their own business, do.not want them as neighbour9,etc.)

Similarly, the negative opiniolis could variously be classified

riccording to the 'nouice", 'reason', 'cause' and in general

'Ile attribution of the negative opinions, e.g. as in: IMP

(1) our own fault (we should noL have let them come)

(Li) there are just to6, many of them (and this is
due to the lax'policy of the government)

.-

(1.11)they have negative personalities (lazy, criminal,dirty,
loud, aggressive, etc.)

(iv) their (cultural) habits, lifestyle and behaviour does
not EA into our country, and they do not adapt.

We shall Bel; belor that these various prejudices ca&further

be organized in ethnic attitude schemata.
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najor themen can also be organized according to the sections

or.areas of our daily life and experiences, such as living,

work, leisure, shopping, etc. In that case, we observe that

the majority of the negative opinions pertain to housing issues.

One freqaent negative opinion, in fact a complalnt, is that

the local authorities assign appartments to them before the

original population gets them. Also, frequent allusion lls

made to the way they live ln their houses and 'destroy'

these. :-'keeping your house or appartment ln ordee,helng
'OW

a powerful value. For both opinions, it seems, we

may, find an explanation in the serious housing shortage

in the Netherlanda and especially ln hmsterdam. Also this

sector of 'living' determines the many negative opinions

about the presence of minorities in general in town: they

pauperize, form ghetto's, make the town unsafe, etc. This

'living togethar' theme also affects opinions as the negative

evaluation of different food habits and lifestyles. We 'will

see bedow, though, that opinions may 4pparently be inconsls-.

Lent at this point: on the one hand 'they' should adapt to
'

Dutch orms, and on the'other hand 'they' may well keep

their on cultural habits. In fact, few opinions are ex-

pLe'sled ahout. the mingrities in jobs, or on the job, i.e.

About work of or with them: they are generally seen as -

a cause of (more) unemployment, and some people think they

do not work hard, are lazy, have irregular jobs, etc., whereas

many interviewees agree that(the foreign workers) do our

'dirty Jobs' for us.

tieueral/pelltive opinions. The neutral and positive opinions

can similarly be grouped in the following major themes:

a. Difference of lifestyle (non-evaluative)

e.g. they drese and behave4Lperent.ly, etc.

b. Relativity '

E.g. they are also people; there are differences among them;
you have good and bad ones; Oriey ate not more criminal than
we ate, Ole.

c
0
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c. Our behaviour towards them: acceptance

E.g. we discriminate them, they do not like it here,
we have exploited them: we have let them come; we
should help them (e.g. with language lessons), we
-will have to accept them: I do not mind their presence;

d. Rights

E.g. They haVe the same rights, such as social security,
housing facilities, unemployment allowances, etc. . \

It should,be noted that many of the neutral mid eeen of

the positive opinions seem to have negative presupposi7

tlons: they seem like rejections of what other peoplr

might think, or what the interviewer-might think about the

inlerviewee, or of what is generally believed.about mlno-

rltles. Thus, if Lt. Ls stressed tlfat they are also people,

that they are not more criminal than,.we are, that theyAVe

the-same xights, and that we should accept them, this may

often mean that we should do so by general norMs. :Indeed,
-

many of these opinions have a generalized format, and are

not,given in the form ofqoositiVe stories about poeitive

ex0e*riences, as is the case (as arguments, see.below) for

the negative opinions in negat,ive pernOnal stories.

5.4. Towards a formulation of ethnic prejudice schemata.

)4

11:e categorisation principles mentioned above Provide only one

way of approadhing the organisation problem for ethnic opinions

ln cognition, and they do at least suggest the majoi themes,

and their relative importance, in conversation. What we need

though is some more complex 'picture' prejudiced Dutch people

have about ethnic minorities, a kind of 'schema' which they

use to organise their opinions and altitudes and ,wlth .which

their experiences might be evaluated. Aboest-(P.5l) We have

giVoll a provisional schema for group attitudes, and we may see

whether such a group,schema can accomodate the beliefs of people

about ethnic minorities. The sChema features such categories as

origin, appearance, class/caste, personality, behavior and inter-
n

action, social roles and functions, and intergroup relations.
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If we put these in a schema in such a way that for each group

category we mention relevant knowledge anq beliefs, and opinions

.based on values and norms, respectiverY, .we should gel the rote-

vafit attitude schema fOr ethnic maloriiies. At this level of ab-
.,

straction we still do no*difiereetiate bet4een the different

,ethnic groups, aiso beause the social participants themselves
.

often do not' diffarentiate,on many.categories; they just organi-

ze their cognitions for the overall group of 'foreigners':

InGchema 1 we have li'sted some 'of the typical negative opinions

held.about forefgners gfor more detail see Table 1. and the

previous paragraphs). We here Illve simplified the various categories.

Schema 1 A general (negative) group schema for foreigae rs

(1rigin/

llackground

Appeatance

Properties/
charaZi -

Behavlor4
interaction

-

Social class/
piofession'

Inter-gioup
relations)
cosillict/competi

,X1pwledge/beliefs ' bpinions7valees Opinions/norms

poverty in own country
copie to work ,,

they expeoted too
much .

....

.

they should ,go back

dress diff. ; skin,hair sti-angeAuttny dress should not overdress

ate muical; .

have close family rel.
lazy, criminal, dirty
agry6sslve; easygoing

diff.,lifestyles

(laeguage, habitsvrelbgon)earntknifes,
smelXs, [torte, dirt,

drug.
should adapt

'

are poor, not educated
dopur dirty jobs

we do not want to
do their jolts'

they want toile on

their own; vie avoid

.them

tili . ''Z'

-.

they take our homes
they take our jobs
they abuse of our
social secne.lty

they Pauperize our
town; too many of
themt.

they should-adapt

they should acceist u
they should not
bother us

,

we sinAild,not fayor-'
them too much

-

we Lee that the cells of this schema do indeed accept most of the

genernA opinion clusters VI; havu met. above. For each group'cale-

goo, we see that Tioople have a number of beliefs, each associated

with an evaluation on the.bamis of subjective values aed a kind '

of 'conclusion' about whai they or :e should.do, based on norms.

Another way to ;pad this schema, as we suggested earliei. is

from bottom to top in such a way that lower categories are seen
. .

as caused by gr attributed to the IdOer ones; wo have'conflictl

heeauselhey beh ave such agd such, because they are_such and such,

and because they came from abroad in the first place.

ti.^,-3
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Instead of a categorical schema as given above, 4.rm;ty also try

to organize the.negative opinions in a more hierarchicalay,-.
-

e.g. as in Schema 2 (here also the final predicates are only illustrgtiee);

'
Schema 2.'Hferechical organization.of a group schema fO'r foreigners

GENERAL/
INNERENT

ORIGIN APPEA

1.

PROPERTIES

FOREIGNERS

BEHAVIOI

ASCRIBED ACTION INTERACT Otis

CE ,.c CH ISM^PER COGNITION GENERAL SPECIFIC THEY.tOS

1 1

1

ICONTEXTUAL

poor country skin colour lazy think Holland cultural c ime take
come to work dress crillnal is social a- differen- drugs halms

4reasygoing radise ce's jobs
dirty sstupid crime

should

adaptA

V
Of course, intljs schelua.we could only summarize soMe of the fipal

ofilnionS'organtsed according to the various hierarchical categories.

Thus) cultural differeneea in action would further split out ,int6.

different everyday Asctions, differt;nt religious actions, different

eating habits, different ways of treaEing their women, whereas

the Idirty'categary will be further specified as dirty homes ,

dirty streets,,dirty neighbourhood, etc., and ciime can LlsO),

further be specified. Note that opinions about 'cri'me: figure

both in.thiir own actions (e.g. 'they Lake drucW) as in the

interactional category ('Lhey deal in drugs') :they are agressive'

(to us), 'use knifes' (against us)', etC.

Thd schema6 proposed above, howevei, seem to have littl;

.empirical validity. AL most they would portray pirsons which on

the' whole are negthive, on all points, about et.hple minorities.

Most',Of our.subjects, also'the more prejudiced ones, htim a more

complex attitude schema. 1:'or instandeAhdt schema would also

feature somepimitive instances, aibeit as 'exceptions' to,the

rule. Once; what we geed,are mdere personal,- variable, prejudice

24

WE+THEM

accept
condi-
tionally

a
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profiles. including both positive and negative general opinions,

as well as more particular opinions. The latter may be derived

from experiences. That is, whenikked about ethnic minorities,

subjects will typically address both their general attitudes,

and opinions within these, as well as more concrete, episodically
a.

represented (IA situation models) experiences and associated

opinions. Ins fact, it makescsense to distinguish among subjects

according to the amount of expressc;c1 opiPons drawn from general

opinions and attitudes (which need not be based on personal

experiences) and the amOunt of opinions which are (somet.imes

ovet-rgeneraltz'ations drawn fro: persOna) experiences, both

direct (own experiences) or ludirect (experiences of acquain-,

tances ccamunicated to them) . let us therefore examine,dirst,

some'eypical subjects and their ethnic attitude profiles...In

the next section, then., we will further examine which of these

personal opinions are substantiated by argumentation and stories

with personal experiences.

A first subject, C6, is a 60-year.old woman, living in a

ml.htle class. non-contact neighbourhood (Buitenveldert). Her

opinions can he'summarized as follows:

C6.

-,i. Net here, but downtown all is miSerable
2. We are not safe anymore in the streets
1. This is due to All those foreigners
4. You have to behave according to the habits of the country
S. Perhaps not at home, but in public you have to adapt
6. It used to be nicer in Amsterdam
7. They ace helped much more than''we.are.

- O. Already the indonesians carried knives,

9. You road about all the crime in the newspaper: always a Turk or,oso.
10.For example: a gardener was killed by a-Moroccan -

11.1 do not believe that they (Moroccans) are underpayed
12. lhere is a lot of unemployment. They spould all go back.
13. We should only keep the gocd ones.
14. Every country has immigrants/it

IS. There are alsogood ones among them
16. Holland is a social paradise.ythe mucial secu4ity system is ahdsed
17. tty daughter ts not a friend of foreigners

10. You have to look for people/friends of your own kind (religion, edocatcon
19. On TV. a Dutch.woman and a Turk, it did not work out
20, ity aaughter ls 'undressed by their looks' on the him.
21. They have that habit with women

22. Therr woman (girls) are not allowed to go out without supervision
' 21. They should adapt to our habits '

74. A Surinamese who worluwith my husband is-fantastic
25.'Out. they (S.) also say thatImune of, them are no good
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26. They (Surinamese) come here to stuay
27. Many Surinamese girls are nurses: they_are sweet
20. But it Would be better if all would go back
29. In this area there are some foreigners, but not much
30. The foreigners here are like Dutch people "
31. My daoghter's brother in law: has been robbed
32. Their homes (of Surinaimese) have dteriorat

33. You need a wheelcart to carry &Way the dir
34. He (daughter's brother in law) has,tor clea up and deliver clean
35. They don't dare to say anything-againse col ured people
36. Worke0S have to work in couples's',

37. Because they have to keman eye on their thil
38. It would be better if we would use all dur (social securlAy, etc.)

money there (in Surinam)

39. we spend three times as meal money for third world aid
than Germany.

0 -

Note first that these opinions are merely general statements

(expressing macropropositiona, %.e. t.opics or thernes see next
Mis

section) of thls. interview. In fact, some of them may be expresned

' in several seneences or even whole stories. The opinions of this

woman are fairly charactetistic. The,list features the major themes

of tO0 ethnic attitudes expressed by the interviewees as a group.
..7..

The woman liyes in a middle class neighboutiOod1where very few

people from Surinam live and practically no foreign workers from

Turkey or Morocco: this part of Amsterdam is itrictly white and

is one of the new, post-war subdibs, in the south, with siA.ot of

..green. AXthough it is'only a 20-minute bus-ride to We city, this

part is clearly separated from the 'old town' and the inner city.

Hence
a
the .striceopposition between the situation in this part

and the situa ion.in the inner city as deseribed by her. Tyracally

51her i mofora on comes from the newspaper, from fondly members
/

or hearsay, not from personal experience. There are no com-

.Plaints.against (the' midale class, predominantly white) foreigners .

in the same area: in fact, they are not even categorised as such.

4 When we have:. closer Loa at the respective 'opinions, we

first notice that they are not all explicitly negatiV101., but also

feature some neutral or (quasi-) positive attitudes. However,
t

the neutraloor positive opinions (like 'Suriaamese working with
'.

my hisband Is fantastic') may be eiceptioes.to t'he rule, or the
4,

expression of general norms ('you also have good ones ameng,them').

The various general themes addressed (see above) are: SAFETY/CRIME,

AD4PTA1ION4 DETERIORATION OF THE TOWN, PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT,

GOING pACK, 'muse OF SOWIAL SECURITY SYSTEM, INTERRACIAL MARRIAGE,

e

S., L..
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stirkur, HABITS, SEX, ulurY wows smuDINC HONEY and UNEMPLOYMENT%

These are tadeed the major themes occumeg the minds of many

people in Amsterdam which have.negative opinbans about foreigners.

in the case of this woman, however, some of the themes, have more

relevance. Thusfthe CRIME theme occurs several times: safety

on th streets, carrying knOts and thefl.aze discussed. For a

woman, of hex age. this relevance has been wore often noticed

for the perception of crime. Notice though that mayLe Amster-

dam, even the inner city, is safer than othee larger cities

In Europe or the USA. A second major theme is that of-SEPARATIOW:

there should be to contacts bett7een her or her daughter and the

foreigners. e.g. because of different habits in treating women.

a sub-theme motivated by'hearsay an TV-movies. tAnd cimAhird

major theme is the combination pf ABUSE of social_service money

and tlieooaclusion tjlat this money should rather be, used in the

(other) countries themselves. All major nettles however are ex-

pressed in rather general terms: they seem to be opinions acqui-

led by hearsay or by indirect evidence or.perrohal interpreta-

tion of medla discourse: Sc:apegoatirig is primordial: the foreigners

ate acptiSed of unemLfloyment, the deterioration and crime in te
I

inner city, and,strained.housing conditioes. The general moral,

as with most interviewed, is first of all that the4 should adapt

and follow Dutch habits (though not, necessarily at home: a sense'

of privacy and 'folerance'often occurring), and if not --or if

there is no work-- they should rather go back. Characteriplicaily,

the negative opinions arc not seen to be incoherent-with the posil

tive experiences toil about the contacts of her husband with a

Surinamese colleague on the job: in fact the only wore or less

ditect contact of this family, with an minority.member.

et we have oftim,witnessed that people may have neutral ortven ,

posieive. A.:pinions about minority members as neighbours ot Oven

filend% and yet formulate very negative general opinions. In

terms ef our cognityve model. this would mean that episodkc

situation nmxiels (e.g. est.abpshed by Ty and hearsay) are '

negatively generalized te overall opinions and attitudes,

whereas the positive experiences are left at the 6urely episodic

level. Or conversely, a gerirralgative attitude about foreigners

is instantiated dnring the coeversation and 'backed up' with some

7
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Stories about.experiences of 'other;'. These storiesare

argumentative 'proofs' of the general opinions Laken as con-

clusions. From these observations we now may proposethe folio-

ging general conclusions about the nature of ethnic opinions.

Op the one Wei, pAaple may have general opinions Which are

part of a 222.2. schema. These opinions are stored in semantic

memOry. They may have been formed in two ways: either by (over-)

generalization from personal exeriences ot by geeeral inferences

cl;"awn from other general opinions (and without ap experiental

basis) . On the other hand, we have opinions of d more concrete

nature, based on evaluations about concrete experiences. These

opinions are pact of episodically reprdient.ed situation models.
A

These episodic evaluations may well be positivet that is, be

assigned to individual meMber; of the ont-groaaprspecific

situations, and need not lead to general positive opinions,

In other wOrds, the formation of ethnprejudicetaken as

the formation of negative attitude schemata for ..(out-) gro-tirm,

requires a selective process of 'social and cognitive learning'

in which only negative informaAon and evaluation is,used for

generalization and not positive information and evaluation,

if experiences are used at all in c;pinicu'i formation. TheseepeS6-

dic negative evaluations, in that case, are seen as instantiations,

and hence as confirmations of expectations, derived from the

already established negative group schema. Cognit.ive.dissonance

does not arise bdcause the.aPparOmtly conflicting types of infor-

:nation are stored differently. Or, in terms of a theory.of

' attribution': we would say: positively evaluated actions of

1 ethnic minority groups'aie tyPically represented and explained

. in terms of the situational context (and hence remain part of

the situation model), whereas negatively evaluated actions ate,

seen as typical, Chat is as iestantiations of general opinions

about the ethnic minority group?9Ia the latter ease the action

can be attributed to general or inherent properties('dispo-

sitions') of the members of minorit.y.groaps, such as laziness

or criminal character: And conversely', negatively evaluated

actions of (liked) members of the in-group will only be
ry

represented ana explained in situational terms, whereas the

positive actions arc seen as instantiations of positive opinioas

a t



of the (positive) group schema..This model hold't for actions

which indeed hawe been interpreted and represented,as positive

or negative. It may also be' the c.:Ite that we have selective

opinion formation auring processing itself. In that case,.

positive actions of out-groups are not even consciously pro-
. 1

cessed as such,given the over-all, negative macro-opinion

monitoring information input ana understanding.thate, by

the way, that this model not only holds for group perception

and Interaction, but also for person perception and inter-

action: the same will take place even for members of the in-

group whom we dislike. In that case, the negative person

schema will aiso lead Co negatiye selection and evaluation

of action's, and to situational 'explication of positive

ac ions of such a person and instantiated 'typicalness' for

e ive actions --in which negative action is ascribed to

'had character', that is to a general, context-free property

of persons. Since the opinions expressed in an interview

may be based either on situational models or on general

attitudes, we may indeed filed that Lhey seem incoherent.

To compare the rather negative opielons of the interview

just summarized, let us now take1informaLioil from an inter-

view which is (relatively speaking!) much lens negative.

hi this case the interviwee'is also female, 50 years old,

and lives in a contact area (Oljtmer) With many Surinamese

and (Political). refugees e,g. from Chile. Itts neighbourhood

is relatively -Clew, coesistieg of large apartment houses.

lhe opinions in this interview-can be sulmnarized as'fddlows:

I. I have no contact with my foreign (Chilean) neighbours.

2. There are many foreigners here.

3. You cannot 1114) all Surinamese together:
4. There are also many decdnt ()nes

S. They have laige families.
6 children sometimes bother MP, because their mothers are w
1. Well, that is there style of living.
O. f would not likd it if I would have Turks or MoroccaI neighbours. --

9 They have a different 4,1feslyle, another language.
10 In fact, they dos.not. feel at home here either.'
11 I am not trying Co establish contact
12.1 do not mind if my Children have conLacta wart Surinamese

chibiren if these are from a dec'ent family.
13.1bey may go put lone evening ,as _toed as it is not serious.

14*1 hey are so different: they are more 'jumpy' and are 'courtimg'

40.

4
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15. I havebhen hit by a Turk en the supermarket (whom I reproached
tq not wait ter his turn)

16. The informStion via the media about the minorities is good.
17. Those people should be helped.

18. But, it would be better if they would stay in their own country.
19. We could give them financial help there.
20. They (Surinamese) do not.,like it here: too cold.

They are here because there is(no work over there.
22. Surinam is a beautiful country,.beautiful culture;
23. They Nilwe firm family.ties.
24. Would not like to there a'room in the hospital with-Turkish

and Moroccas women, but Surinamese women may,be very decent.
.25. Those (lqrkishAtc.) women wear those funny shawls.
26. I do not feel at ease among all those black people.
27. They desloin drugs.
20. They live with many people in one appartment.
29. They wear the newest clothes.
30. Hy husband works, they are'noi working,
31. I would pia al these guysvto wo/k.
32. Thay get money right away when they come; I would give

them less money to ttart with.
33. To put them 'apartwould be discrimination, but-yet

the Dutch shoeld live with the Dutch and the foreigners
with the foreigners.

.

34. Also (our) children at school are discriminated against.
35. It would be better if they had their owy schoolsi

The opinions voiced more or'less in this way have a different natuke

.-. from those of the intervtew mentioned.aboe. There are alto nega-

tive stritements, but these'are most often based on everyday per-

sonal experiences in thissieighbourhood (drug's., interactioh in

the superMarket, overcrowding of apai*tments, etc.) . Yei, at/the,

arne time, a distinction is made between foreigners on the basis

of 'decency': neighbourhood and friendship is possible to a

limited degree if the people are decent. This applies esliecially

to the groups which are known in the area: Surinamese, As soon as

much less known groups are involyed (Tiirks, Moroccans).theroverail

evaluation prevails:, strange habits, stroge language. The.more

or lesi neutral or evemositive opinions --though they often,

have,n0ative presupposiLicle (there.are also many decent Ones'

presupposes that many others are not-dedent)-- are again ejther

based on pet:Sonal experiences. Or on general norms and values:
4M

they shouid-be helped, that is their lifestyle, they dod't like

bt here either, etc. The wish for separation and contact ai,oidance.

whiCh.organizes much of the-opinions of thia'woman it given a well-

.. known explanation id terms of 'false enipathy': the'et.ters do not

like it either. The negative ("Anions are not only the stereo-

et
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typical ones (large (amilies. overcrowding, drugs, 'Jumpy nature,

they do not work. etc.). but also:some based on competition and
4
'envy', such as wearing new clothes. ThIS ts also a typical opinion:

poor,people should riot aress up. gn 'the Dutch(calvinistic)context,

ever-dtsplay (by language, bodily', clotbes, etc:) is negatively

sev;aluated in general, and this ienetarvalue takes a mote Specific

form when modest or poor people are concerned..

We tee that the pajor difference with the previous woman is

that judgements in this case are, as can be expected tri a contact

neighbourhood, much moi!e e'xperiential, more diversified, more ex-

planatory, and show at 1st some understanding/empathy. Only the

general opinions': including the p?liticaftrecommendations, have

a much more '.:tparlistt orientation.

It is this kind of (relatively) 'mcwl4rain' prejudice that

...texts. rather typical or average for many Dutvh people,' especially

in cent-act areat. 'cm the whole their view is indeed negative, in

_91e senne that they clNy prefer not to have foreignersi around,

und/or that the different ethnic groups keep Ihnir distance.
,...---

oirthat general level akfo,...e find the general teconmendaLions,

and general expressions of dislike or uneasiness. bt a more con,

cr-ele level of everyday experiences; however, the general nctrin

'distance' stili-exists (would not like if daughter base

for(igner as a close friend), but is,much more mirigarddn.there'

;tre decent ones. Also, Lhe negative opinions at thee level

irir.:ctly come from (over-generalized or mislnLerprn,ted) personal

experieures (drugs, agxession and tension, appearevte, living

c)nditions). The major force, however, seems to be not so much

Lhese.occasional negative evaluatiOns, b'ut the mote 'emotIOnal '

general fireling of 'strangeness', duf.Lo langudge,'clothes,

other hah94, other.hehaviour. We.hele seem to have pee of

the keys for understanding Dutch ethnic prejudice. IL Ls not

always or not predominantly racial or based on skin-colour, buL

rathet on perceptions sd dfferences in'culture, language, manners,
mi-

1 note*, etc. Poreigners are seen as a.threat of lhe own mums and

valu.es. the own 'decency', and --of course-- ah comitetitots in

scarce resources. mention of typical raClal chracleristics,

such an skin colatu or 'Aitherent,properties. in rather rare.

(Inch mole oftepwe hear.about 'strange' 1.1ahlts such as slaughtering

9.i
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sheep (by Turks, Moroccans) in the car or the shower, the ways

of dressing by Turkish women, the way Lhe others live in their

apartments (experienced aS 'dirty' or as 'ruining.). The fo-

reigners, indeed, are a breach in a tidy, neat and 'decent'

self-image of the DuLch and their neighbourhood or street, and

violatico of these values and norraiis a basic force behind

the formation of prejudice. In fact, those foreigbers who do

live like the Dutch, and who do'adapt themselves, are hardly sub-

ject to such evaluations. Although not belonging to focused out-
.

groupsa Japanese or Chinese would perhaps be met with similar

distance occasionally. lltis suggests'that the amount of foreigners,

of a certain group w111101(rat toast initially (hence thenon-

topicality in our interviews of e.g. Indonesians/Moluccans).

lead to negative opinions organised by the principle of pe'rceived

competiiion (jobs, housing, schoolS, money, social services).

It fs the latter kind of prejudice Which of cOurse will be

/ mord prevalent in periods of economic recession.rAL the emotional

level both kinds of negative ethnic attitudes c.;11 be subsumed under

the concept of perceived threat and resulting fear: on the onm

hand threat of our basic norms and values, on,the Other Ilan-a':

thrba,t of our scarce resources (iialniy housing and jobs).

In addition to thh fragments of the cognitive model sketched

above, we now further assume that as soon as an opinion is more

Oasic, allechoser.to these emotionally based, 'threats', the

more negative, the more firm and fixed, it will be. On less .

'fundamenLal:voints, then, ehe opinions may be much less nega-

tive or even positive, and much more depend on contextual and .

personal diffekences% Indeed,..we find ahnt even in the relatively
."

neutral ot positive,interviews, some providhon will always be

44 follaulated as soon-as the fendamentd1 iispects are concernedr

.scarce resoures. People may well-acapt ethnic plurality, bill

:All be very reluctant Lo accept the 6ct that they might not

. gee a house or a job 'due to' the presence of (many) foreigners.

Nobody would ever sny, for4inntance, that overcrowding in this

small country is,primarrly 'due 'to' the Dutch and their farge

families (aS compasr'ed to ',thin, su?rounding countpen), or due

...to the Catholics who forbid anti-Colic'ept4cm or tradd LU favour

large Tamilies. Nor would anyone.targue that4AL leai:t as many

butdh people emigrated to other countries (e.g. Canada, USA or

92
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Australia), and their return would also be a threat of t,carce

resources. Although of course, as we have argued before, a part

of the ethnic prejmlice,"at least with some groups of people,

is ptoperly racial, the fact that linguistically and culturally

more 'strauge' people like Turks and moroccans are evaluated

4b,eometimes mOre negatively than black,people from Surinam, seems

to Indicate that the larger part of Dutch prejudice may be

based On ethnic/cultural differences (threat of norms, values)

1,0 socio-economic competition, rather than on purely racial

differences. In other words, the average Dutch is rather

ethnocentric than racist in the strict sense. Indeed, as nearly

all intetviews suggest, if 'they' would adept Allen we would bave

less problems, and 'sending'them back' is an (extreme) opinion

which nearly always is related to this kind of ethnocentrism

tied to the protectionof searce resources (houses, Jobs)

rather than to keep Holland 'white'. It should be stressed

that this ie a geteralization: pure racism does occur, and many.

forms of ethnocentrism do involve at least some racial opinions,

bet it-Akms not seem predominant or characteristic.

Let us, finally, examine somdopinions expressed in a more

or less neutral or positive interview. The interviewee ls

a 20 year old man, social worker, living in a non-contact, middle-class,

area (Concertgebouwbunrt) at-the border of the inner city, with

many professional people, doctors, university teachers, artists, etc.

Typical for this kind of Interviews is their meta-nature. These

sehjects talk about discrimination, about discriminatio6 by

others, about the conditions of foreigners, etc.

G)

I. Also in this neighboulhood there are.some foreigners in pensions
2. hut they keep L-street 'white'. 4

I. I don't care at all whether we have many forelgeers.here.
4. i wtrflid not object having them as neighbours.
5. In this area there are many large houses,'with Hindustani families.
6 The number of other Surinamese, and Terks and Moroccans lower here.
/ Further, there are many foreigners who do not 'appear' as such,

like English or Americans.

UTerhe others do not like to have the foreigners because of
different cultural background, eating habits, etc.

9 3
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9. Often Ehe foreigners have large families: maybe that bothers
the people here too.

10.But these people have to live too, haven't they?
11. We must help the foreigners and give them information about

, practical things (like how the heatings work here).
12. If they go back, adaptation to us does not seem sensible.
13. Their children should (get to) know their own culture.
14. If they stay here, they should adapt themselves.
15. For instance, their children should havethe same freedom as ours.
16. Their woken often have a subordinated role.
17. They are very hospitable.

10. Comprehensible that Surinamese want to live together (in Amsterdam).
19. Here we hAee al kinds of social service
.20. And we have robbed Surinam.

21. Ok, if.they now come and get that back.
22. But perhaps we 'could use the'money there, for development.
23. That seems to me to be better for them: they can have their

own culture.
r

24. No problem with the younger people.

25. Criminality is the same in all groups.
26. But usually people here just generalize: they see them as

pickpockets and knife-drawers'

27. People,are scared by the mddia..

As we see there are hardly any into/erant Opinions in this inter-
A

view, and discrimination by others is condemned. many.of the usual

negative opinions (of others) are discussed and criticized: over-

generalization, large families, crime attributiod, etc. Yet, this'

man also thinks that it would be better for the foreigners if they

could stay'in their own country --a we womld use the money for

the development of their country. Also, kt is Dutch colonial

history which is called reSpensible for the arrival of immigrants,

and immigration ls seen as 'getting back' what was once robbed.

Typical, both in positive and negative attitudes, is the negative

evaluation of the cultural difference of the role of women: although

-compared to other countries-- Dutch women are still largely

housewives and in that sense 'dependent', most Dutch people cannot

accept the subordinate role of e.g. Turkish women, and the lack

"of freedom of Turkish girls. We also see that the interviewee

knows many of the 'same facts' about foreigners, but the gene-

ralizations made by others or negative conclusions are net de.

Rather,negative actions are,excueed by circumstances: or actions

(like immigration itself) negatively interpreted by others

receives positive explanation. Note, finally, that,this kind

of liberal stance about foreigners'is just about as rare as 31.

the extreme racist position ((,oth'have an estimated 5% at each

extreme of ehe attitude spectrum).

a'9.4
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'5.S. Conclusions

In this section we have surveyed some of the ethnic attitudes

of hutch people about minorities, and as expressed in interview

contexts.,We first, found that many people interviewed agreed

on some 'standard' opinions, such as adaptation to patch norms,
-

resentment alkali preferential treatment in housing, dislikt'for

cultural differences (food, dress, behaviour), ficl attributed

crime and general deterioriation of the city. These opinions

are expressed both hy women and by men, in contact areas and

in non-coat/ice areas..and by people of dll ages. Yet, negative

opinions in non-contact areas are sometimes less extreme 'and

have a differcnttiature: they are more 'abstract' and 'general'

and less based on everyday experience: Also younger people tend'

to have less negative opinions. The negative opinions, both in

absolute amouot for all interviewees, and as distributed for each

interviewee, piedominatel 63% of the people havd predominantly

444::gat lye opinions (prejudices) and only V% neutral or positive

opinions. Yet, also prejudicedspeople may have several neutral

or even positive opinions: 53,6% of lhe opinions die negative,

and 40% of the opinions voiced ale neutral, and 6,4% are positive.

followiog the discussioo in the previous major section,

we have tried to formulate an ethnic preindice schema, that is

an ont-group schema for foreigners, articulated on tire basis

of Lategories such as origin, appearance,.character, behavior,

social class and inter-group relaCions. For each of these 'group'

categories the sebject may have a number of knowledge and belief

items, evaluative opinions and normative opinions. Such a schema

is a sterpolmical. generalized preludice frame, which also alloWs

hierarchbal organization. In order to mbdel more personal'

attitude schemata about ethnic groeps, however, we Look the data

from three Interviews, One very negative, one moderately negative

and one positive. It was showe that_ the negative opinions are

similar on Many points, but have 4 different orientation. Highly

prejudiced people predominantly have geueralized negative opinions;

and will interpret each conLndual action or encounter only as

iestantlalions of such yer;eral opinions. Lens prejudiced people

' will sometime6,also do*thls, especially for groups or situnLions
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they do not know well, but for the evaluation of groups,with

which they have everyday contacts it may happen that they

take interaction in a much more contextual', personal, way

They will more Lry to 'understand' what and.why other people

act as they do.
ite

We have assumed, therefore, that there are 4asically two

types of ethnic attitudes, which we have described in terms of

episodically based and semantic memory based opinions. These f

may46n actual conversations, apparently be in conflict to the

outsideaserver. This need not be so for the people Lhemseli;es:

they may like 0 Surinamese neighbour but have negative general

opiniolis about Surinamese. This might imply that two kinds of

social information(mocessieg takes vlSce: First, Perception,

representation, anjl (possibly negative) evaluation on the basis

of own experiences, and second the direct adoption by inference

from general schemata or by communication IA' negative general

opinions. Indeed, the latter will often appear in the inter-

views as generalized statemonts, occur often with people from

non-contact areas,- and have a much more stereotypical nature.

They are so to speak conventionalized, both as social opinions

and as rules for conversation: this is what, we as Clutch people,

should find aod say about foreigners. Of course, negative general

opinions, in contact areas, may also simply be derived, by
,

(over-) generalization, from personal experience.

We have been able to reduce the several basic themes of

Dutch ethnic prejudice to two fiuldamental dimensions, viz.

A. Ethnic differences and conflict

II. Socio-economic competition

The first-dimension aceomodates the large number of negative

opinions about. different (and 'bothering') food smells, beha-

vior (treatment pl.women, ipcluded), living, etc. The second

dimension organizes the many complaints about the lack of aZirk

and housing, preferential treatment and positive discrimination.

The first dimension, we argund,rather seems: ethnoceneristic

77-Lhan racial In the Netherlands. Factors like skin colour seem

,Lo be subordigsted to such factors as keeping Your house and street 'tidy'

and'way o( dreSSlog and eatihg. DimensiOn:A, seems to Underly
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mostly the opinions about Turks.and Maroccans. Igmension,B'

also extends td Surinamese, who are not no much seen as

having different culture --although different appearance In '

clothing, and at least some uneasiness with different colour

is also present-- but rather are seen as socio-economicelly

threatening: they came in large groups, and are competitors

for jobs and hOusing. A combination of A and B, then, can be

obtained by such general notions such as threat and fear,.which

also defined the typical 'crime' and 'deterioration' themes'

in the interviews. The general socio-economic situation is

percei d to deteriorate, and many (older, more conservative)

people also see a parallel deteriotation in norms, values

and morals: they see relatively more crime, more 'dirt'4 and

abuse of-social service, against the 'nice' atmosphere Amster-1

dom used to have. The media and informal conversations together

will in that case provide the information which may lead to-the

general conclusion that large foriign outgronps must be

one major reason-for this general malaise, both-culturally

and socto-economically.

It should be added for perspective though that, in general,

as we have see earlier in,this paper, the

assignedito 'foreigners' is not very high. Rather honsing and

JJJJ employment ore seen as the major problems, but they will

oftnn be explained in terms of tile Oesence of many foreigners.

Also, there are certainly group; in the Netherlands, such as

squatters, which on hoth dimensions are valued even more nega-

tively:these youngsters violate nearly all norms and values

(of (hecency, sexual morality, dressing, etc.) and 1411 addition

are often unemployed and by force occupy (other'S) houses.

The mechanism-of opinioh formation and concrete evaluation fs

however the same as for ftiregoners.

'

Vre have earlier assumed tl&e,u distinction should be made

between opinions and the coOplex ocesses which deLermine their

expression e.g. in conversations or interviews. Above, we saw

indeed that some opinions seem to have an essential :ocial and

converlatoional nature: they tend to be stereotypical, pltrased

in similar terms and pertain to general cUltural and social

I.
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interests of the in-group. On the other hadd thine are opinions

which may be much more privateOpersonally variable, and based .

on personal experiences , although they may also be negative
t

under the influence of lhe general, more socially based,

attitudes. They two types interacE, of.course, as soon as

people communicate their experiences to others: the inlerpte-

tation, catCgorisation and evaluation of the personal experiences

then may become socially normalized and be v4irtually indis-

guishable from the social stereotypes. 'It will be the task of

the next part of this paper lo investigate the various pr6cesses

which govern the expression of both kinds.of, opinions, And the

communicative principles which underly 'talk' about foreigners

in specific communicative situatfons. A more detailed'

analysis of the cognittve and linguistic processes underlying

expression may.at the s e time provide further insight into --

the differencesIbetween various kinds of ethnic attitudes,

int* their organization, their affective basis', and their use.
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Ethnrc.attAludesan discourse

Towards a model of disceurse.production

The ethnic attitudes of which we have described the cognitive

structure in the previous section do not usually remain con-

cealed in memory. more or less indirectly they will 'nainifest

themselves in some of our cognitively based social 'behavior',

that is in social Interpretation of persons, groups, actions

and events, and in social Interaction. In particular, they

will often be 'expressed in what we say or write, that is

in discourse. in this section we will review some ot the

typical (culls these expressions may Lake in non-directed

interview-

price_ field

and everyday conversation, gathered during our

rk in Amsterdam. 0

lloweleer, in order to fully understand how"ethnic atti-

tudes and discourse are related, some mere general, theore-

tical remarks 4CC In order about_ Lhe'procesnes of production

and about_ the various structures of discourse. Since social

norms and values also regulate our vetbal ,Interactions, the

expression of attitudes which are incasisLent with these

mums will have to ,f,ollow sometimes complex strategies, so

rai often our* 'traces' remain of tho underlying attitudes..

IL foiloOs that a serious analysis of such 'prejudice markers'

is possible only If we have a sound nwshil for discourse pro-

duction:

llowever, such a production model does not yet exist.

Only fragments of such a model can be doriGed horn current

work in'the psychology of discourse, which has paid atten-

tion alxive all to processes of discourse comprAensioni-And

mostly of written or fixed discouse types; such As stOries,

and much less of spontaneous discourse, stch.an conversations/2

Against the background of much other work in psychology

and Artificial Intelligence, out actual model of dlqcotittle

iompieheirsion (Kintsch I van Dijk, 19/8 and van Dijk A Kintsch,

1986 has the following major fcattlies:
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I. Discourse understanding is a strategic process, in which

vartable informatIon inputs,.both textudl and contextual,

are flexibly used in the graduil construction of a seman-

tic, pragmatic and social renresentation (interpretatiorrk)

of the discourse meanings'and functions in memory.

2. Input surface structures of discourse (intonatton, morphemes,

syntactic structbres, paraverbal in(ormation) are linearly

decoded and translated into a proposttional semantic represen-

tation in short term memory (STM).The strategic nature of

comprehension guarantees that llas 'decoding' is both dna-

ytic (bottom up) and constructive (top down): surface

s uctures are also constructed ilueto semantic and con-

text 1 expectations.

3. Propos tiont are organized iuto coherent sequences, which

form the mantic 'texi bastz' of thii discourse. ThiS co-

herence may e conditional (e.g. in oaUse-consequence or

enablement rei ionships) or functIO801 (e-91 in relation-
..

ships such as 9eti al - particular, contrast., specifica-

tion). Limitations 01 the storage and operation capacities

of STM constrin the nun r of,(complex) propositions,

so that 'old' propositiona st be stored in Lohg erm

Memory (LTM) after Lhe constru on of coherencR.

4. Besides Lhosu looally coherent pr sition seluences,

language users allso construct mare abh *act, lOghert

level propositions, so-cailed 'mactopropoh

These represene the global coherence, the kepi or

gist of Lhe discourse or discourse fragnient.

5. The resulting 'macrostructure' of the disCourse MAy be

further organized by nchematie 'supersLruel.ures', such

an tb. ccinventional schemata of a sLory ot arr.tjumnLation.

6. Both the macrostructure and the superstructure piovide

the overall organization of the represenlatiOn df the'

discourse thus gradually being constructed.fri um, 03

rather in the 'section' of lati usualiq cl episodic
4,1 -

memory (EN) --which records all incominOrOmaLion.

kt),
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7. Both at the local and at the global level the semantic

representation is matched with contextual information

about the 'peUgmatic' conditions of the discourse (such

as the wishes, intentions or knowledge of the.speaker

and some of ,the social pilations between speaker and

hearer), thereby enabling the hearer/reader to infer

the pragmatic function or 'Speech act' being performed

by the utterance of the discourse, or fragments of it,

In the communicativC setting.

B. All processes mentioqed above are heavily controlled

by the more 'permanent.' cognitive systems of the lan-

guage user, such as his/her knowledge, beliefs, opinions

and attitudes. Xhey proVide the information which is not

explessed in the discourse, buL which ig necessary to

establish local coherence, to derive macrostructures

('themes', global relevance), to construct schemata or

to infeispeCca acts.

9. Similarly, the respective processes are controlled hy

more transient contextual informationabout the smrposeS

(goal.), tasks, interests or 'biases' of the language user

10 Besides the more specific textual representation thus,

consttucted in KM, the language user will activate and

update previous episodic information about the same' topic

ox world-situation, which will also help Lo construct

the textual representation. In other words, understanding

a discourse in many respects means understanding the world-

flagmen( the discourse refers'to

11 All further cognitive processing, such as retrieval and

reproduction, e.g. in recall, question ansabrIng or,recog-

nition of textual information depends on the structureS of

the texlissi repSesentation and the associated 'world model

in cm. Information thigh' in the hierarchy, such as macro-

plopositioins, will tihid to be.recalled mucls better than, '

information 'low' in the hielarchy (e.q. local 'details').

101
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Against the background oftlhis processing model for

discourse --of which many details are omit.Led-- we may now

try to formulate some of the properties of discourse pro-

ducti6ill3

I. Discourse production is also strategic. That is, there will

be flexible management of information from episodic and

long term memory, from already produced discourse frag-

men'ts and from contextual information, and between overall

meaning and structure and local (sentence) meaning and

structure. In other words: the following 'stages' of

production will in reality be paktly 'mingled':

2. The speaker/writer (henceforth; S) will first 'Make an

analysis of the social situation, that is constrsct a

cognitive representation of the type of context, the

participants and their roles, the possible (inter-)

actions arid their goals, etc.

3. Information about the structig of the social situation

will be matched with information from thil own 'motiva-

tional structure' of S, i.e. his/her wishes, desires,

preferences, and the associated knowledge and beliefs

about own abilities and contingent further details about.

the action context. Thin match may lead Lo tho formation'

of a general purpose, i.e. a cognitive representation of

a goal Lo be reached, and the fomaLion of an action

intention for an action which may be performed to.realize

this goal. In our case, such an action would be a-speech

act, Such as an assertion, a promise, a threat, or an

advice --depending on the cognitive or Interactional

process in the hearer' which is the goal of the Speech act.

4. AL the same time information from um is activated to

plovide .the 'semantic content' of the speech act, e.g.

propositions that are 'known to be true' and assumed to

be unknown to the hearer, in Lhe case or an asse'rtioo,

,or opinions In the case of an accusation or advice.
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This :lueans that S°1iot onlY has a 'context model', that is

a representation of Lhe communicative and interactional

situAtion which provided the eecessary informall n for

the (speech) aet, but also, as part of the context rodel,

a model of the hearer --featurrny the presumed,know edge,

beliefs, goals, wishes and action purposes of the iarer .

In case the pragmatic and_semantic inlormation to be ex-

pressed is assumed to be rather complex, that is too

complex to be handled as.a whole in STM, macroprecessing

14 pluaticLlon becomes necessary. In that case. S constructs

a provisional intentionel_macrostructure or plan, both for

the semantic content and for Lhe pragmatic function of Lbe

distourse to be produced. Such a plan has a hierarchical

strurture of hmIcro-lproposltions, defining the overall

theme end the global speech acL, respecLiveiy. The plan

is the over-all control informetiog monitoring the produc-

tion of local sentences and speech acts. Of couise, the

strategic approach ko discourse processing allows for the

possibility that local information may have feedback on

thisjilen. and may eventually lead to the transformation

of the plan. This will be particularly the case in every-

day converseLion, and in all those discourse types and con-

texts where feedback Information from the hearer or the

referential and pragmatic context are important. SometimeS,

the production plan, e.g. in so-called 'unplanned' dis-

coarse, such as uponLaneous conversation, may be very rudi-

mentary, fragmentary or provig,ional, aithough some planning

will always take place to monitor local semantic and pragma-

tic coherence Therefore a distinction should be made between

explicit and Implicit planning The first may be typical for

complex written productions (of bunks, lectures, articles, etc.).

6. Our constructed in thls way a complex semantic and pragmatic

plan for thetdisceurse, local execution may take place by Ain:

activation or.construction ot fir t5- proposrtions belonging e

to a given dominati'lly discourse topic .

/ ibis semantic local informetion, towline withiinformetion

about the context, are Lhe input to the sentenLe.genviator,

-4 03

whtch again st.rateOcally constructs the appropriate
A

syntactic structure atter selection of the appropriate '

selection of lexical items:oln this case contextual Infor-
.

notion about lhe beliefs, opinions, mood ('emotions') of S

end the social 'properties of S (gender, age, status, role,elc.)

as well as of the hearer and the social context., are Impor-

tant for the stylistic monitoriia_of die ultimate suriace

structure. The same may hold for the application of rhetori-

cal operations (e.g. alliterations, chyme, metaphor, etc.)

during sentence formalation, intended lo enhance the effecLi-

veness, and hence the acceptability of the discourse.

For certain discourse types there will be the possibility.

both at the global and at Lhe local level to plan and

execute a superstructure schema, for instance in -storytelling

or argumentation The over-al% schema in that case will be

Nit of the over-all plan, thus organdsing the semantic and

pragmaticmecrost.rucLures of the plan.

From these extremely simplistic summarizing hypotheses we at

least get an impression about the complexities of discourse

production. If we cle.fil with notions such as 'the expression

of prejudice', it becomes obvious that such an expression is

in fact an extremely complex, strategic process, involving

noL Only more or less permanent cognitive information, such

as knowledge, beliefs, opinions and attitudes, but also an

analysis of the columnlicative context and its Olds, of ihe

hearer: and a strategic execution of global plans al Lhe

local level. Many of these 'underlying' production processes,

and hence the informeLion larking part in them, may ultimate-

ly have a 'trace' or''in!irker' in surface structure. Some of

these traces are under control, others are more or less in-

voluntary. Roth are of course important Lo infer, both for the

hearer anifor the obseiver, aspects ot this underlying cogni-

tive or social information ustfb in the production of the '

discourse.
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In addition to the more or less generSl remarks aboul

discourse production made.above, some more specific hypo-

theses are necessary for the production of discourse in

everyday spoken interaction, e.g. in spontaneous conversation.

ln this case, there is not a monologue to be produced, but

--in turnsfragments of a dialogue. Laken as a specific kind

of social interaction. Although a conversation partner A

maywe.11 have some global semantic or pragmatic plan before

or during the conversation (that is-, he/she knows 'more or

less what he/she wants to say, globally speaking), the freedom

of the other participant, B, wil.1 be such that content and

function of the c'onversation turns of-B do not contribute' to

the execution'of the plans of A. In other words, most 4'
is

the management and the control in convergation diay be serictly

local: depending on a turn of ft, A will first of all hay .L.o

attend to a proper 'reaction' and only then maytry to exe-

cute some parts ofa previous plan into the4next turn. In

other words, the strategic processes of producbion may be

moue (rated towards local, int.eractional control --so that ,

sometimes possible (macro-)plans may noL be executed.

'Next, the immediate interactional,natute' of conversation

also requires mole direct influencc of the social and

comnintricative context Each turn, thus, may become a specific

capy_e_. Ghat is a sGrategic step in a sequence of semal ic-

piagmatic-interactional actions: by an assertion we may

'contradict', 'help' ck. 'fleeter' the hearei, or perform

other socially.fnncLional moves in the interaceion. In

questd(i-answer domi)ated conversations; such,as free inter-

vieOs, we in additional haye some specific turn-control and

thematic control 'from Lhe interviewer: he/she may determine

the topic of,c6nveisa1io4 (e.g. by posing questions) and

interrupt a turn of an interviewee !!Especially,.inthepe

rases of semi-controlled conversatldn, the tif:eaker 'may well

he (-constrained to produce semantic and kagmaZi.c information

which, accolding to the actual contexl model of S lhout 0, is.

'waisted by the hearer, rather than Lhe 'free' prod ction

of infOrmation which S wants 0 to know 'cording to Lhe own

0 er5 wishes, interests, goalo, and intentions of S. Since however

even in semi-controlled conversations, such iliLerviews, S
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still has a large mnonnt of freedom, there will be a strategic

decision process, in which own wishes, preferences and purposes

1 ( ore matched with those of Lhe interlocutor. In raLher general

terms, thus, we will asskime that S will produce and express

all semantic and pragmatic information, when interacting with

0, tiiat satisfies the followieg conditions (i) it must be

consistent with !he own moLivotiOnal structure of S(ii) it

must be an appropriate action according to the (assumed)

motivational structure of H, (iii) it must be locally and
4

globally coherent with the,Structure of the conversation It

thus far, (iv) it must be Contextually relevant and appropriate,.
and (v) expressed meanings or performed pragmatic functions,

and their surface or parateXLual manifestations should not

provide information to II suIl tioit H might infer negative
t

beliefs (opinions) about. S diich are inconsistent with S's

self-representation and itp,liasic norms and values.

It goes without sayinOhat the latter points are

crucial in conversations abfiLit any topic which fiom of

social and persohal point oview may be 'risky', that'ia,
ft

which,may lead to negative hptributions by 0 to

'character', 'opinions' al( ';,'attitudes' of S. Talk

1about sex,lothnic groups, il filling out tax forms are

examples in poat. The 409410 of solf-disClosure, also
: r '

in convercation, about sucb!topics will depond on several

factors, such as personal prOperties (uncertainty, otc.),

properta.s of Lhe'llearer=or of tho relation between S and 0

(such as intimacy, role at4 status.differences), and the

naturelof tho communicative' si1ua4Qn (home, pub, train,
*

court, etc.). For, the#kind:of discot0e, communicative

situation and topic wetar4eali;ig 4'ith, we will therefore

have to spell out in more:fetalPwliat kind of ,vassible con-

.NN....etraints operate during prOductIon.

a

1:06.
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6.2. Textual .dlid t oniext tic k, (oil:at:1.i nt S oil

1 0

Against the background of our discossion about the cognitive

nature of prejudice and about the professes involved in dis=

court.e production, we are now able to make hypotheses about

.the more specific ways ethnic opinions may'he expressed in

disc:wine. We haye seen that pre)udrce, defineds,as ethnic

cannoLlmanifest itself directly or fully in inter-

action or discourse. Prejudice organizes More speCific

and general opinions about ethnic groups or ethnic relations

between groups, and thesm opinions --and the aasociated

beliefs and knowledge -- may become inpuL,for 'expression'.

Ihus, the belief proposition 'Surinamese carry kryiveS',

being parC of the 'criminal' brawl: of the prOudiee-schema

.asnit Surinamese, may be expressad (or not) in various wayp

in discourse (see below).

hut, evaluative beliefs are not actrvated and net-unit-

ied --due to the speech act 01 .t1, the topic of discourse

ot own imtentions and the ensuing retrieval procglOnre--

'ready-211ade funs MN. We do have stereoxtypical optmiions,

both particular ones and géneral ones,oand these May lx:

expressed inor`or less directly tlitiVr specific conditions:

but in nutny cases expressed opinions are conut..t.icted.

lhis in necessary to allow people to flexibly react to

situation and interactimer-in other worda, the kind of

.opinron expressed should'at the some Limo satisfy the

specitic constraints of the communicative context, that

is constitute the semantic basis of an approptibto answer,

take into account the socfal relation between S and n, and

fit the other aspectS of the' situations (rules, formality,

sorms ayd values) . On the one hand, this may menn that

some opinion of l'aejudipe sthema Pi should be transformed

In order to meet these constraints. On ehe other hand,

iinew (*don may be infeered from Pi and the information

of prt.Vi(rus discoUrSe and context, e.g. by instantiation

of a variable in a general opinion: All x carry knives --)

4ohn cm-rivs a knife.

axilress.,12t9. 54,111.1ocis. in 01.t..9urse
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A third source for ethnic opinions alsd has a more.direcl

naLurb,oviz. epiSbdic experiences. We have seen that these

dxpetiences are Lhe somepmes 'insufficient' empirr 1 basis

for the formation of general' opinions and ethnic alilLu s.

Instead of dblivaiing these mote general attitudes, IL may

be possible to activate relevant 'situation models'. ghat rs,

S. when (wanting or wanted) to talk about-ekperienges

contact with dthnic minolity members, may be 'reminded of'

specific events, or series of events that have formed a

'situation model', e.g. 'shopiiits) in the supermarket SL

the corner'. 1,rom these events torea in episodiC memEtry,

S may activate and actualize speafic.Propositions, and

produce Lheae as part of a story.

Note by lhe way that situation models need not be

the result of 'own' exptcriences, but may also be indirectly

constructed on the basis of interpreted discourses, stories,

of others. This will typically result, during conversation,

in indirect, embedded, storytelling of the type: "Yes, InY

sister told nm the other day that...". Thus, situation models,

whether obtained by direct experience ortfrom communicated

experlerce, may function as,the evidence hasis for specific

or general opinions, e.g. as premises in an argument.oht

which opinions ore conclusions.

The same principles are involved in a fourth of

opinion generptioo, viz. in direci observation, again Of

events themselves or of reported events by some olhur speakec.

In that case, the event (or event discourse) is represented

also in episodic memory, and during processing in STN,

matched with norms, Valne6 and attitudes aboui the actions

or persons/groups involved in the event, thereby leading

to an evalnathan, thai is to an opinion.

A, fifth type ot ethnic opinion formation takes place

in the same context, namely when another person expresses

an opinion, which is evaluated and accepted Uy S, which may

lead to simple 'agleement.' speech acts oi minimal conversa-

tion turns (Iw'rckchannel "Immddimm's"). Nolo thou6h that

agreement speech eels peed not unambiguously point to identification

with or acceptation of an opinion, but only that S

108
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xt?..., does not want to disagree in.this context by.explicit dissent.

for instance for reamons,of politenes, intimidation by the other's

power or stat'us or other constraini.tp features of thelcontext.

we not have a provisional list of assumptions about-Lhe

'pravenance of ethnic opinions as expres%able in discourse.

a list which we may.summarize as follows:

I. Direct expression of general opinions fromPc.or infer'red .from.P1

-

Mitigation. Another usual trapsforluation is the of mitigation._

In this case the evaluative predicate or referential expression

may be changed by an expression coveying a less negative evalua-

.tion. Evidence for this transformation griay be derived from repairs,

false starts, the use of the non-mitigated predicate elsewhere

in the discourse or by comparison to expressions in other dis-

courses of S. Mitigation, then, is a typical substitueloh----.

transformation.

2. Direct expression of,a speciltc (stereotypical) opinion of Pi

3. Inference. by instantiation, from I. or 2.

4. Direct expression of a proposition in a relevant situation
model, i.e. from direct or indirect experience.

5. Evaluation of direct incoming infrnZition about events,
poisons or groups Ccomments on ongoing events, actions'l.

Exaggeration. A similar substitutiOn.operation takes place

Leto the other direction: S may want to express more forcefully

than intended an evaluation, e.g. for rhetorical reasons and

other contextual constraints mentioned below. Mitigation and

exaggeration are typical 'rhetorical' operations, of which the

G.-Acceptance of the opinion of interlocutor.

WP now keow whore the ielevant information comas from and

thelefore also may speculate about. their further structure,

relations with other opinions, experiential basis, and so

on. However, as We have repeatedly argued: the processing

,of evaluativeinfoimation iS such that,the opinions need ,

riot be expressed 'directly in the discourse. In other words,

there may be a number of transformations to which opinions

are subjected before being explesed in the discourse. Let

us briefly discuss, by way of hypotheses, some of these

sl rategic LI/km:formations. Dillow we will then formulate some

of the textual and oontextual consttaints conditioning.these

44tiansfoimations.

Deletion. During discourse production S may generate an

opinion. but ultimately will not fled it suitable for formu-

lation, and delete it from Lhe text base Lo be expressed.

' Traces of this deietidn process may be hesitations, repairs,

new starts, stuttering, pauses, and so on. That a specific

opinion was deleted at some particular spot in a converse-
. '

tion may be inferred from later expression or ,from inferences

of Whet propositions which are expressed, or iVerm inferences

of partly expressed information (e.g. in'repairs, false tarts).

fti

/

various forms (understatement, overstatement, litotes, euphemism,

etc. are summarized in these operations).

Metaphor and comparison. Among Lhe other rhetorical operations

applied in the transformed expression of opinions, metaphor'and

comparison play an important role. By substituting 4 referential

concept or a predicate by a metaphor the expression becomes in-

direct and open to several readings :11aorLh mitigating or exagge-

rating, or neutralizing. The function of such a metaphor or com-

parison is usually to highlight a specific, stereotypical,

property of some person, group or action.

Vagueness. eimilarly, S may have recourseto a nuMber of

procedures which transform the more specific meaning of an

expression into a much vaguer expression, which may be inter-

preted by 11 aCcording to his/her own cognitive set.

Indirectness. Both semanLiCally and plagmatically, mrly

convey infoytation also indirectly --just as in metaphor and

vagueness-- e.g. by expressing a proposition or performing a

speech act from which the actually intended proposition or

speech act must be inferred. Thus, an assertkm may indi-

rectly functioning aS an accusation, or a question as an assertion.

Implicatfon. In the same way,S need not only express

proposition E but actually mean a, but also S may express pl(and

mean E) andassume that 11 will infer a from E by general Or

contextually allowed implication.

110
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.1.resupposition. more specificalq, S may express proposition

e knOwtsbat Lhe truth or falsity of 2 (i.e. its conte ual.

mievance) ptesnppot.es the truth or Lhe acceptance of II: Th is

one of the most typical ways of conveying information * a indArecL

way, because the presupposed proposition is not a tally asserted, *

but left for the hearer Lo infer.

Permutation/Displacement. Another possibility lo transz

form opinions is to assign the evaluative pre( cate, whether

explicit or implicit in the ways mentionec,4ove. totanoLher

but often related referent. 'i'ypical exp ssions of this,

operations are e.g. "Maybe I'm stupid, bu5,..;', in which

apparently the predioAta 'stupid is self-aoplied, but meant

to be applied tO someone else. Similarly,.we'may, have it that

some action, event or object associatedviith opinion-object

A is negatively evaluated, thereby implying that A has a'nega-
via

live value, whether or not A is 'responsible' for it (if A is a person).
,

This ptovisional list of operations, both semantic and pragmatic,

on 'underlying' opinions already contains son:o indications about

how the transformations themselves can have tlielr traces in

the discourse, or about other means to actjially assess the

pri7;i6iCe of transformatiOns. The psychological, philosophical

and methodological aspects 'involved in this pioblem re of

course important, because we have assumed above that people

very often "do pot precisely say what they mean". But unless

we have mote or less unambiguous traces of informations that

confirm this assumption, it would on, the other'shand be metho-

dologiailY, and in this specific renearch ethiCally, unsound

to make unwarranted conclusions about what...people do .mean

:when they do not mean what they say.

Below we will also show ileow the various transformations

affect. the actual pragmatic, semantic, conversational and dur-

face structures of the discourse. For instance, implication or

vagueness may appear not only at Lhe sentence level. but also

in linear sentence Connection and in macrostructure. Also small

patticles, intonation, panses, etc. may be Lraces of (transformed) opinions.
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The direct or transformed expression of opinions in

discourse,is subject to a number of textual and contextual
74

conditions! In-other words, in some discourse, or discourse

turn, ar& in some context, such operations.become mt;re or

less necessary, conventionally or by rather strict_ rule,

or their application may enhance the succgss of the inter-

tt,'-..9\,\

action or the effectiveness f the communication. Let us

try to formuraee, again hypo etically, some of these con-

tions which tead speakers to strategically adapt what.they

s y to what thy --and the oChers in the situation- do. 0

Among tlie textual conditions on opinion expression,

we first have those (to be discussed further below) of local-,
75

and global coherence. That is, opinion propositions, whether

transfoimed in the ways mentioned above or noL, may be expres-

sed in lexical items, phrases and clauses of a sentence, but

1(
clauses and ntences do not.come alone: they are conneeLed

with others in the discourse. This means, among other thing's,

that the expression of a given opinion is always relative,

viz. relative to other 17xpressed cognitiveI'conteny, which,

may be knowledge, beliefs, or other opinipns and attftudes.

Locally, this coherence involves gonditioal or functional

relations between the propositions: 'a denoted fact --aboutl

which S has an opinion-- may be condition or consequence of

another fact, or some 'opinion may be pteceded or followed by

another proposition which is a generalization, specification',

example, contrast, or otha functional relation. Of course,

the coherence assigned to these propositions Lhe coherence

relative to p, that is sublective cohetence. For u, or for

other social memliers, some condhquence pr some generalization

may not hold at a41. That is, opinions not only pertain to

expressed propositions themselves, but also to the vory

cohetence conditions of Sequences of propositions in discourse.

The same holds for global coherence as it is defined in terms

of semantic macrostructures. Again, some opinion should#be

viewed relative to Lhe overall thcm of some'discourSp frag-

ment, and this may well be an overall, global opinion. it. may

be the case that some opinion, when analyzed in isolatloik,

is negative about some social group, but. Seep in4the 16ht
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of the macio-opinion, such a local opinion y become rather

posilive.'The cOnverse is also true; a seem ngly positive ex-

pression may within the perspective of the Jirafl opinion

expressed' actually become a negative opinior(expiession.

Similar observations may be made for su4 textual pheno-

mena as perspecLivek point of view or 4.1opt.7° or each pLpo-

sition as expressed in the disconrse, it is 4e

\

essaiy to deter-

S him-/her-self, or of people talked about. Ineresting here

mihe whether the impeicit or explicit evalua1i is that of
\

is the fact that it may occur that some opinion is actually

\
attributed to people talked about, but in fact e ress the own

4

o7;;S.c.i:: till;::::::'t

stratvgy of

Weo.rh:ellicaa:: aofweolp:: Iiilarly.

expressions ln a discourse may be 'under the scope' some

pcovious proposition or predicat.e, and their truth v e,

that is in out case the consistency with own opinions, ay

in that case be different from scope-free expressions. scope

opening expressions may be 9.42dal, such as 'it is possibl thpt.,

'it is probabie that.', 'maybe.; etc., or predicates such aS

'I think, believe, that', 'it is well-known that...

'you cilwaysileal thal', etc. Agdin, we may have disp

meet in these cases: what is asseited lo be under some c

fic,scope, e.g. 'they all. say that....', may lh fact be to--

position which is noi under scope, that is, a proposition

actualiy believed by the speaker.

Those few general properties of discourse should be com

mented with tome that mote in patlicular hold for d1scije

in interattion, viz. for everyday conversation or othei ia-

toques! ? Whereas lhe general coherence conditions menti od

above may hold both within and acioss turns of respec ve

speakers, we in addition have coherence conditions on the

turns themsClves. In a turn.we mit only have the ex ession

of opinions of some speaker, but. also the performs e of

some epecch act(s), and the execution of some inl aclional

move. Moves are the functional 'roles of actionsOn action

sequences, and hence defined relative lo previ and follo-

wing moves. In general each move malt le interpreted
e.

4.
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as some 'reaction' to the previous move in the previous

turn of the previous speaker, whereas the same turn of

some S may continue with moves that condition moves of a

-next speaker. Question-answer pairs, and other so-called

adjacency pairs', such as congratulation-thanks, greeting-
.

greeting, or accusation-defense, are well-known examples

of such (pragmatically defined) mov&I in respective turns.

For our discussion this means that in strictly. spontaneous

conversation and in somewhat more 'directed' free interviews,

'the expressions of Some person A should always be seen not

only As 'free moves', but as moves that are textually and

interactionally bound to the moves of the interlocutor B.

If A makes an assertion expressing an opinion, such an

assertion may function as a direct,or indirect answer to

an explicit or implicit question of B. Pragmatically this

means first of all that A believes t1Tt B wants to know

A's opinion, and that B does not know Lhis opdon yet.

This is a standard Case. But the.structure of interactional

moves in conversation --and in interviewing-- may be much

more complex. Thus, in spontaneous conversation some assertion

or ques.tion of B may, for A, be an implicit accusation of A,

and therefore A Lay feel obliged to defend hlm-/herself, lo

make counter-accusationsl or to provide justifications of

his/her action(s) referred to. One step more complicated is

the situation in which A assumes that some expressed propo-

sition E may well not be acceptable to D, or,may imply some

prOposition i about A's own beliefs or person, a proposition

which. may be inferred by B against the wishes of A. In that

case A may anticipate dissent and already justlfy E againka

possible did's:hit from B.

These are just some exaTple8 frail the7complex mechanisms

of discourse and conversation constraints on the expresslon of

opinions. We have seen that we cannotland should not identify

lel alone judge about 'isolated opiniones each propatition,

each speech act, each turn, each move, should be analfted'in

relation to others in the discourse.

;



Whereas the provisional suggestions made above about

the production and interpretation of 'subjective discourse'

pertain to the various dimensions or levels of the discourse,

taken as textual sequenceiof propositions and as sequences

of actions, there are also important contextual constraints.

Among these contextual constraints we already have met some

cognitive,ones. We have seen above and in the previous sec-

tion that beliefs, and hence also prejudice, do not stand

alone. They are linked up with systems of personal experieunces,

knowledge, other opinions, attitudes, ideologies and emotions.

We also have underlined that the production and understanding

ot dikcourse presupposes large amount.s.of knowledge and of

these other cognitive types of information. It follows that

in oldie to interpret a word, clause or sentence as the ex-

ptession of an opinion, we should also see what the 'cognitive

context' of that expression is --and not only,t.he textually 4

exprot:sed cognitive information. Some opinion may imply or

presuppose others, so that 'neutral opinions may imply

negative ones, when seen )Irom the potnt of view of prejudice

analysis. Together, a series of expressed or implied opinions

may exhibit an organized schemo of opinions, as discussed in

the plev1ous section. Understanding an opinion, thus,

requires positioning. of the opinion in larger attitude

struct.nies. As such some opinion may be identical for two

pelgons who, on the whole, have eompletely different opinions

and attitude structures. To wit, ln politics, 1>arties which

aro at the xt.teme end of the usual left-right dimension,

respectively, may well on some concrc;le matter endove

the same opinlon. Clearly, thus, we consider such opinions

not to be strictly Identical, because they have different

functions iu diffprent. attitude structuipo, *and the ex-

piession of such opinions will llwrefote also be parl of

diffetent inte'raet.ion sChemata, and hence have different

functions. Tho methodolog;cayonsequence of this important

point is that simple ,:survey' researcjx,in which isolated

'opinions' aro gethezioiaileithen put into a ;Latistical

itamework of cortelations and factor analysis-- is Limo-.

relically inadequate, and empirically misleading.

,41.15`

Another set of conditions on opinion e.yPression may

be formulated in terms of properties of the communicative

and intetactional setting, that is in terms of properties

of the social context78 . In section 2 we already reviewed

Lhe geperal socio-cultural context of prejudices, that is

the conditions of their formation and transformation and

their overall functions In social structure and tiroup in-

teraction. These general social conditions are of course

the further background for the more particular conditions

that determine the expression of prejudics in discourse

in some concrete situation. This distinctiAls important

because situational factors may reinforce or weaken the

-tnfluence of the general social conditions of prejudice

confirmation. Conversation, interviews or Other dialo-

gical forms of discourse are subject to similar situational

constraints as other forms of intci .tion. These constraints

are highly complex and cannot be chialt ith in detail here.

Tpey are to be formulated.in terms of e.g. .(i) the rules and

conventions for (speech) interaction in some liocial context

type (a conversation at the dinner table, in a bar or a

dialogue in court have of course different rules), (ll)

the various 'Onct.lons' of the speech participants, sucil

as,their roles, status, institutionaltunctionsi etc. (iii)

the previous and follc;wing actions or action schemata in

which the conversation is embedded -including the motivations

and the goals of interaction. Principles of cooperatil

interaction require us to tie polite in certain con.text.n

Lo other participants, to perform requested actions if

possible, to answer io questions, to be coherent and ra-'

[tonal or to justify appatent 'deviations' from such prin-

ciples. Similorly agents will have many strategies for:

not only mak!nesliccessful contribuliong Ac t.Cm ongoliig

activities, bu't also for canbining an dpfimal self-image

wilh an optimal display of other-evaluation. Thc; expression

of opinions' in discourse, thus, on the one hand must sails-
',

fy the demands of face-keeping strategies and on the other

hand munt'satisfy Liiii-aosaindm of cooperative interaalon,
.4

I
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such as answering questions of others about our opinions,

not to 'hurt the feelings of others e.g. by too open

dIssent or attack. In situations in which a general con-
.

strata existron 'pleasant interaction' such demands may

imply that speakers suppress or otherwise transfotm their

'real opinions'. In these general and vague terms this is

all well-known, and for action in general micro-sociology
70

has laid down a number of such interaction principles. We

do not know yet, though, what the more specific principles

are for the expression of opinions in.discourse. apart from

the few mentioned above. Clearly, these principles depend

on tilt (ormality of the situation, Lhe intimacy of the

'interaction and of the interaction participants, the status

of speaker and hearer, and possibly institutional constraints

(e.g. in court we may be forced to express 'true' opinions).

In those situations where the overall evaluation of a speaker

already has been made by the hearer, the expression of opi-

nions which, as such or in another situation, might. Imply

negative attrihnlionS to the speaker, is lesS riskier than

in situations in which the speaker must still obtain a posi-

tive evaluation ('Make a good impression') from ths-hearer.

Also, if the speaker knows that opinions are more br less

coherent with those of the hearer, there will also be less

control on their expressions, e.g. when we talk with our

partners or friends. In the situation of our free inter-

views,'the respective roles are more or less fixed: Inter-

viewer and interviewee do not know each other in mOst. cases,

there is no initial Intimacy, but during the conversation

these various factors may of course change. so Chat even

an interview betwevi people who do not knuw each other may

become a more in lens Intimate conversation in which the speaker

can to some extent. 'freely' express his or her opinions.

rhis is possible also because S knows that n will not give

evaluations expdicitly, that the Interview data are anonymous

and that giving opinions 'freely' will count as a wanti..d

and therefore positive contriliution to the conversational

Interaction as such. That is, S need not fear negative

evaluations of his/her opinions-as sock because there will
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no later Interaction between interviewer and inteiviewee,

that might be influenced negatively by negative attributions.

It goes without saying that these few contextual con-

straints on the expression of discourse-are closely linked

up with the actual cognitive set --including emotions-- of

the speaker as well aS with his/her more general 'personality',

i.e. the'schema Of more or lei contextlfree action categories

preferred by some agent. ThUs, trivially, an 'open', extro-

vert and ego-strong person will tend to express his/her

opinions re readily than somebody who fears nCgative

atribution. who is not sure about'own opinions, or who

for other r45ons tends to 'closg up'. It should be stressed

that such 'character traits' have limited Value when isolated

independently of the actual cognitive and situational context,

also when the expression of opinions is concerned. 'Introverts'

will also talk as soon as the other person can be trusted, if

they have enough actual motivation and if the whole setting is

encouraging. In general, yien, the decision and planning to

'speak up' will be made on the basis of all the factors which

have been discussed above, and the situation and actual

cognitive/emotIonal set may override factors that otherwise

would induce somebody to remain silent or evade specific

questions (e.g. in situatiOns of anger, frustrationA fear -)

and the recognition that 'expression' may somehow 'help').

This is all admittedly rather vague from a theoretical

point of view, but it is not our aim in this paper to provide

a precise contextual model for opinion Aisqourse in inter-

view situations. We do however take them into account, as

they are, in tke analysis and Ihe interpretation of our

interview data, and will specify atIleas1 some qf the

situational factors that are relevant.
,A

'V

I.

p
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17. Some properties of prejudiced discoUrse

7.1. Method

Against the backgrouhd of the cognitive and contextual constraints

on the expressioe of ethnic attitudes in discourse,,we are now

able to analyse some of the properties of prejudiced discourse.

As our data base we have used the interviews with 30 people in

Anstetdam, of whtch we have discussed the underlying opinions

in the previous sections.

The general topic for.these'interviews was "Living in

Amsterdam", and theiinlervie1Jeei''were asked to formulate their

own opinions about thAp topiCi what did they like and what did

they dislike about living is Amsterdam? In case'the interviewees,

came up spontaneously with the topic'of 'ethnic minorities"or

'fOreigners', tills,topic was further discussed. IT'this was

not the case, this topic was introduced by the interviewer

In a mote or less 'positive' way, viz, by referring to the

inLernatioual or cosmopolitan atmosphere in the city, and asking

what the triterviewer thoughtabout 'foreigners' in the ciLy.

It was attempted to direct the interview as little as possibfe.

Only a few questions, e..g. about neighbourLood, work, children,

or personal expetiences were being asked relative to the topic:

leaving as much as pOd*Ible the initiative to the lirtdiewee.

interviewers were,11 male and,4 female students who, except one,

did not ha/e inter'view experiences, but who were extensively

briefed dnring several sessiens. It was shown how to avoid

leading or biased questioes and how to 'gets people to talk'

and keep them talking. As was mentioned earliet, the interviews

were conducted in botli contact and non-contact neighbourhoods

in Amsterdam, mostly in public places such as parks, bars,

shops, wheres some ot the interviews were mecoided in private

Contexts, viz, at the homes of the inletviewees. The students '

announced that they did the' interviews lii the framework of a
-

research group at the University of Amsterdam, of eourse without

mentioning the topic and dbal of their research. Permission for

laPing the interviews was asked for, and --except in OnO case--

always granted. tength of the interviews was betweetPalf an hour

aid an hour and a half.
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7.2. Analysis of tjie interv ews.

The interviews werepartially transcribed and analysis took
."

place on the basis of these Lransscriptsnn this stage of

the pilot seedy no further analysis was made of "the spoken

version of the interviews, e.g. to further investigate prO-

pertfes of intonation, stress, pauses, etc. Some of these thbugh

were taken up in the trai'llscripts, e.g. hesitation, repairs,

and marked pitch or loudness, whereas at several points snbjec-

tive interpretations --such as ANGRY or DEFENSIVE-- were adddd

as glosses in the margin of the transscript. This was necessary

because these interpretations do not only result from the'text

itself,,but al.so from intonation, gestures, face-work or other

non-verbal cues. The transscriptiens were done as littoral as

possible, insluding false starts and 'ungrammaticalities'. but

no sophisticated method for transscriptions, as developed in

conversatienallanalysiS, was used, -

The transscripts were analysed at the following fevels:

A. Thematical structures. Each fragment gf an Interview can be

spbsumed under one or more 'themes' or 'topics'. Theoretically,

these are so-called seMantic macrostrucSes, derived from

sequences of propositions expressed or implied by the.tex02

These toPics were initiated both by the inarviewer and by
a

the interviewee. A thematical structure is h hierarchical

structure of topics at several levels of generality. Interes-

ting here are not only4the topicA that do come up. (or whiCh do

not), but also their.introduction and change': how do the inter-

Viewees go from one topic to another?

U. 1.2.41 coherence. Wherea: topics or semantic macrdstruclurcs

are ft description of, the 'global' meaning of a discourse, we

alai) want to account fo'r the 'local' meanings. Such meanings

are usually made explicit in tprms of propositions. Sequences

of,propOsitions In a discourse Are required to satisfy rules

of (local) coherence, such as conditional relations betwe.en

denoted facts, or so-called qunctional'_relations beti;een

propositions (e,g. E may he an 'explication' of a). We have

" paid attention especially to these functional relatiOns, because

thesegeem to have the most obvious strategic role.
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c Stylistic and rhetorical structures. At the local level,

interviewees may expleas their opinions in variable stylistic

ways, e.g. by specific selection of words, or syntactic struc-

tures. Similarly, their expressions may be made more effective

by the ORO Of different rhetorical devices, such as repetitions,

metaphors or comparisons. Both types of *trUcture may indicate

properties of the communicative context, e.g. lln-lformality,

mood of tbe speaker, persuasive intentions, etc.

D. Schematic structures. Parts of the interviews, typically those

subsumed by a topic (iascreproposition) may have specific functions.

Such fuections will often have a conventional nature, and can be

summarized in different categories. In our data, fOr instance,

we may have narrative and argumentative structures, or combina-

tions of these. Thus, narratives --with their ownointernal struc-

tures-- may, as a whole function as 'illustration''of ;erne opi-

nion or as a 'defense' for some bold statement, or as a premise

in some argumentation.

C. Conversational structures. An interview is a type of dialogue,

in our case Only moderately controlled by the Interviewer. In in-

formal situations such interviews approached natnral conversations,

as soon as the interviewees spoutaneously said what they wanted

to say, took the initiative, changed topics, and asked the opi-

nion of the interviewer. The difference with a real conversa-

tion however was, among other things, that the interviewer did

not explicitly express personal opinions, or only expressed,

rather vaguely, some consent with the intention to stimulate

further expression. Interviewees, also in interviews, follow

a number of dialogical strategies, and like the other structures

mentioned above, these may give'direct or indirect Indications

about the intentions or underlying opinions of the im.ervieweeL

For obvious leasons,of space lbmitations, we cannot possibly

analyse in full the 30 interviews. For each structural dimen-

sion we will be able to give only some illustrative examples..

Also, the interviews could be analysed also along many other

dimensions, such as local coherence (or incoherence), pragmatic

featuree (npeech acts involved) , or non-verbal cons lllll icalion.

7.3. Thematical structures

4 The topics Which come up in the interviews have been listed

'already in section 5 above. Roughly speaking some 70 themes

are discussed in somewhat more detail, but enly-hplf of th,se

, themes are discussed by,severtil people. Note that the topics

which are mentioned meat often were never as such introduced

by the Interviewers: they came up spontaneously. They were

the opinions or 'grie5ances' which pure had 'on their minds'

in the first place wheh talking about 'foreigners'.

Let us consider first the toptcs fb the retervicws summarized

above. The first of these, C6, the sixty year old woman with

rather negative opinions, first starts with some general opinions

about living in hmsterdam. She likes it, but "recently.it has

become a mess". Jai her part of town it is OK, ut 1,r1 thefrmer

city, you don't feel safe anymore: "they just JP& you ovor

the head". Upon a why-question about the unsafety in the city,

she then spon.tanously introduces what she calls:"contradicLory

exemplars, foreigners,-many of them...". /fi other wons, the

general topic of liking and dislike, is-first specified with

the topic of safety dnd crime (robbery) and the 'mess'tn the

inner city, for which the cause, among other things,is attri- ,

buted to the foreiCiners. Changing from this crime theme she

,then, via some'concrte examples (spitting and putting your .

legs on the chairs, in the cigeMa) , iptroduces Lim well-known ad-

aptairn theme: in public they should behaye according to_oun

norm;: Now, we are worth less than all this "import", who are

cared for sore than Dutch people, and "that_ is MY opinion".

We see that this woman volunteers, readily, her opinion, and

hardly tries to conceal IL. The onlr hedgina taking place in .

the first fragment is the explanation that 'this is firaybzi normal

behavior inkheir Own tountry' (using a proverb in Dutch equi-

valent to "When in Rome,do as Rome does"). The thematic struc-

ture, then, of the first passaged, can be summarized as followst,
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AMSTERDAM

LI L1KE.LIVINO IN AmsTERDAm

1.--Bur, I DO ;MT LIKE THE INNER CITY ANYMORE

LfOgEIONERS

IT HAS DECOME A MESS

L- THERE IS CRIME/ ROBBERIES

L- BECAUSE OF ALL THOSE FOREIGNERS

-THEY DO NOT BEHAVE DECENTLY
I_
in= smorow ADAPT TO OUR.NORMA

LAT LEAST IN PUBLIC

-111Ev GeM PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT

-THEY CARRY KNIVES

ALREADY THE INDONESIANS DID SO

'YOU ALSO READ ABOUT IT IN THE PAPERS

4ALWAYS TURKS AND MOROCCANS WHO CARRY KNIVES OR wool'

4

'Thus, after attributing part of the deterioration, of the City .

to the foreigners, these become an autonomous toPic in tiplAls-

coursC., and the interviewer hardly needs to say anything, and

does not introduce a new theme or aspects of a theme. The theme-

tical chain, so to speak, goes first from general deterioration

to crime, to the causes of crime (foreigners)., and then !a eagle-

retired again for the new iopief FOREIGNERS, of which it is,

'first mentioned,that their should behave, and adapt to Dutch "

norms, followed hy the major resentment appearing in such inter-

views. PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT, mentioned here without concrete

exesles, Ina-then nturning again to the CRIME topic. The evidence

for this topic Ls an anecdote (her husband used t.o work wltti

Indonesians, who, during their lunch, played with their knives,

which lireonsidered to be 'not,a Dutch littio game') :Ind further

the press (she reads a conservative paper, mentioning, indeed the

,ethnic origin of defendants in crimps).
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In the somewhat more 'moderate' opinions expressed.by inter-

viewee E2 (;es pp. 05-06 above), foreigners arc intioduced

via theisention of foreign (chilean) neighbours.,The sitt4-

tion ln t,he rest of lite enIghbourhood, where there are many

Surinamese, is judged to be less"posilive. The statements thouph

are less categorical': it ls stressed that one(cannot generalize.

that'there are also many 'decent' people from Surinam. Much

of what follows, then, is rather descriptive, though with a
. ,

negative presupposition: large families, oyescrowded appartments,

etc. Ttifks and Morocaans aro Mot wished as neighbours, mainly

because of language and culture 'strangeness'; aild in general

contacts are avoided. Typically, each statement about foreigners

which might be interpreted ai negative is qualified by the assump-

tion that the foreigners themselves do not like It here. Besides

the repeated 'uneasiness' topic, there is afio gegeral com0e-

tition or 'envy' topic, including resentment about prefereCtial

treatment in housing, financial help, clothing And unemployment.

df each toile thus developed the intoviiew provides a sort'ot

,'conclusloe, about policy: separate schools, ,financial aid to

.the other country, giving less money here, etc. Provisionally,

Werefore, one of the Ways a topic is being developed, wotild

be the following schema:

bl. Response to Interviewer about etitnic sltuatiou

in'the neighbourhood

2: Specification of details (neighbours, stories about
contacts)

3. If 2. is negative: qualification of intsntlons and
expression of norms: positive, or 'explanntiod of 2.

4. Negative generalizatlon,(as exception to 3.)

5. OCclusion.

The topical dcn;elopment for ne9atively based into/views will

of course vary among different subjecs, will depend on questions

of.the int;rviewer, and perhaps home pure chance fagtors deter-

pining which topic is now being retrieved, but a schema like-

lho one given occurs several times. Typical sequences ere of

tho_type:

a
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I. NEIGHBOUMIOOD IS DETERIORATING

or, for non-contact areas; INNER CITY IS DETERIORATING

2. THIS IS ALSO BECAUSE OF ALL THESE FOREIGNERS

3. BECAUSE

_a. THEY MAKE NOISE/ARE LOUD (AT NIGHT)

b. THERE IS A LOT OF DIRT

c. THEY RUIN THEIR !muses

d. 'MEV GET HOUSING BEFORE WE DO

e: THEY APE AGGRESSIVE/CRIMINAL (THREATS, ROBBERY, UNPOLITENESS)

4. BUT,

a. WE MAY NaGENERALIZE

b. THERE ARE ALSO GOOD ONES AMONG THEM

c. IT IS THEIR LIFESTYLE

5. BUT,

,a. THEY SHOULD ADAPT

b. WE SHOULD NOT ADAPT TO THEM

C. WE WOULD ALSO ADAPT IN ANOTHER COUNTRY

6. SO,

a. IF THEY DO NOT ADAPT; THEY SHOULD GO BACK

b. I AVOID ALL CONTACTS

C. WE JUST ACCEPT IT AS IT IS

7.-IT IS NOT GOOD AS IT IS NOW, BECAUSE

a. THERE ARE JUST TOO MANY '

b. THEY HAVE TOO MANY_CHILDREN

C. THEY NEGLECT THEIR CHILDREN

a. THE WOMEN ARE NOT FREE/ARE SUBORDINATED

etc.

Variations occur of course,'but the topical development seems

to foflow suchEpatterns. For the contact areas and negative

attitudeS, we typically find variations in the list just given.

In general, for such interviews, the most Prominent topics are

first ilegative perSonal experiences, such as being bothered

by Lhe neighbours (smells, noise/music, or 'aggression) or

being involved in various conflicts. These are typically part
AIII

of tho situ4ion model of these interviewees with respect to

^I 9E tWe topic 'living with ethnic minorities'. In.non-contact

_areas and Tor the less prejudiced people, the typical sequence is:

1. THERE ARE NO OR FEW FOREIGNERS HERE

2. I DO NOT CARE, I AM NOT BOTHERED

3. wpm) NOT MIND IF I HAD THEM AS:MEIGHBOURS

4. IF THEY WOULD,B0 DECENT PEOPLE

5. ,BUT IN GENERAL, THERE ARE TOO MANY

6. WE4MIDULD NOT ALLOW memo's

As an example, topic 2 or 3 could be illustrated by a story

about somebody.they know and ilkwhom they have very good
-

contacts. The topics themselves, whether positive or negative,

.are.however rather general. In the heavy contact areas, topical

development starts at: thg-level Of.personal experiences and'there-

fore will exhibit stories, introduced by a general statement and

concluded"by some evaluation or moral. Most people, also.the

ones who.express negative attitudes,,however, are very well

aware of the fact that the expression of negative opinions or

khe engagement In distriminatory behavior_ls agsinst the norms

and,the law. Typically; this realization will be expressed by

several expressions of the type "Im not.a racist, but...." or

"I have nothing against foreigners, but...". Indeed, all'would

be OK, they say, if only we would not be confronted with, and

ethen follows the list (or storigs) with complaints. Later in
4 A

such interviews, we will typically gel the kind of opinions

which ore not or seldom based on own experiences, such as the

opinionS about cheating the social services, badly treating

the women, etc. These opinions are typically scavated from

indirect experiences --storlos from others-- and a more general

negative attitude about foreigners. This attitude is stereotypical,

and given some 20 basic Opinions we can account for, the larger

parts of the prejudiced Interviews, with slight variations in

the instantiations for the particular personal situation:

Although further research is necessary, we will provisionally
-

assume that the sequential structuring of the topics ib a conver-

sation is on the one hand a function of the context am) the inter-.

view interaction, but on the other hand a function of the orgapiza-

tion of the Opinions in memory. most relevant, and hence first in

mention, will be,personal experiences from the own situation,

then some higher level ',.control' .(norms, values; evaluation), and

12 6

...6pgdA,
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nally a number'of negative statements of a more general, ,

.tereotypical nature, drawn from long term memory group schemata,

alsofollowed4an"aluatior""aconclusior""iow,we will
4. ft

hauler analyse this 'functional' structure of the interviews.
.0

At this point it is relevant to note only that there are patterns

in the development of ethnically relevant topics, and that these

patterns may suggest underlAng forms of cognitive Unization,

such as the distinction between episodic representIMof per-

sonal experiences and general opinions, and the clustering of

opigioos'about the most relevant social issues of a person or

his/her social class or neighbourhooa. Indeed, people not Only

: give their private, ad hoc, opinions in these matters, but every-

body feels addressed as social member.of a group ("we", "Dutch")

as oppostslto "them", and will formulate the relevant opinions -

accordingly: complaints may be shared complaints, and each inter-

viewer may view him-/her-self as a spokesperson for the group.

Hence the emphasis on the group norsis and values for 'decent'

behavior in the evaluation,of the activities of foreigners.

Perely personal 'disli s' aro also expressed, but.much leas than

orthese general group n rMs:

As ye have suggested earlier, themes or topic are higher level

semantic structures, which, so to speak, 'summarise' lower level

meanings of words and sentences la the interview., That is, some

topic may be discussed in one long story many turns in the

dialogue, Al this lower level, we may so look for the connec-

tions between sentences, turns' or moves, and,try to qualify the

functional relations which we already met at the higher level.

`.?
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7.4. Local coherence ahd functibnal relations
4,

Und,er the general semric control of topics, we said, discourses

will exhibit also ideat,coherence between sentences or propositions

in sequences. TypicallY,;this kind of .1.0c1 coherence can be defined

in terms of conditionai, Yelations among the facts denoted by the

respective sentences. Ti)US,, A and B may be rally connected of

A denotes a fact which is a cause of the fac [ denoted by B.

Such colierence relations also hold in dialogues, but for the saie

of our argument we will rather study another kind of local co-

herence, viz, functional coherenceiFIn that case, A and B are
\

coherent if either A or B has some specific function relative
A

to the other sentence (or proposition, or move). For instance,

B may give an example of iihat has been stated in A, or may give

a generalization or express some contrast'. '

,We have ahalysed all fnterviers for this kind of local

funcilonai cohbrence, and have'found very typical ways of con-

ducting this kind of dialogues. Each sentence (ir,move) will

typically have a function within the overall or more local goal

(viz, explaining, arguing, defending, attacking, etc.). Such
..

functional' relations will therefore often have a rhetorical nature:

they functioncas strategic devices for enhancing effectiveness

in the,attairiment of dialogical goals. 'Besidei the examplesoof

functionalVations yentioried4r*e may/also try to assign a

non-relalional function of each sentence or move. We thus

,end up with some 30 semantic functions of local sentences., e.g.

1.

2.

' 3.

4.

Presupposition
Implication

Suggestion
Mitigation (understatement)

19.

20.

21.

22.

Poisitivo emphasis

Coirection
Empathy
Nord, value expression

5. Exaggeration (overstatement) 23. Reasonableness
6. Vagueness 24. Differentiation of groups
7. Indly6ctness 25. Ignorance
0. Displacement 26. Appeal
9. Generalization 27. Competition

10. Attribution to ,hearer 20. Exception to rule
11. Apparent denial 29. Positive self-assessment.
12. Apparent admission 30. Identification of source
13. Negative loading . 31. Distance
14. Hesitation 32. Generalization
15. AttribuLkon to other group 33. Specification
16. Contrast. 34. Example
17. Conlrndiction/inconsistuucy
10. Own experience .
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This,14st is st.111 rather heterogeneous.qnvolving bertary and

Unary,fbnetions, ag well Its some rhetorical functions and types

of reference and pragmatic functApons. For the moment we have

simply taken these together in order to be able to specify which

functional contribution the statement has within the interview
4

or within the own turn within the'interview. Clearly, in this

way, each expredaion can have Several functions, viz. semantic

functien (meaning or reference),.pragmatic,function or rhetori-

cal and schematic (superstructural) function:Below, we will more'

in particular consider the specific strategies used fer the con-

k trol of conversation. Of cotirse., several 6f the fUnctions mon-

tioned here not only define local coherence, But also strategies

.of conversatioa. Let us 'now Consider some typical examples.

(BI, 10-11) I don't think
negative, but
neiebbourhood

t ,

it (presence of foreigners) is
(...) I am afraid that in this
it is getting the uPperhand...

(APPARENT DENIAL)

(RI, 25-26) ...not so much because I am bothered by it,
,but the character of the neighbourhood is
Oisappearing...

(DISPLACEMENT)
-

"(131,,60 fr.) many contacts? No, not. so many... because you
know I have many friends, ... I have been''away

from here for some time. and one has difficult
access to these people...

, (RI, 90

(EXPLANATION)

ff) don't think that one of those people is
estabiolsh contact... .

(ATTRIBUTION TO OTHER GROUP)

trying to
,

112) (they do not, look fbr contactS) because they terribly
need their own community...

(EXAGGERATION) EXPLANATION)

(01, I-33) they infiltrate (into that neighbourhood)

(NE(ThTIVE WADING)

(B1, 144) they do not-work, well, don't work, they lust
mess around.with cars and sell thetc.,

V.
(CORRECTION)

109......-, in, 3) I'm gl-ad I have left (this ne:ghbourhood)

, (IMPLICATION)

(D2.

(GI,

-

47)
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we couldn't sleep, and MY husband works, and
my neighbours don't, so they could have'a party...

(CONTRAST)

14) One cannot generalize....

(PRESUPPOSITION; Most are bad)

01) Their (surinamese) daughter didn't like it either
(being friends with my daughter)

,

(OI-SPLACEMENT)

71) I,used to help many people

(POSITIVE SELF-ASSESSMENT)

145) ' sometimes it is a bit difficult

(VAGUENESS, NEGATIVE IMPLICATION)

141) you hear those sometimes,atories

(SOURCE)

140) they are very nice people, but...

(APPARENT''ADMISSION)

24) a bit further there live some of them...
them...

I don't know ^

(IRNO7RANOE, DISTANCE)

20) . they don't feel at eat;e here **
(EMPATHY)

221) you can't do that

(NORM)

35) I cOmpletely agree with them

(AGREEMENT, POSITIVE IDENTIFICATION)

(I, 10) well: what would I think about them?

HIESITATIT

(I, 10) they are aat-people

(APPARENT POSII1VE EVALUATION)

(I, II) . we shouldn't have let them come

M (I, 86)

(NEGAIUVE IMPLICATION)
,

(dirt in Central Station...) I don't say... they did
not leave t,heir name (there) ....

(CORRECTION, FACE KEEPING, QUA:SI-DENIAL OF NEGATIVE ATTRIBUI

(I, 101) Surinamese are not inferior, Turks are'Aot
' there ARE no inferfor people...

inferior', '

(DENIAL OgPRRSUPPOSITION, GENERALIZATION; VALUE)
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From these (ew examples we can easily see what kind of functional

role may be assigned to particular sentences Or moves in the ia-

toque. On the one hand, each move is placed as a reaction to pre-

vious (own or other) moves ane.preparation foa next move, and

on the otper hand the major strategy is that of exptessing own

opinions without losing face. llms, APPARENT DENIAL will typically

be used tt b affirm positive atttudes, but will in general bo follo-

wed by a negative statement, as in "I have nothing against them,

hut...". Then, Instead of'just plainly expressing that some

situation is disliked, the negative evaluation is attributed

to others in what we would call DISPLACEMENT: "I don't care, but

my neighbours do...", or "They don't like it here themselves".1,

Parallel to APpARENT DENIALS we also find. APPARENT ADMISSIONS,

typically expressed by sentences of the form "I think It is nice/

beautifttl/OK, etc.,'but....". HESITATIONS Occur often when the

speaker does not want to express negative opinions, and we there-

fore very often encounte; expressions, such.as "I don:t know...",

even if subsequent passages show they they really did know, and

did have opinions. EXPLANATIONS are frequent as soon as own or

other behaviour requires justification. Sometimes they arc

QUASI-POSITIVE, e.g. when negative behaviour is 'end stood in

terms of "Maybe that is part of their lifestyt, bnt...".

In order,to take away some of the harshness of the opinions,

speakers will often resort to various kinds of MITIGATIONS, as

ln "They have to adapt a little", when the further text suggnsts

that the speaker thinks they should adapt completely. Face-

keeping strategiesAnvolve, among other things, that the speaker

wants to display his or her own tolerance, and many expressions

do make an appeal at REASONABLENESS, as in,"They cannot expnct

that, from un...". Similarly, the interviewee may appeal to the

Judgement of tite interviewer, and indeed APPEAL with sentences

like "nidn't you ever see that...?").

There arc many moves that relate to group differences and

group conflict. A first one la the statement in terms of DIFFERENCE

,("The are just different", "THey have different !labile), or COMPA-

RISON: "we wouldn't do a thing like that". The expression of CONTRAST

bay reveal opinions about competition and resentment with regard to

:preferential treatment ('uelget a house right away, we have to
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wait for years"). Negative experkences of ethnic groups, such

as discrimination are usually expressed in ATranyrIoN moves,
--

stating that it is their own fault, they shouldn't have come

in the first place, they do not adapt, etc.

Even a superficial functional analysis of local coherence

reveals many properties of prejudiced discourse. At thelevel

of conversatidnal lnteractlon(tOcwhich we will turn in more

detail below), it shows that each sentence/proposition or

move is produced under control of the previods one and an

evaluatlon of the versational 'impact' Of the previous :

move. Thus, if a pi-evlous statement Is evaluated to be per- ,

haps to harsh, we will typically find,correction or mliigation.

Similarly, organising in advance the'next statements, a negative

statement will typically be preceded,by (apparent) positive

ones, such as direct positive evaluatiOns, the denial of nega-

tive general opinions, etc. The overall strategy, then, is

to find a balance,between making a point --expressing own' 11114F
4 ;

opinions -- and convincing the interviewer of the good inten-

tions, reasonableness, and norm-abiding motivations 'behind'
,

the negative evaluations about ethnic minorities. As we will

sen' in more detail beloW, this means thaE much of the dialogical

structure can further be accounted for in terms of argumentation.

At the SaMe time though, local funational analysis reveals

somethlng about the organization and the use of Opinions in

(conv'ersational) interaction. First, we see that practically

no speaker will.1;oice negative statements without expressing

the general norm that discriminationlis wrong, that (overr)

generalization is bad, and that we should judge people iadivi-
.

dually. In other words, the implied general opinions oi.each

propostEion are matched, during (or sometimes after) production,

with general norms about expressing negative social judgements.

Secondly, many negative judgements will be,mitigated,-qualified

or 'explained away', or else extenolve justification must be

given in terms of own imperiences, hearsay (Bonrces), the media.

Third, negative opinions may be 'aVoided' by displaying ignorance,

lack of contact, or other forms of .resorvation.. Fourth, AS soon

as some form of positive'opinlon can'be given about BOAS Individual,

this will' bp done in exaggerated form. FiftW, negative opinions

may simply be 'excused' when some form of attribution is possible,
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thu; typically 'blaming the victim'. Sixth, if egallive opinions

are .finally voiced, therwill generally be motivated by the

norm which others haye to follow, usually by adaptation to Dutch

habits and ways of life, oi by giving examples of clear viola-

,. tions of 'universal norms, such as those rejecting criminal

behaviour,

We see that the expression-of negative opinions from

group schemata is controlled by,higher level social norms

of cooperation and tolerance, bud that speakers will follow

strategies lo keep themselves 'in the clear' so that negative

evaluation by the interviewer can be avoided. Besides personal

positive self-assessment, this can also be done by representing

the own group as the victim and' the out-group as the vilain:

-our tolerance, our decencY, our norms and our goodwill is

permanently threatened by the behaviour of the others. Mitt

suggests that out-group schemata do not seem to be independent

cognitive structures, specifying perceived propertiesdof that

group. Rather, there is a permanent comparlsOnewith properties

and actions of the ingroup, and a match between the goals and

iterests of ihe two groups.

,

13`
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7.5. Stylidtic and rhetorical structure

Given a particular ethnic opinion, speakers may express the

oeinion in variable ways. A stylistic analysis accounts for

such variations "af expressionNsually, va;lation 4L defined

relative to same hypothetical invariance, such as the 'meaning'i

or 'reference' of an expression. Thus, we may have as 'constant'

the reference to some ethnic group, and variably refer tO this

group with expeessions such as foreigners. TUrks, they, these

people, etc. In other words, lexical choice, 'syntactic Aructure

and phonetic realization are txpicar'surface structures' which

may be varied on the basis of identical semantic structure such

as anevaluative belief proposition (an opinion). however,Ahis

is mereli the genpral appirch to Stylistic variation. It should

be stressed that styliselic variations may imply differences in

what was traditionally called 'connotation'. In our cognitive '

terms-this means that different stylistic options, suCh as

different lexical items, may well vary in evaluative impllca-

tiOnsvOlt is therefore not merely avvalue-free variation whether

we use 'blacks) , 'negroes' or 'niggers'Stdenote the same

ethn4c groupL In other,!!, the referent/may in this case

remain the.same, but the evaluative aspect of the meaning may.

'sielllie-different. In other words, there is also-a partial

variatioh in meaning involved.

Apart from variations in evaluateve implications, stylis-

tic variation also may 'signal' other aspects ofiche cognitive

and.social context. Thue, if a speaker is angry or happy, afraid

or gressive, wthis ill also 'show' in the particular style; or the

se of stylistic choices made from the regibter (the styliatic .

possibilities) in case. Similarli, Istyle will indicate aSpects

of the social Context,,such as the (in)formality of the social

situation, the type of situation, the intimacy or hierarchical

relationships between speaker and hearer, status, gender, ego:

or other social categories of the speech participants. In

OUmmary, the style of a'discourse is.the result of variable

choices among available surface strtictures to express more or

less the same meaning or denote the same referent (tLing or'faCt)

as a function of cognitive, emotional and sOcial'eictors of the

communicative context. .
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In the case of out interviews, part of this context is

already given. It is a more or less informal dialogue between

parCicipants of more or less equal status who do noL know each

other from previous encounters (hence no initial familiarity)

this means that the general style will be that of informal

encounters between relative strangers, in a tteml-formal context,

vim. that of interviewing. This means that stylistic choices

will he somewhat 'controlled', in the sense that for instance

evaluative expressions may be less colloquial than when speakers

would interact with their friends in coMpletely informal contexts

(and without the tape-recorder) . In other words, opinions will

in general be freely expressed --within "the boundaries of the

cognitive and conversational constraints mentioned earlier--

hut the stylistic choices of e.g. evaluative nouns,sadjectives

And verbs may well be less negative. We lack data gathered

from truly unobtrusive observation which would enable us to

compare the differences of style for these different contexts.

In tbe same way as we may have stereotypical opinions, we,may

'have storeotypical stylistic structures. These involve more

or less 'fixed ways of expressing the same opinfon, such as

formula% proverbs or 'sayings' which are conventionally nhared

by the in-group. Indeed, participants not only share opinions
lr

and altitudes, but also stereotypital ways of expressing these

in Conversational interaction. one specific typo of such stereo-

---,typical ways of so-called topal, 'common places'

which are used to.communic te the same theme in a conventional
es

way. although they also involve some semantic stereotypical

/sweets, we mention Lhem here becauSe we first,of all see theni

as typical ways to express given meanings.
' .

Let us give some examples of the kind of stylistic choices

typically made in the course of ite interviews. At this Point,

translation from tilt' Dutch is sometimes awkward because preólse-

English equivalents for the rather subtle variations

and their c'orresponding evaluative implications aro not always

available.

awl/ 135

Topol:

(UI, 20-33) A lot of old lhhigs disappear

(the Lopos of the 'good old times')

(F), 13) I have nothing against foreigners

(the Lopoa of tolerance)

(GI. 4-9) They do our dirty jobs

(the.topos of stereotypical occupation or role)

(I2,10) They are also people

(E2, 14) WU cannot always lump all together

(topos of ma-discrimination)

More properly stylistic aro the lexical choices made by the

speakers. A first typical lexical choice is the use of pronouns

when full noun phrases would be more precise. Thus, instead of

saying Surinamese, Turks or Moroccans, we will typically find

the generalizing they, and to reler to their,countries, speakers

will often IndiscriMinatidy say there.

The predicates expressed in adjectives and verbs, used to

denote actions or properties of ethnic groups aro another rich:

field-of evaluative expression: Thus, the number of foreigners

is said to got the "uppei hand" (DI, 12-13), andathey aro assumed

'to "infiltrate' into other parts of town (01, 12-13), whereas,

houses and street.; where minorities live aro often described

in terms, of "trash"'(troep). On the whole, a more or less fixed

expression is rescirved, despite its original 'technical' meaninqp,

to denote deterioration of the town, viz. "to pauperize" (e.g.

by 01, 147). These expressions, as may be expewcled,all have

negative evaluative implications. A different status or edkwation

of the interviewee, finally, of course shows in the choice of

typical :intellectual' words, such as 'it is economically unsound

to have these peOple here'. or 'it has been scientifically osta-

blished that...". Our data, however, have few of such interviews.

Further research should however attend to the correlations between

education, profession and status on the one hand and the'style of

prejudiced discourse.
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Rhetorical structures

The field'of stylistics may be said to be a sub-domaiebr at least

to overlap with, that of rhetorics!sin addition to the stylistic

variation mentioned ab-Ove, we may distinguish a number of so-

called rhetorical structures or operations. Theca are also ways

of expressing some underlying meaning, but not in the form of

variations in grammatical structures, but rather as 'additional'

structures assigned to various levels of grammatical structures.

Thus, we may find a repetition, which at the phonological level

may involve identical sounds (as in alliteration or.assonance)

and on-the level of syntax such an operation woi4dyield a

parallelism. Whereas stylisticpriation is' aimed a't an approl

priate expression or indication of cognitive and social context

in the discourse, rhetorical sirbctures are mainly used to en-

hance.the effectiveness of the discourse. From the broad spectrum

of rhetorical means'to reach this goal, we will here limit our-

. selves to so-called 'figures of'speech'. Part of these have al-

rpady been encountered at the level of semantic functions. Thus,

an opinion may bu expressed in More or less 'exaggerated' or

--conversely-- in 'mitigatee terms. These ard typical rheto-

rical operations used to enhance the effectivity of the meaning.

"let us give some examples:

(n2, 27) Well, that is not precisely agreeable

(litotes: understatement of some wore serious evaluation)

(D2, 25) we had to get up early, and they would have parties late at night

comparison, and contrast)

dir

02, 20) that did not happen once, it did not happen twice, it
happened all the time

(enumeratio, climax, exaggeration)

(D, 154) lahh, and dirty and rubbish and trash theyithrew on tile
staircase

(enumeration, repdition, exaggeration)

137
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1

(E2, 6) I do not find that smashing

(litotes)

(E2, 203) ltey live with 30 in that apartment

, (exaggeration)

(12, 39) Well, I would think that would be. WRONG

(litotes)

(12, 114) This is not a probleta forAmsterdam, it is a iroblem
, for the whole nation

(repetition,, contrast, exaggeration)

(E2, 269) -it is all 'abroad (buitehland) there ,

-Arrsynecike6:.sayihg the origin'instead of the'ploople)

(E6, 9) : those shwarma-joints rising from the ground

' (synecdoche: special restaurants instead of foreign restaurantb)

(05, 147) Why wouldn't you be allowedto speak you own language?

(interrogatio: rhetorical question)

(C6, 153ff) do we have to .stay at hoMe because they are not used
,to itt(looking at daughter in, public transportation)

(interrogatio)
9

. -

One of the most frequent rhetorical operations, already analysed

at the semantic level, is the (apparent) concession, of the

typical structure: "X is not bad/wonderful, but yet:..":

(02, 38ff) I happen to have an old acquaintance, a Surinamese boy,
..:well he is really NICE"boy, but...

(143, 10ff) I have nothing against coloured people, but...

(03, *15ff) They never did me any harm, but...

(C6, 193) you also have good ones among them, bur...

(El, 100)' all is OK, but...

It is not,easy to give a precise interpretation of th1*.kind

of rhetorical operations. Yet, they do reflect interestia,'goals

and sPecific opinions which must be expressed, sometimes indirectly.

Ro that indeed the speaker can make the discourse effective in

such a way thae:hearer understand, accepts and eVentually agrees:'

with the eApressed opinion. Thus, an understateMent (litotes)

will be often used in those situations whbre people do have a

very negative opinion --as iuggested by the rest of lhe text--

138
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po not want to resort to heavy emotional languag6", either

because that kind of extreme negativism might make a bad im-
.

pression, or simply because the understatement really underlines

the seriousness of the event referred to. We may assume that this

kind, of understatement is typical for the semi-formal situation

of interviews with unknown others. In informal situations much

more swearwords and mL011 more negative expressions would certaligy

be used.

un the other hand, as we have observed before, exaggeration

will Precisely be used to denote positive aspects of ethnic mino-
.

titles: the one neighbour or acquaintance from a minority group

they know is always "extremely kind, nic'e, lovely, etc.".

And finally, comparison and contrast is the typical rhetorical

figure used in conflict and competition situations. Thus, usual

conversational strategies will be nse0 so that the position oe .

the in-group is represented in a more favourable (threatened,

victimieed; disadvantaged) light: THEY get a house right away,

WE have to wait for years; HY husband works all day, THEY hang

outand do nailing: WE have to clean our appartment when we

deliver, but THEY leave a terrible trash...". In general then,

this,stylistlb/thetorical device will exprbss the oppositions

underlying group conflicts.
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7.6. Argumentation

'Opinions typi.cally require argumentation, and as soon as sensitive

social issues, such as ethnic minorities, are discussed, such ar-

gumentation way become imperative: Each interview, therefore, will

at least show several arguhentative sttructures!'Sometimes these

will be of tftleaiUrffkintl bf a (concludiAg) statement, followed
Ar

by sonle'ground, reason, or fadt as a premise or'Illustration.

Xn spontaneousmdiscourse, argumentative structures are not of

the usual PREMISES-CONCLUSION schematie structure, but rather

of the STATEMENT-JUSTIF1CATION type, where the justification may

be any kind of statement, or series'Of statements, which makes

the earlier statement more plausible or defensible. At the end-

of such a serieli'grarguments, we may well have a repeated

conclusion: Simple eXplanatory sentences, following a given

sentence, have already been studied abOve under the functions

of local coherence. We here are interested in somewhat more

complex argumentative structures.

Let us consider in somewhat more detail

Interviewee 01 is asked why be does not

ethnic minorities, although living in a

mentioned are the following, andlcan be

soMe of the interviews.

have many contacts with

contact area. The reasons

taken as an argumentation

for hit lack'of (avoidance of?) such contacts.(in our words):

(i) I have a tight, large group of friends, alreaciy 12 to 15 years

(ii) I have been living elsewhere for some years .

(iii) I d feel like seeking contact with Turks or Moroccans

(iv) Nor r you have difficult access to those people

(follows a story about a foreign.coffeeshop)-

(v) Not one of them would try to establish contact

(vi) Maybe it is because they speak another language

(vii) They do speak Dutch, little

(viiI)They have another culture' ,

(ix) I don't know, they perhapi feel better in their own environment

(x) I can very well imagine thae.'
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The reasons given are mostly indirect, and eventually attributed y

to the minorities themselvee. Bi is honest enough to say that

he doesn't like tokestablish contacts, but most of the reasons

are,dought elsewhere, such as situational factors (lived else-

where, have_many friends),, not in 'clispositional' factors, such

as own preferences. The argument of 'lack of,accesse Ls itself

further elaborated by examples about the lack oi communication

fromthe other side, and it Ls this argument which is supported

by the cultural and social norms'of the other group (accepted

by 81).

, Interviewee 02 is asked about what she thinks about differences

between foreigners and Dutch people. She then starts with an

aPParent admission ("In the first placelT must say that among

Dutch people also not everybody is hand in glove..., but...)..

She then states thatthey (the foreigners) claim that we discri-

minate them, but adds: "Lit'l they do it themselves", a statement'

which'is'not understood by the interviewer, who asks "Do they

discrimindte Dutch people?". She then argues as follows:

(1) No, they discriminate themselves.

(il) Because they always think we look down on them

and that we discriminate them

(iii) And now I'm going to do it, whiSa, I did not do'before.

The *logle of this sargument.,is not immediately transparent..

Apparently, what she tries to convey is that foreighers erro-

neously think they are discriminated against, and that is a'

form of self-discrimination. saving denied implicitly the

existence of discrimination, 112 however dnnounces that given

her personal experiences she will now also start to discrimi-

nate, which may be taken as a practical conclusion of a series

of arguments, repeated in the sentences that follow:

(iv) well, they have parties when other people are sleeping

.aaahh, and dirty, and trash and rubbish they throw

pn .the ataircase.

r

We see that one of the forms of argumentation is to displace
[

4 '

the'feelings of guilt about lack of tolerance to the behaviour

of the Aut-group.

141 it
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;Interviewee E2 provides several extended arguments for the
.

interaction with minorities. First,'she discusses the contacts

of her daughter, possibly with Surinamese (it isis contact

area ;hth ::;an97Stitinamese), and agrees that supelkicial con

tacts are Possible on condition that these people.are 'decent'.

Then, she mentions that her daughter was once acquejffited with
,

another girl of whom she therZ got "to know the backgrot:nd"'

(she systematically avoids mentioning SurinaMese explicitly).

And then ehe argues as follows:

(i) I told her tha she MAY go out_with this girls but also
I told her th t sheLcould better look for another girlfriend

(ii) Because they have quite different beliefs

(iii) And if she would have a (boy friend) we told her:, you may.
well go out, but I-don't hope you would'go further than that'

(iv) Because their way of life is quite diffe'rent

(v) They wore very decent people'(parents of the girlfriend)

(vi) But I also talked with the mother

(vii) And she Also said that she wmld not like it when their
children would marry with a Dutch.giri, or conversely

(viii) Because, she says: wiannot accept all you do...

The major arguments here center around the opinion that contacts

with the out-group are allowed at the superficial level, but that

intensive, intimate contact', such'as marriage is prohibited. The

woman then resokts also to the argumentative Strategy that the

other group would not approve of such contacts either. Later

in-the intervieW she will then specify some of the differences,

in rather impressionistic terms, viz. related.to the behavior

'of younger people at parties: dance and move more, clapping their

handaand trying to court (her:daughter). Cultural and behavioral

differences are seen as suffiCient conditions for discriminatory

behavior, but-the possible counterargument that discrimination

iswung is.prevented by saying that'they are ver'Y decent people.

and that the'i Would not like'such contacts either. As we Ihave

observed several times now, also the argumentative structure

is such that the,feelings of guilt about lack of tolerance are

'displaced' by attributing negative behaviour to the others.*
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The same WOMAH later in the interview gives an extended argument

in favour of 'these people staying ln their own country after

having staled that lt Ls of course beautiful that these people

are helped:

fil But, I would say "Let these people stay in their own country"

(ii) In their own culture

(iii)We could just as well help them financially (there)

(iv) You always hear, they say themselves, that it is COLD (here)

(v) The; don't like it here (especially old people)

(vi) Then I say, well why don't you go baCk to your own-country

(vil)And that'they get financial aid
would,welcome that

(ix) But HOT HERE!

(x) If you-conoto Surinam: that Ls a

(xl) There grows so much there

(xli)There is so much culture and all

(stil) hen I say, well boys, it Ls a PITY that that country Ls
going to pieces.

(xlv) Let these people go to their own families

(xv1 I also am crazy about my family

(xvi) Aud those people, they have a tight family life

(6111)And life Ls not'so expensive there

(xvlil) If only they have enough to eat.

4D.

BEAUTIFUL country, isn't it?

We see thdt this woman not only bluntly states, as some others

do, that "they should go tack to where they come from", but sets

up a full (defensive) argument with all possible reasOns. First,

she enumerates what are the positive aogrcts of Surinam (a,country she

probably doesn't know, but she gives Zhe stereotypical

belie(s),and attributes them as possible reasons to go back

for the Surinamese people. That Ls, her reasons for hot,wantlng

them here are translated --again-- ad their reasons, which of

course displaces the responsablllty for such an action. Besides

the positive aspects of Surinam,she then uses tile reported words

of the other group about the atmosOhere in Holland (cold). The

argument of the moie special family ties is, at a lower devel,

also supported by her own love' for her family, so that she can

Indeed claim that fLsely,4.11. an importAint'alue to het.
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Of course, attributing possible reasons to the Snrinamese to

go back does not fully eliminate the feeling that defending

oPtion iriully OK, and consistent with Dutch norms of

hospitality. So, therefore sh'e further argues that ,we would in

addition have to pa, viz, use the (social security?) motley

spent in Holland,to be given as aid to Surinam (which she Ls

'ready' to let them have --expressed ln the stereotypical ex-

-%pression: "(tat gun ik ze toch van harte" --I would grant them

that with whole my heart).
, A ,

Whereas ln the other argumentatlons we found that the

speaker tries to attribute ne4,tive opinions or behaviour

of the speaker toHproperties or behaviour of the' out-group,

we now find an argument in which possible negative behaviour

(sending back) would be turned into a positive thing if lathe-

ted, for good reasons, by the mit-group (going baCk td a nice

country). The argument then became* a piece of (quasi), 'good

advice', a paternalistic (or maternalitic) suggestioW 'for their

own good'. Any impression that such opinions wOutd be in the

benefit of the speaker is attempted to be.concealed with exten-

sive enumeration of positive values and goals of the out-group

and possible 'negativet things (offer for financCia aid) for
-

the ingroup.

Among the many other examples of argumentation, we finally mention

a 'very revealing argumentation given by I2, living ln a non-

contact area, having a relatively high position (director of

a earill factoy), and displaying tolerance 1;1 rather general**"

terms. When the interviewer becomes more specific and tries

to provoke a more personal opinion about the posSibillty that

the towli counCil would deciae to build cheap housel*for minorities

ln that (middle class) ,suburb, this man can no longer conceal

hls prejudiced attitudes, and argues as follows:

(1)'.._ That I would find, eehh, Wg0I1G.

°P(ii) Hot, becausS those people would nothave the right to live here.

(LW But, because, eehh, because.... if you put these cheap
apartment houses here, you would diminish the value of
the houses that ware built here before.

(lv) And that Ls economically unsound

(v) And that is impossible, that neednot be, I wouldn't know why
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(vi) I,wouldn't know either why we would put industry'in SOO*
neighbourhoods, if these are built for people who came to
live here, who bought houses, who had their houses built,
because it waS intended to be a (garden).suburb. You can't
put industry ln a (garden) iuburb. Impossible.

InterviewerCBut sometimes you hear that the town council wants
to 'spread' foreigners across the whole town.

(vii) 4 don't know. Then, you woulch, you would, you-can't
do it ln the middle' of such a neighbourhood, that Ls
bapossible.

(vill) .I think, I,thlnk, that ehh then you let the town more
or less pauperite

(ix) If you go to, .ba Bljlmer (a suburb with manySurinamese):

ehh, then you see, that eehh, I would say, yes, YES. THERE
lt Ls pauperizing

(....) Follett. experiences about the deteriorated
situation ln oe Oljlmer.

In this passage, of which we have maintained also some of the

conversational properties (for details abOut these, see below),

we seehow a speaker handles a conversational and an hiteractlo-

upl 'problèm'. Ou the onehand, be has to maintain a relatively

tolerant large hp has been displaying earlier ln the interview,

But confronted with a (rather provocative) assumption that ethnic

mlnorttles would perhaps also be !spreaded! ithe technical term

used ln Amsterdam for re-allocation of housing-and neighbourhoods

for different ethnic minorities, a policy heatedly debated but

not carried out) lo 'his' neighbourhood, lhe sraker on the other

hand has lo generate plausible arguments for rejecting such an idea.

He does so first hy the obvious understatement (a rhetorical ploy)

that he would find that WRONG (emphasined). Since such a statement

may be interpreted as !discriminatory, he first has to deal with

such a possible interpretation, so that in (11) he expresses the

general norm that people of course have the right to live there.

Such an expression of a general norm, however, is typically follo-

wed by a pragmatic connective but. Ite first argument, then, is

that cheap housing would diminish the value of the existent houses,

ne age old myth also used by middle class people in suburbs in

AMelerdam. Again, however, such a statement might be interpreted

an expression of discriminatory self-interest, so that a

general prinelple, namely of economic irresponsibility Ls
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,

formulated. Thus, personal interests are concealed by making a

claim Of more general socio-economic interests. The next argu=

pent provides further justification for sUch a claim, namely
,

by Elie rhetorical device of a compuerlson; ono wouldn't put
0

industry in a suburb either (he uses the term 'tulirstad', which
.

Ls a 'garden-town', l.e. a suburb with a lot of green and parks).

The interviewerb intervention is countered with the'guasl-'

ignorance device (I don't know), which means --conversatioeally--

that the speaker does not agree with theinterviewer, which is

a-politeness strategy. The arguments'then are hardly more,than

a Claim to the qmpossibillty',of such a p011cy. More or less .11:

hesitantly, theiAeker Shen argues that the neighbourhood would

'paupeilze' , the teas often used tjdenote urban decay. And

ln order to sUbstantlate that claim, he resorts to a description
.

of another (new) suburb where there are many Surinamese, and

which he qualifies in terms of dirt (follows a story about a

recent visit).'

We see that irgusentation ln favour of in opinion takes

the form of complex-lnteractlonal problem solving, ln which

two conflicting goals are parsued, viz, conveying a tolerant

expression And at the same time' defending an opinion which.aUght

be interpretei as inconsistent with it. Nowhere ln the argumentation

however the speaker would simply say that he wOuldn't like the

to live with ethnic minorities ip,his suburb. Rather he will

use general socio-economic arguments, ahd will try to substan-,

tlate these with rhetorical devkces such as a comparAson Inwir
A

an illustrating story.'

If we reconslde'r the premises adduced ln the arlous conversa-

tional argumentatlons analysed above, we see hat,the strategies -

..make use of the following kinds of justification;

t
(1) Displacement of guilt or respensibllity: e.g. ladk of contacts'

Is attributed to the inaccessibility of the out-group.

(li) Beliefs about cultural differences.

(iii)lhillefs about the wishes of the out-group (motivatr,tonal displacement)

(iv)' Blaming the victle (attributing negative behavior)

(v) Countering possible negative interpretations*

(vi) IDescribing 'good reasons' for the out-group to do w at is

146
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0 ln the'interest of the speaker (inarest displacement)

lvii) Displaying goodlill, by offeffing 'rewards'

(viii)lnvoking general socio-economic principles or norms that
would hs violated by integrated housing

(ix) Mw*lioning negative consequences while disclaiming negative
(discriminatory) attitudes.

o

In all these cases, 'therefore, we witness, a strategy in which

the speaker will try to avoid negative interpretation by dis-

placement of guilt, responsibility or goals to those of the

ethnic group ('it would be better for 'MEM, if..!), or to that

of the town or the socio-economic status quo in general. From

subjective opinions the speaker tries to arrive at the construc-

tion of objective fact and general interests. Each negative

opinion therefore is either indirect, or embedded in previous

or subsegnent moves in which the negative opinion is justicied

or de-personalised in terms of the interests of everybody. ,

^
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7.7..'Narrative structu

In.interviews this kind people will often tell stories. Tbese

will usually fu tion as justificatiOn or illustration of an

argumentative point.'Indeed, lhe stories we have are always

embedded in argumeiltat,ons: and are most often intended to

support a negative opin'ion. Stories in opinion dialogues at

the shine tine provide information abetit personal experiences,

and hence expraSs what we called 'situation models' in the

epiSodic memories of language users. We have seen ea'rlier that

most opiniens'either derive from general opinions which are

part of ethnic attitudes, or are activated from such episodic

situation models..Especially,,in.contact areas, people will be

able to come up with such narratives. Sometimes,Alte*se stories

do net illustrate or Support an,"explicit statement, but do so,

implicitly* it may be left to the hearer to draw the conclusion.

;Just like argumentatlone, stories beim a conventional schematic

structure, that is a 'narrative superstructure'IrTheoretically,

such a narrative schema is a hierarchical organisation ofcon-

ventional narrative categories, such'as Setting, Complication.

Res tion, Evaluation and Coda or Moral. These categories or-

ganise cImemantic macrostructures of the discourse, that i the

respective t bgcs or themes, and assign a narrative function to

them. Ihus, a-sequence of propositions, subsumed under the general

macroproposition 'I was in Amsterdam yesterday', can ilave the

narrative function of a Setting, Whereas the macroproposition

'I don't go out at night anymore' can be the Coda or Moral of

a story about street crime or a robbery, and draws the 'pragmn-

tic conclusion' of the stery for actual and4future behavior.

Mogt of our stories do indeed exhibit this3kind of narrative

Structure. Of cgurso,'as usual, some of tho categories may

remain implicit (e,g... the moral). Unlike the monologkcal stories

of literature, myth or*folklales,tveryday stories told in Con-

versation arftleveloped conversationally and interactionally,

just like the atgumentative structures we an,lysed aboverThat

is, lbe storyteffer has lo arouse interest in the hoarer, and

this interest must be grantod,.whereas similarly the-various
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stages of telling need feedback from the'hearer, lf only with

lAnlmal responses such as bhhhmm, Yes, evaluations suchas

Incredible or.narratIve category announcers such as What happened?

Let us examine some of the stories of our data (rather superficially

of course, detailed narrative analysis would require a paper on

its own).

Sometimes the stories have a More descriptive than a properly

narrative character. That Ls, they do present some 'problem'

and a 'reaction' to that problem by participants, but the problem

as such does not have the usual properties of unusualness or into-

restingness. Interviewe DI, for instance, tells about the situa-

tion ln a neighbourhood he has lived in, after a question about

his opinions regarding thefact, menthined earlier by himself,

that more and more Turkish and Moroccan men have their familleS

come over to live with them.41 then states that he indeed has

'some experlence'.with that, and then starts to tell about the

neighbourhood he used to live ln. The major macrostructural

themes resuming his sentences 'On be assigned the following

narrative functions (I ignore the remarks of the interviewer):

I. I used to live in the Ali-street

2. A rich neiphbourhood yes, but there Ls
much infiltration there.

2.i. Dig houses

2.2. Turkish and moroccan amities
with 16, 12 children

2.3. All very nice these children

3. But, many of Lhese people do not work

3.1. Well, they mess around with cars
and sell them

Setting Location

Setting : Possible

of conflict,

Setting

Setting : participants

Setting : evaluation of
participants

(strategy: emphasizing
own positive attitude)

V
Complicatioh

Complication: specification

4. so, that neighbourhood was pauperising a bit Complication: negative result

5. Well, I don't mind Complication: displacement

5.1. They work hard, Displacemelit: motivation

;:i. They are entitled to decent housing

14[9 5.3. EsWclally when thp have so meny kids I

6. put, the MUER people living there, especially thel Complication: negatl-:
older people, they get annoyed by all this Iconsequences for partici-

pants
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(like trash ln front of their houses,
noise the whole day, dealing with cars)

6.1. They don't 06 this, are.not used to Lt.

6.2. That IS annoying for them Evaluatlon:-empatbi

6.3. That I think les a negative point

7. And that leads to friction

7.1; thOt with me

7.2. Wut with the others'

8.. But the old people there became irritated

8.1, They thought that the neighbourhood
was deteriorating

8.2. Perhaps a bit shortsighted of them

0.2.1. It is not deterioration, but
just a different lifestyle

8.3. put I understand it: they live there
already 40 years

Explanation of
negative reaction

Complication: repetition

Displacement

Complication f repetition

Explanation of:reaction

Evaluation of reaction

Explaining evaluation

Evaluation:,empathy

WO see that only the first part of the story is given: there

an explicit description of-the reactions of the people in the

nelghboorhood, just a descriptiOn of the situation of conflict

and a complication. Implicitly, then, the Resolution would be

that the people becot6 prejudiced and resort to discriminatory

actions. We have specified somo details of this descriptive and

'explanatory' story because it at the same UM; exhibits some

of.the strategies analysed earlier by which a speaker will try,

to convey' a positive (tolerant) impression of himself. Negative

opinions are attributed to others and are judged negatively,

but on,the other hand also explained and 'understood'oand even-

tually even partially adopted by the speaker. In a sequel to

this story, the speaker tells about she'epshead he saw in the

dustbin, and gives the real Evalpation iihd the Moral.of the

story: they should not do that and they should adapt '4

tO the environment they comettollive ln.

As we already saw for the argumentative structures,we here

agaln,finethat stories may be told about facts .or events that

imply or,justlfy a negative pinlon. . At the same time,

such negative implications are matched with more general norms

of tolerance of the speaker. Thus, firstly the'speaker will try

to displace the negative opinion to tho participants involved,

and secondly appeals to the hearer/interviewer to agree with
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Interviewee U2 comes up with a more concrete story when she

has to explain why.she left the (contact) neighbourhoed ahd

went to live in a suburb:

I. Well, they lived upstairs and I Reasontor action and.
had a lot of trouble with them. Annoucement of story

2: Well, look, we had 0 go to work Setting
mondaymorning at seven, and they 1(4W

were still having A party at five Complication
o'clock at night.

3. And that was not prec4ely amusing,
w

isn't it? That occurl all the time.

4. And when you then would go upstairs Resolution
to ask politely if they could be more
quiet, you risked to get a knife in
your back.

4. I, was sitting with my two children Added specification of
In the living room,, in the middle Complication
of the night, because,we couln't sleep.

5. And, and. ta husband works, widely neigh- Evaluation
hours don't, so they could have parties.

Evaluation of the seiiousness
of toe complication

Again, the story is only fragmentary, and we might assign the

different narrative moves to a Complicaion categow (risk

to he knifed included) because no specific mention is made of

the Resolution in the' sense of reactions to the threat, although

going ups izs to protest is a Resolution to the Complication

consisting f the noise threat. The Evaluation howe'ver Is

cieer: e interests of the groups arc mentioned to be in

conflict, in such a way that own people are portrayed as

'being right. (having work) and the others as 'being wrong'

(having no work and disturbing 'up.). Again, the Moral is left 4'

implicit, but becomes ohvibus when we consider the function

of the story as an explanation of the reasons lo move to

another part of town.

Another stor; aboet a personal experience is told'hy E2.

In the middle,of an argument ahoUt why her daughter should

not go dancing in hoe own (contact, Surinamese)" area, the

woman suddenly comes up with a story about an act of egression

in the supermarket:

151
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I. Well, once I got slapped In my face ,

in Simon de Wit (a supermarket', chaiA).
Summary. Story announcement.

2. Then, he went before his turn at the
cash.

Complication: negative act

3. And then he slapped me in the face. Complication II: negativeict:1,(:

4. And that was also a Turk or so. I don't,
know.

Setting: participaet

5. We were getting up and then he_said Setting. Souree of conflict"
"Me first".

I said, I believe that you,have
to queteup as well, we are ail waiting
-eor our turn. 4(k

7. And he says "me first, me first".

S. (And then I said) You need not slap
, me on my cheek, do you!

.9. And then he wanted to hit me again.

Complicatkon

Resolution: reaction

Setting: Source of conflict

Resolution: _reaction to

negative'result

Resolutidn: reaction to
reaction.

This is the typical everyday story about the typical kind of

eyeryday conflict As perceived by our batervieweesr assumed

or real violaticin of rules of politeness and interaction and

resulting Verbal conflict and possible agressiya-beffseguences.

The story, here, is first ahnounced by stating the central

complicating event. (being slapped in the face). Note however

that even this short stosy is complex. We first have a compli-

cating event such as juMPing One s turn, followed 130 a Resole-

tion (protest), which'then functions as the setting for in

embedded narrative structure, in,which slapping in the face

is the Complication, mid a reaction to that is the Resolution.

The order of piesentation however is not chronological. After

the summarising announcement of-the story, we first get the lwo
'

negative acts of the other participant (jumping his turn, and

slapping her in the face), only after that further information

is,given about the Setting, including location and participants,

and the various Resolution reactions of the storyteller. The

kind of relevance struclure:assignW to the story.foregrounds

the most important experiences of lhe storyteller. The schema-

tic structure Of the story allows the iicarer to reconstruct

what actually happened, that is to flgui-e out the setting,
As,
the complicating events or actionsand the resolving reactions

lheltorAteller. Again,, an Evaluation and a Moral are lacking,

but implicit in the framework of lhe argument (bad neighbourhood).

152
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These few stories give us an impression about the possible

functions andAcontents of narrative in interviews. In general

the stories are about negative or strange behaviour of ethnic
.

minorities (mostly men by the way). such as Making their streets

or houses rdlrty, cultural habits that take offense (slaughtering

sheep, cooking). and acts of aggression. The major theme of the

stories are about immediate contabts ln the neighbourhood and

housing, followed by stories about aggressive behaviour.

Stories are usually embeddea in an argument of which some

opinion is substantiated by telling personal experiences. As in

the argumentations, the general schema is that the minority

members are portrayed.as being offensive in some way, threatening

Dutch norms and habits, whereas the in-group members (the story-

teller in particular) ls:repre ented as the victim. In the

moderately prejudiced subjects, negative conclusions from

stories may often be qualified, e.g.-by stating that the (negative)

actions of tire actors are understandable given the situation or

their background. besides this argtimentative function of the

story, lt at the same time hmsalinteractlonal function: it

makes an appeal to the listener (the interviewer) to accept

the negative opinions of the speaker.

Since stories are about personal experiences, they will

be told primarily by people from contact areas, which Ls in-

deed the case (two-thirds of the stories are thus 'located)).

Storytellers may'be both men aud women, although especially

the older women will tend to tell stories. Typically, stories

a're 'told when,ihe genders of the interview participants are

different. This may be a coincidence of our data, but might also

reside le the fact that interaction among different genders needs

mote 'making.an impression'. Also the more informal context of 4*

the homes of the interviewees temt to lead to more storytelling.

A9 for manY of the other discourse properties of the le'ter-

views, it,goes without saying that these few superficial remarks

about the structures and functions of the stories should be

complemented with much more research about the role of storytelling

in talk shout ethnic minorities: they arethe 'data base of prejudice.

15 3
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7.8. Conversational strategies

Interviews are not just sequences of monologues of people

requested to give their opinion. Rather, as we have stressed

before. ,they are complex forms of dialogiCal interaction, ln

which each move of one oftthe participants has a function ln

the interaction. Recent wori on everyday conversation has pro-

vided much insight into the rules, pilniltdes and strategies

of this kind of interaction90. It has,.heen establfehed:what the

rules are that govern turn taking; how_people get 11:4keep

the fioor, yield it to other participants, and what strate-

gies are used to make_coherent contributions to an ongoing

conversational encounter. In interviews these rules may be

somewhat differene First, there is no equal distribution of,

turns, and no real COnversational interaction. The interviewer

has the right to 'give' turns to the interviewee, aril the

right to 'remain siient', thus letting the other speak. Also,

the interviewer need not take active part ln thiS exchange of

experiences and opinions: the exchange may be one-sided in

such a way that the interviewee gives much more information.

The non-dlrected interview, thus, comes close'to the kind of

natural conversation ln which an acquaintance just 'llstens',,

to the problems of : speaker, providing only minimal own con-

tributions but maximal support to the'.other to keep the floor

and 'to go on'. MOSE of the turns of the interviewer, then, will

be questions which,ask for further information, such as details,

consequences and opinions about some event mentioned before.

Evaluation may be non-committal or just empathlcal.

Yet, the interviewee will be very much aware of.the

presence and hence the social eValuation of the interviewer.

It foliows that beliefs and opinions are not just expressed in.

a straightforward way. There are many strategies which cry to

combine the'goal of self-expression (of complaints, grievances.

opinions) and the goal of social presentation of 'self'. Let

us now finally examine how speakers manage to combine such often

Conflicting goals.
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A
' Although it is impossible here to evaluate all details of

the strategies utiderlying the production of a large number of

interviews (conversational analysis typically will describe

some few turns of fragments of conversation), we will never-

theloss try to isolate some of the typical strategic moves of

interviewees in our data. The theoretical categories involved

are fel' instance the following: the speaker mhy earec or disagree-

with what the previous speaker (the interviewer) has said, or

may agiee only apparently (yes,. but...). Similarly he or she

may mitigate or emphasise whai the interviewer has said, may

provide bmplications(negative or positive) 'of what the inter-

viewer has-said, or draw conclusions. The speaker may make an

ZPPeal to the interviewer, or try.to implicate the

interviewer (you know that..0. bay repeatnbat has been said,

give answers (typically opinions) to questions,.make sure by

back-checking what has been meant., ask questions, accuse the

interviewer, or defend hiOrbr herself, etc. These are all

typical interactional moves ilia dialogical discourse.

.AL the same time however there are also moves which can

be categorised with respect' to the own prevaseer subsequent

moves of the speaker, but "dlich presuppose the presence

nd the evaluation of the interviewer. Thus, a speaker may

tiate a move which clearly has-the (defense) function-of'

a ol., g negative interpretations of the interviewer, or may

avoid swering questions, provide justification in the form

of explan ions, explications, or specifications of earlier

statements tions we have met already in locAl coherence analysis).

Then, finak , he speaker may correct him- or herself, hesitate

or repeat and M1 sise what has beeh said earlierby him- or

herself.

These are on1 y. a ow examples of the kind of functionally

defieed moves defining t
\\,
eK.strategies of interviewees. A move,

thus, is each step in a se ence of conversatiodal actions which

yontrlbutes (or is inten(led t \contribute) to one or more goals

of the speaker (express opinions live answirs, wake a good im-

pression, be polite, etc.).
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Such strategic moves need not always be conscious. If a

speaker tries to conceal 'real' opinions or defends him- or

herself against negative interpretations, this may )tell be

a more or less unconscious strategy, or a strategy which has

been automatised within routime forms of conversation aed inter-

action. Interviews, to be sure, are as,such not routine, but

giving one's-opinion in dialogical interaction is very much

part of everyday interaction, and that aspect will be routine.

Social control'may be stricter in interViews, and that would

account for the important role of strategies which are meant

to realise the goal of making a good impression. and displaying

oneself as a 'reasonable' person. Especially since the serategic

moves involved are often beyond conscious control, the analysis

bf conversational data may reveal much of the underlying processes

of opinion formation and expression. Let CW analyse therefore some

passages in which such strategies in our data are fairlrtypical.

Let us start with interview HI (male speaker, contact area)..

After the question whether the interviWwee thinks whether it
0.9.1W

is positive to have so many nationalities in Amsterdam, he"

first resorts to a 'making sure' move":

(111,V) Whether.I 'think that it positive?

which implies that the question is well understood, but leaves

him the possibility of preparing an answer. Dadyckecking questions

of this type typically are a strategy to 'stall the course of

the interview. He then answers, "well I happen to live aMong

them", upon which the interviewer asks "among who?",-and.then

follows the next turn of the speaker (approximate English:translations!):

(UI, 9-14) among all kinds of nationalities... (sighs)

well, ehh, I don't think it is negative but

ehhh X I find it neverthless a pity that it

very much ehh I am afraid that it very much

is getting the upper hand in this neighbourhood

(incomprehensible). You know that...
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Even this single turn.already reyeals many. typical aspects

of our interviews. Firth, there is a hesitation to actually

A name the minority groups Involved, and the InterviCwee then

uses the moVe to sisely repeat the rather neutreI designstion

(netionalities) of the interviewer. Sighing: he then start to

construct an answer expressing an opinion, starting with the

usual turn starter well (in Dutch: noU), hesitatbmi devices

such as ehhh and repetition of the first person pronoun. The

actual opinion, as we observed earlier, is an apparent denial

(do not think it is negative, but) which functions as a defen-

sive move to avoid negative interpretation of the opinion to,

come. Follows the mitigating expression "think it is pity"

which is followed by the.repair I am afraid...", which again

is comPlemented by the understatement "gettae upper hand",

concluded by the appeal to the interviewer "You know that".

Similarly, soma turns dater, the interviewee explains that

tho "character of the neighbourhood is disappearing", and

specifies as follows:

(B1, 29ff) and I I I still think it is nicer to...

yes... well, well not to deal with people

-of my own nationality notthat,but

. well, from time to time I notice that some

ehh... yes, eany, very many things dis-

'appear from this neighbourhood and instead of

that.., empty,empty, no those eehh other people,

these other people, people of other nationalities.

On the whole the intonation, the repetitions, the repairs

and the re-startiag of sentences seem to express a lot of

hesitation to express the negative opinion about the presence

.of the foreigners in the neighbourhood and the negatively felt

consequences of this presence. Again, there is a protective

or defensive move which intervenes in the intended proposition

(.1 like it more to deal with people of my own nationality.):

this proposition is negated, again to ayeidnegative attribution,

and he then resolves the problem by talking about ''Objective
H'
t facts such as things that disappear in the neighbourhood,

sfr'aming the opinion in hedgings and mitigation (being afraid that).
,
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The interviewer then again introduces tbe positive aspects

(in order to avoid negative bias in answeriliO, and,proposes

that maybe the presense of foreigners also has some advantages,

that there is some substitution for the things that have dis-

appeared. The speaker then says:

(DI, 49 ff) There are also things that come instead of

that, but I think that it ni-Ice, sure, but

ehh I think it is a bit gettblg too much...

Thus, we first find that D1 apparently agrees with the inter-

viewer, and even gives a positive evalUation, but he reverses

the argument by providing a negative evaluation, though formu-

w lated with the usual hedging (a bit).

"Another strategy is that of self-correction: one statement

is found to be too harsh,or perhaps toonegative, and then iS

corlected, e.g. as follows:

(D1, 143 ff.) But many of those people they ehh, yes,

they ahh, they, they do not work, that is

to say de not. work, they mesa (DutCh: klooien)

a bit with cars and sell them a bit, and ...

thought that this caused that the neigh-

bourhood was pauperising a.bit...

The correction is mecessary first because he knows (and later

actually says) that many of the .guest-workers' do work and

'work hard, and secondly because the accusation of 'not working'

is a well-known negative stereotype about foreigners, so that

the speaker prefers to choese,the more 'active' verb 'mess (around)t

with cats, although the verb in Dutch (klooien) ha; rather negal

'tive connotations. Notice again the hedgings (a bit) in this
*
fragment. On the whole, this interview it; characterized by

many luisitation phenomena, sudh as corrections, repairs, hed-

sings, quasi back-checking (asking for clarification) and

by many formii of quasi-agreement and apparent denials of negative

opinions. The speaker has negative attitudes, but is aware of the*-

fact that,auch attitudes may well not Contribute.to the goal. of

conveying a rather tolerant impression.
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Another 1nterviewee, D2, a woman living earlier ln a

contact area (and still workieg there) but who now lives in

a suburb (also betinuse of the foreigners), does not display

this kind of strategic moves ai all. She is most categorical

in her statements and evaluations, and presents thesd without

any hesitation. here are practically no repetitions, repairs,

mitigating expressions, but only clear Yes'es and No's, and

when asked what the government should do, she does replies

"Dock" (with them, l.e. they should go back where they, the

foreigners, come from)v She volunteers, without specific

question, examples of events In which she was threatened,

and toils about crime iq the neighbourhood, and on the whole

has just one major goal: to express her negative oplplons about

ethnie minorities (especially Surinamese). In her case, there

is not a single quasl-denial, nO apparent admissions or the

.expresslon of tolerance norms, as most other interviewees do

at least occasionally.

E2, the woman in the new suburb (Dipmer) with many Surinamese,

fi

on the contrary also has negative attitudes and favours a solution

of sending back the Surinamese (to their own,"beutlful countryl,

but --though less than DI-- also tries to mitigate her opinions,

e.g. by the following conversational moves. Asked about foreigners
. .

ln her neighbourhood, she first volunteers a mitlgrited expresslon'

(*not smahing') to evaluate the situation ln another apartment

building, and then, when asked, enumerates some of the groups:

Often:1s. moroccans, Surinamese, but then:

.(D2, 13 ft) 'Well, I find Surinamese quite a difference,

you cannot all lump thom together, because

the Surinamese there are really decent, oh

really extraordinary, there Ls not a patch on Lt.

Dut ehh, no, all that which belongs there; they

just move ln, lf there le an empty apartment,

hup, then you see another family...
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Her strategy ;then, is not-so much to hesitate in many ways to

express negative <>Pinions, but rather to emphasise and eveni

exaggerate the positive properties of a group (here Surinamese)

first, and then to formulate, ln rather mitigated terms, some

negative aspect (here: large families, ahd 'just moving in'

--which ln Amsterdam Ls illegal)..So, the earlier negative

opinion (no so Smashing) l'S,qualifled by a very positive, though

stereotypically formulated; opinion as en introduction to the

further explanation of why the situation next door Ls not so

smahlng. Similarly, she will later'ln the interview mention a number

of negative opinlons,1?ttt often followed or preceded by some

concession, an excuse or 'understandlng'..such as "may ba it LS

their background", "maybe they ere not used tcit", or quasi-

empathy with thepoor children% Later ln the interview she

becomes more decided, and scorns about the fact that her

husband has to go te work and 'tiar,harig arotind"with their

hands.in their pockets! And thdn the schools: "Dutch.children,

are discriminated against"; all is full; of foreigners. She

prbposes separate schools. After the question of the Inter-

viewer What the advantage of that would be, she replies:

(E2, 233 fi) Well, one, one one has of course to liV,e

with all sorts of people who live here...(..)

--me.. NuEbTlIELESS.for'certan's;sts

of chtldren it is dlfficUlt to have to deal

with that sort Of..sort a

iter: Out what mart of children do you mean?'

Itee: Well, ehh..ehh..I..1 womild for instance simply

say Diitch childr..ehh. Dutch... well Dutch,no,'

if-I take mrown children...

At this point the woman clearly has difficulty solving the

problem that the reason (or her proposal Ifor separate schools)

can only be fOrmulated in obvious racrat opinions. More than4
before ln the Interview she thdn starts, to hesitate, and flnallY

resolves the problem by starting to talk about her owft children.

A generalised expression of opinlen, involving segregation,
A

need no longer be given then, but the upshot is clear: the

Dutch children are the victims at school.
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Let us finally go back,agaiii te 12, the man who lives in a

suburb and who Is a director of a factory, and who is opposed

to have minorities living in his subuly. Upon the question

about his opinions /pgarding."foreigners" he first uses the

back-checking strategy: "What do you call 'foreigners'?

Tourists?", an interpretation which is possible, but in the

ir light of the more or less current identification of the word

.'foreigner' with ethnic minorities, such a question might be

a strategy' to play for time and prepare an answer. In a next

turn, after clarification: -

10ff) Well, what do I think of that? They are

people. And ehh we have let them come.

We shouldn't have done that. Those vast

amounts.

Again, the answer begins with a form of self-interrogation,

and then gives some generalities, first a general norm, then

the standard reason given for the presence of foreign workers

(we hebben ze hier naartoe gehaald, lit.: we have fetched them),

and concluded by the negative opinion about tillem, followed 13;

a justification (vast amounts) . We observe again that-answers

,vill seldom be plainly direct when they involve negative opinions.

They tend to be introduced by positive evaluations or 'objective'
-

reasons for the actual situation. After the question what he

would think of having minorities move into the suburb he

provides Lhe argumentation analysed earlier (p. 141-142).

. At that point, more than elsewhere, he has.a concrete problem

to solve. General observaticnIs will no longer do, because the

i-- question is specifically about his setup). In that case too,

, the answer begins with an apparent denial (not that they wouldn't

have the right to live herd) , followed by a very mnch hedged
4

expression of the negative opinion, though formulated in

general socie-cconomic terms, not in terms of own likes'or

. dislikes. In a story about a visit to De Hipmer (the neigh-

b'eurhbod with many Surinadese people) he tries to argue for

the facL that such new aktartment houses for foreigners tend

to become dirty, and he mentions the smell of urine in the

staircases there. At each negative word, though, he will
,

typically healLate and as soon as possible try to generalize
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'and neutralize the evaluation, e.g. by Saying "yes, and ''.'you

have to accept that, if you want to accept that, and you can't

do anything agaeinst that, then you have to build those hoLses, well, ehh,

in neighbourhoods where that can be'tolerated" (12, 74 ff).

Despite this generalization about tolerating (or not) such

a situation, he then realises that he presupposes that the

situation is caused by the foreigners, and then draws beck:

(12, 85 fa Why that has to happed there, I don't know,

and ehh, 014, I don't say that ehh ehh .

/ There is'no NAME written on lt, I don't know

wh6 does it, there is no.name written on it,

I don't say that the Surinamese do it, or Turks,

I don't know that, and it doesn't matter.

He uses the typical Dutch expression (er staat geen imam bijl

to disclaim the attribution of guilt in situations where

guilt was implicitly attributed to someone. He repeats this

saying, and also repeats'the negation of his presupposition,

namely that foreigners cause the negatively evaluated situation,

and conciplies with the typical "it doesn't matter", used to

emphasise the irrelevance of the'identity of.the actors.

As in many of the other interviews, we observe here a stra-

tegy where on the one hand negative opinions are given expli-

citly or implicitly, but the presuppositions or conclusions are

matched mith general norms, and then denied or quasi-denied.

This is charaoteristic of this intervieweeHe will use some

rather general orKedged negative qualifications ('we shouldn't

do this...") but will permanently formuiate general norms'of

tolerance ("a Suripamese is not a leas valuable person, A

Turk is not less val.. There APE no less valuable- persons-p.n..

And if asked about unemployed foreigners, hp sets up quite a

long monological turn with arguments brought as facts ("we

have fetched them" which however will usually be dischimed

("if it is really so, that..."). It wouldn't be moally defen-

sible to send 'them' back, nut we will get problems": Especially

housing, because their families will come, 'they will hro;e (many)

children, and normal construction programs cannot meet the demand.

"And that is impossible. So, that will go to pieces.'It can't

be different. To pieces, eh, yes I don't know how things.are,

a_
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t don't.knon therelkilhe developments of course...". In other

words, the SLategy is to convince the interviewer to accept dn

opinion based on general edonomic and sociological 'facts' and

a personal conclusion ("Impossible"), which however in it.s

definitess ("go to pieces") way come over as too negative,

so that he.feels die need to withdraw. Tho strategy, then, is

to claim ignorance about the precise situation el don't knowl.

In the few examples analysed so far, we have observed that

the dialogical stratgles are geared towards the solution of

localOnteraction problems and puzzles. Direct opinions are

asked and a normal component of interviews. Hence, that-goal

must be pursued in order to hp a cooperative interviewee. On

tho other hand, many peopie are aware of the intricacies in-

volved in expressing opinions about sensitive issues, and will

therefore embedd their opinions, if they are negative, within

a fiamuwork which enables them to formulate a positive evalua-

tion, to resort to face keeping and, generalM to make a tole-

rant and reasonable impression, acknowledging the genOial norms

officially determining ethhic relations in the ;ietherlands.

Thpse convei-sational strategies, include, amopg many others,

moves such as indirect speech acts, indireet or vague terms,

avoiding direct answers, prefacing negative opinions with

(sometimes exaggerated) positive ones, Midting opinions,

post hoc corrections, repairs in which less negative predicates

are used, hesitation, avoiding concrete name designation, showing

empathy, agreeing with interyiewer (on positive aspects), making

appeals to the interviewer to share an opinion or 'mee' a point,

disclaim a (negative) conclusion of the interviewer, and so on.

A complete analysis of the interviews would be able'to provide,

further details about the precise conditions of such moves,

their specific locations, their possible orderings and frequencies,

and maybe ielationships with different classes of interviewees.

ho overall strategy of what we may call 'displaying norm

(viz. toleiance) obedience' , thes, Is the'amjorentrolling

process in the expression of attitudes as one of the many goals

of (inteivlew) interaction.
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7.9. Integrative analais

In the previous sections we have analysed some interview fragments

at several Is of description: local coherence, general topics,

stylistic and rh orical struetures, atgumeneation, storytelling

and conversationa strategies. It goes without saying that.theee

levels, both in production and in comprehension, interact in

compleX ways. ht several points, indeed, we have suggested how

local semantic functions also have a conversational function,

how stylistic or rhetorical devices may be used in argumen-

tation and how stories are embedded as justifications for opinions

in argumentations. Yet, the level-analytical apporach, which is

familiar in linguistics and discourse analysis, also has its,

drawbacks. It does not show how a spoker.follows production

strategies in which information at ali levels .411 integrated.

Therefore, one could allo take just one fragment of an interview

and show how the properties at the various levels are inextricably

intertwined. Given'the situational context (an.interiew),

the local goals (giving answers.to questions) and the gloLal

goals (cooperation and facekeeping), the speaker needs to ex-

press fragments of experiences and opi4ons, or provide' new

opinions about issues introduced by,the interviewer. The pro-

duction'proess, then', cannot simply be direct expression of

opinirs, but needs'to realize several goals at the same time.

This is a complex interactional problem. Precise lexical choiee,

soquencing of propositions, the uSe of hedgingst setting up

argumentation and narrative schem.ata, and rhetorical effective-

ness, are processes that must go hand in hand. This wili in

general, as we have seen, nol be a 'smooth' operation. On the

contrary, there will be many hesitations, corrections, repairs,

re-starts, false starts, etc. which siglial the vast-amount of

information which must be controlled tiering execution of this

complex conversational task. At each point, the speaker will

get self-feedback and evaluates what has been said and how it °

may be interpreted. This means that corrections, denials, dis-

claimers, and generally mitigating moves may follow opinion

-- statements.
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In an 'integral' analysis, then-, it maibe'shoWn how all,

such forms of information cooperate within the con tual con-

straints of motivations and goals. Future work in this area

will therefore have to reveal how the discourse exhibits all

such interacting processes in prodeCtion and comprehension.

7.10: Some Cognitive Implications

After the partial discourse analysis of the interviews, we

now briefly have to return to the cognitive dimension. During

our anallps we have repeatedly made assumptions about possi-

hie underlying 'meanings' of the respe.ctIve textual properties.

At some points these ass6ptions have been blatantly impressionis-

tic, reflecting commonsense interpretations of,what a speaker

is doing or meaning when using some textual expression. Of

course, given the cognitive assumptions made earlier about

possible constraints on expressions,, and-given the fact that

the textual properties are not ad hoc but characterise many

of our tnterviews, we do have sone grounds'to'formulate more

serious hypotheses about.the relations betweep.cogrAtion and

discourse. What,then are, the cognitive implications of our

discourse analysis? What underlying mechanisms ahd strategies

are 'signalled'!by the disCourse What can We conclude about,the

representation and use of ethnic opinions and attitudes?

Let us therefore resume the analysis of the various levels

and see for each whether the provisional results allow such

hypotheses.
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Macrostructures. The analysis of semantic macrosEructures,-----
which represent the main topics cq themes of the interviews,

first of all shows us the mUre general cognitive principle

of higher level organisation in the production Of _discourse.

Macrostructures are necessary to be able to stay 'with' a topic

and to organise each turn around'a semantic 'point'. And con-

versely, in\Comprehension, which is an important component in

communication and transmission of elhnic'attitudes, MacroStrnc-

lnreS are the essential 'content' which for other social parti-

cipants remaiwil0 retrievable after taking parr in a conversation

about ethnic minorities. Details of style and subtle qualifies-,
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tions may get lost, and only the general 'themes' may be

__,..jemembered: 'They have ld adapt to Dutch norme:rfhey
--
are favoured in housing', 'They abuse our. social security

system', 'Th'ey art criminal'. These propositions are macro-

propositions. As-such they need not at all be expressed-iq a

'conversation, but they may-nevertheless be dhe 'upshot' of

what ls'said, and it is this gist which is retrievably stored

in memory,..and with respectto which opinions and attitUdes -

are forma. IndeRt negative opinions are part of rather

general negative attituaes which have-a stereotypicai,

schematic 4tructure, and will always precisely concern these

'macropropositions'. These are indeed the topics the prejudiced

conversaCions will be about, possibly expandedWith Vocal

details and stories, which in their own right might be

remembered as illustrations for the general topics.

Another cognitive implication ofiihe bacrostructural

organisation of the interviews may,.be.based on the sequencing

of.topics. Topics that are spontaneously initiated suggest

underlying relevance structures in the attitudes. As may be

expected within the socio-econoMie situatan of'the speakeri,

they will have a number of high level opinions.that orgOnise

their experiences and opinions at a more detailed level. in
x'

our case, these topics are e.g. preferential treatment in

housing, street crime, deterioration of the city, Unemployment,

aad cultural differences (food, clothing, religion). Other

toPics will come up,.only if situationally rani personally

relevant, e.g. education when the speaker has children at

school. In general then we will assume,that the macrostructure

of the interviews reveals first of all the global 'contents'

of the ot 'ic attitude, and secondly Says something about their
,

relevance structure and mutual links.

Local coherence. eropOsilions*expressed by the discourse may

have different functionn relative to eaCh olhe'r. We have seen

that many of these functiont are correlates of the Cognitive

transformations we have postulated in section 6.2.`Thus, we

have found that in massy cases propositions are presupposed,

mostly negative ones, which are not directly expressed) we have

have.found that proposalons can have negative implications,

1
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can be vague. mitigate negative opinions br exaggerate positive

ones or displace negative attributions to others, to the general

situation or to the ethnic minorities themitilves. Part of these

semantic 'Lransformaticars'' should be seen in the light of the

inteiaction,goai; of the interviews, lint precisely these strate-

gic goals require that the speaker does not openly express

negative opinions if these could berinterpreted as being in-

consistent with higher norms of uslerance. Hence, the Speaker '

needs a whole battery of transformations which make underlying

opinions less harsh or which explains them in a'More favourable

light- In this way each proposition can be 'prepared' by apparent

denials or-Concessions, and may afterwards he qualified by

coriections, mitigating or quasi-positive evaluations.

These assumptiong not so much show how ethnic opinions

are organised,-but rather how they are used in actual processes

of communication. Of courses the implied and the presupposed

.propositions, as well as the consistent forme of conversatiOnally

.._..:Itlevant mitigation, also suggest whst the 'real' opinions are.

' AS soon as we find exprasions of the type 'It is PO'SITIVR,

but NEGATIVE', we may assume that the real opinion is negative

and that the prefaced clause elpresses an instantiation of a

general norm. In the cognitive production ,process at the local

thls means that on the one hand general andyore parti-

cular (experience) opinions are activated, but that underithe

.control of the geheral norms of 'toleinne behaviour, such

opinions should be embedded in more neutral, positive or at

least explanatory ones. And indeed, in local discourse planning

rind executilphese two sometimes conflicting goals will provide

information which must be properly combined into one sentence

or into sfibsequent sentences. Typically, then, the general

norm will come first, in presupposed position (sometimes

even in subordinate clauses), invariably' followed by but oryCt.

We here see that discourse production of this type can indeed

be seen as a complex task, a problem to bet solved, In such a

way lhat-diffe'renL goal's must be optimally retlined, and this

will ziNtiOxe complex information protessing in short term memory.

As weiwill see also for the other levels, this means, as we have

-found, extensive hesitation, repairs, 'mistakes'qcorreCtion,

or post hoc qpalification.
A

4
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Style and rhetoric. Stylistic variation in a more or less fixed

context such as that of the interview situation will primarily

indicate differences of a more individual nature. Thus, lexical

choice may reflect of course differences in education and at

the same time actual differences in emotional Or personality

'display' or involvement. Thus, we saw that ethnic groups are

often simply referred to by pronouns, thus avoiding concrete

identification of specific groups and a tendency to lump all

together as one group of foreigners, as the out-group, THEM.

Next, we have observed that mitigation also pervades lexical

choice in the negative ii.-elificationsuyary seldom theihualininq

adjectives or verbs are colioquailly 'harsh' (hardly any swear-

words are used), as may be expected when talking to an unknown

interviewer. These and other stylistic properties seem to.paint-
to the same cognitive principles mentioned above. Pronominal

-

usage suggests itcognitivaorgrinisation in terms of VS and

THEM. Mitigating expressions again suggest diet underlying

concepts are lexically realised ia more or less tflerant

terms tiering processing. And finally, the frequent use of .

generalisations points to a strategic avoidance, during pro-

duction, of personal opiniOns. Indeed, we will find,many . 44'.

instances of neutral 'one' or 'you' as gen*eric pronouns, alrio

to signal consensus of the opinion expressed.

Related to the local semantic functions, we'found,thal

the rhetoriCal operations involved in these interviews, signal

the underlying production strategies and the permanent inter-

action between conflicting goals. Rhetorical deviqes are used

to effectively reach a commnnicative goal, in our case to el-
-

press opinions in acceptable terMs and,possibly, even to con-

vince the interviewer. Perhaps the most significant figirres

of speech usturin our interviews, then, are litote-

l
(Under-

statement) and exaggeration (overstatement), Typi tca y,nearlyi l'

all negative opinions will be formulated in forms of an Under-

statement, and the'positlye ones in an overstatement. The cogni-

tive function of these operations iS clear' it allows Lhe Speirker

to express an opinion,4t tO do so in a form which is sOmaimes

non-commitLal, aud.which cannot be. used 'against him', e.g. as
..

a racist form of talk, whereas overstatement of' imssitive eva-

luations first emphasises the tolerance of the speaker and

,Ir
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secondly s(k.e0.1:speak ndUtraIlses pp#1e negatAve opinions

,evressed in thq..iama eaiext.. f4deed, the cognitive implies-

° lions we discuss-here are not limited to production, but should

k also be seen'from tbe point of view of comprehension: the.hearer

should construct not only a representation.of the discOurse and

of the opinions of the speaker, but will also construct a model

of the speaker, and the way the speaker expresses him- or her-

self will vitally contribute to the construction of this model

('le style c'est l'homme mime').

Another rhetorical operation with interesting cognitive

implications is contrast. Mani of the interviews show a con-

sistent tendency to construct actions, events and situatiogs,

not only around the focal' groUp soncepts (US and THEM), but,also

around the contrs.st, or even the conflict of goals, intercrsts,

norms, habits, .4:slues, behaviour of these groups. S6, we w411

have it that explicitly or implicitly each property or behaviour

of the outgroup is (negatively) compared to that of xhe ingroup:

we work hard, they don't: we don't get housing,_they do, etc.
6

This operation seems to suggest, first, a bine' 4rucluie'in

"group sehet ta, involving Lhe many points whore differehces or
44

dppesition in involved. Not so much the properties or.the

viour whii is general or similar to that of uS will be part of

the typic 1 group schema, b.ut rather the 'deviant' information.

Also, Ut. rhetorical operation suggests -.7,4e Lo its essentially

strategi and interactional nature-- underiying,processes'in

the use and the expression of opiniOns. If Lhe speaker merely

would precs what the others door not do, the effect is less

convin.ing phrhaps: stating that the others have late parties

at ni t Is certainly more negative as soon as it is coMbIned

with he informatiou that WE have to get up esrly in the morning

to g to work% In conversation, thus, snch a dCvice sets off

the ifference 411d the conflict involved, and may therefore'

lea to oareoponding representation of the 'problem' in the

hea

9
Lr_!

as

umntation Ar'guisentation is primarily cognit,ive schema

signed to discourse intended to show the truth or plausihi-.

1 ty of a statement. This means that during prodnctiona speaker

y well find that the meie.expreSsioa of'an opi;sion is not

1

\tt

convincing enough.-Hence the need supply facts, experiences, .

reasons ler the opinion.

interesting from

is provided

general norms and valt.--Z*Z"Nrd in genes

Cognitively,such argumentation is not on

a persuasiye point of view, whereby the hea *.
t.

further grounds for the comprehension and accep

statementf Also it shows iAatiand of information

ce of a

aker

uses to stipport an opinlon_or attitude. It shows how h

views the social Situation, which properties of.ethnic m

I;ities are eaken as,'objective ground for forming an opinio

and in general what Ole 'logic, is behind the opielons, altitud

and the ways they are communicatdd. Indeed,,the arguments used

as premises Are themselves often stereotypicali scarce housing,

unemployment, cultural 'strangeness',-and in general lack of ad-

aptatien are used as generalised premises to make a point

about specific groups. And conversely, some.few personal or

indirect'dxperiences with neighbours are taken as sufficient

grounds for generhlised negative.opinions. The straditional

characterisation of atCreotypes and prejudice a overgenera-

lisations' can be substantiated in more detail if in effect we

analyse in detail tbe argumentative strategies used by social

members to present or to defend their opinion . And finally,

the more concrete premises used as reasons fo generalised

opinions, show something about on the one ha d the hierarchical

what?), aud on

he salient contents

eir interactions

or she

relations between opinions (what follows fro

the other hand Indicates more specifically

of Lhe situation models people have about

with minoritiee.'Concrete experiences, thu represented, will

typically be activated as moves in rstra egic.argumelitati9n.

Stories. This link between discourse str cture and the contents
4100

of episodic memory:is especially clear it stOries used in the

interviews. Nothing more convincing, an. nothing better memo-

rable than a 'good story,.. Hence, a sto y will usually come up ,

to make a point.in an argumentation. I Lhe'general topic of tt)
housing lehotive, the general opinionithey ruin their wart-

ments' may 1:e implicitly or explicitlyrexpressed. As support

for such an opinion altdelail picture.May be sketched about

what the speaker has seen w th his/her own eyes.

Another relevant aspect of storitelling is elm, very structure

4

.1pAAllt
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of,stories. They conventionally should be about some interesting

.and 'deviant event. Hence, deviant behaviour, such as aggression,

conflicts. strange habits (slaughtering sheep in the back of a

car), and the way people threaten-our daily life, are 'excellent'

--"cOmplicatIons for narrative struCtures. Hest class:ically,,the

outgroup, or some outgroup member. can in that case play the

role of the vilai , and the ingroup (or we, or I), the role of

tbp.hero or the vct1M. Conflict, constrasts, fights, and

strange,events az the dynamics of such.stories. Thii'seess

to suggest that s ry 'Structure also exhibits the cognitive

organisation of opin s and attitudes. Social reaiity, indeed,

4 Lin be represented s an ongoing 'play', with different roles,

those of vilalns and heros or,victlms, liitholassical conflicts

and stereotypical actiqns. The scenario ferteVents or interactions
,

with ethnic minorities, thus, seems tobe part of the situation

modelze have 4"Otperhaps even of the general attitude.

Conversational strategies. all the structures and si'istegidt

muntioned above are organised in the overall structure and

strategies of adequate dialogue. We have repeatedly observed

,5that the speaker has to perform such that two, sometimes.

conflicting goals are realised, viz, present opinions in a

plausible but conyincing way and at the same time Present him-

or herself as a reasonable, likeable and non-radlst person.

We have found that' the'local semantic functions, the style and

the rhetoric, the argumentation and the stories all contribute

to the effective enactment of the conversational moves that

l'ead to such goals. more specifically, we foun4 in the "Conver-

sations that people liave a real. 'hard time' to perform the

task 'on line'. They wiI1 hesitate, repeat, cerrect, repair,

make false starts, etc. to find the precise fosmulation which

satisfies both strategies. Ind d, the' conversational procedures

clearly exhibit some of the fuddam tal properties of production.

The permanent hesitations indicate not Just 'trouble' ln

(ormulating, bpt rather trouble in formulating the adequate

and acceptAble answer and hence signal social ilorms.

4171
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In,cognitive terms, as we saw earlier, this means that propositions

retrieved on-line from attitude schemata,and'from episodic models

( concrete personal.experiences or stories about these) are per-

manently manitoredlly rvresentationsof social.norms apd interac-

tion norms, represented during the dialogue in the control system.

In order to be able to participate in,the dialogical interaction,

we must also assume that'speakers have a model of the current

context and the the.current interaction goi1g:Ok:i7-besides of-

course.a representation of the dielogue, .otherWle,poSt hoc

mitigation'and correction would be impossible, among many ether
wW

things. This moidel of the current interaction will also feature

a partial model of the interviewer and this will allow the

speaker to formulate opinions in..eneea way that they are:

optimal moves in the complex iglion of 'convincing' the inter-

viewer. As solo:1-'4a speaker would be engaged in an.encounter

with friends who share his or her opinions, this model, of the

other speech participant is much more comPlete. Iv thiit cede,

the role of persuasion is smch less prominenti.stories about

personal experiences with ethnic minoritieS or the 'tiieexpA,-Sion

of opinions in thit case Serve the social functien,of maintaining

the social links wit*other members of the in-group, or rather

with the 'inner in-group',--by confirming shared beliefs,
,

Oanions and .41aies. interactionally It-Is important in the

interviews though that the speaker shows cooperation with the

interviewer, and therefore,we indeed find several,moves of

apparent agreeMent. These are those propositions.attribuLed to

(and maybe'in fact expressed by) the-interviewer, ,to which int

a next. move the BUT-move follows. Such strategic moves indeed

suggest how protinctionptakes place as a function of an idter-

action of own opinions and beliefs of interviewers as represented

in the model of the communicative context. Note that these

cognitive hypotheses appear plausible ln the ilght of our

cognitive model of discourse.comprehension anchproduction,

but that a full scale cognitive model of donversetional iuitor-
action does not yet exist. We have'only begun to grasp the com-'

plexity of,the task of keeping tie*: during processing,-of

own and other's local moves of the Centent of the discourse s

so far, of the speech acts, of the interactional MoveS and Of
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the whole coommulicative context. Here it is not only relevant

that opinions are matched with general norMs and values, but
4

..at the same time that talk about them must lie matched with

norps and values of roperative and yet effectful conversational

interaction.

):
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O. Conclusions and open problems

0:1 In this preliminary study of the ethnic attitudes about minorities

in the Neiherlands and of the way's these are expressed in inter-

views we haVe sketched A cognitive model for the represeniation

and the use of prejudice. This ingUiry has been placed first

of all within the frameeork of our earlier work on cognitive:'

processes of discourse comprehension and especially.on t'he role

of opinions and attiiiAes in iinder'-standing. Secondly, f&has been

emphasised that such a400gnitive model Should be inserted in a

more complex model of sodial interaction among groups. Ttat is,

it has been Assumed that the ethnic beliefs ok Dutch people are

formed, transfbrmed and:".used within the wider hlsiorlcal,!and

socio-cuitural context of colo ial history;and'cultuvdly. ..

transmitted beliefs, through conver talon, text books and

literature about ethple.group in ti)e former colonies. More

incparticular it has been shown that ethnic attitudes in the

last thirty years have been shaped in a\socio-economic Context

N e as COl peiltors for

of immigration of foreign workers and pe )le from Surinam who

are perceived, esp;ially in ti sevehil

scarce heusing.and job resources. Data from servey research

about opinions regarding ethnic mi.:To-cities suggest that at least

half of the%population has or,or less negative attitudes about
we... '

at least some.aspect of the presence of such minorities in Lhe

Dutch social structure.

Against this bAckground elements of a model of social

cognition were formulated, such as propetties of the processes

underlyinIthe understanding of events and social actions, as well

'as Lhe groep scheMata developed during direct or indirect inter- '

actions wlth ethnically different groups. Data drawn irom non-

directed interviews suggest ?hat the opinions are about ethnic
o

minorities and what the Underlying relevance,shaucture.is of

such,opinionore imporlintly, suggestions have.151Aen made

about the ways such opinions are tltually used in processOS Of,
0
evaluation, and how such.vpinlons maybe transformed during ekliression,,

e
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0.2 Next, we have sketched a cognitive model of discourse processing,

and in particular of discourse production in dialogical contexts.
-

It has been shown that discourse processing is a strategic operation

in which thren types of information are concurrently managed,

vit. information from the ongoing dialogue (such as current

macrostructural topic and previous moves), inforlition fiLl4he

social context and the communicative interactlon,'and presupposed

beliefs, such as knowledge, opinions and attitudes.

A systematic discourse analysis of the interviews was
-

given in.order to highlight first of all the ways opiiilons are

expressed in discourse'and to show the sometimes autonomous Con-

straints of effective and appropriate conversational interaction.

Thus, we have reviewed how topics (sementic macrostructu'res)

are introduced and connected, what topics are most relevant,

and how such topics organise the lower level semantic informs-

tlen expressed in the subsequent turd, moves, speech acts and

sentences of a dialogue. Similarly, we have seen that local

coherence is obtained by a 1Zumber or principles in which each

sentence or move can be assigned a specific function relative

to previous or following sentehces oemoves (e.g. mitigation,

presupposition, contrast, or displacement). Stylistic cues were

analysed to show what the actual variation can be in.the lexibal

and Ryntactic formulation of underlying opinions, whereas rheto-

ric01 structures were described in terms of their effectivIess

in getttug across such opinions (e.g. by operations of under-

statement end overstatementk quasi-hesitalion, contrast, etc.).

It appeared that soCially 'tricky' opinions such as thoss about

ethnic minorities will often require argumentation, that is the

displai of a number of reasons, facts, assumptions or other

'evidence' which makes opinion conclusions plauhible Lind defen-

sible. Pprt of such argumentations, typically, constitute stories

about personal experiences, in which lime behaviour of ethnic

minorities, conflicting interactions, grievances, and inter-

pretations of the social context can be formulated in terms of

personal contacts. And finally, all these structures are embedded

within the colonies framework of conversational strategies, in

which there is competition between the goal of self-expression

and the' goal of cooperative interOlew interaction and positive

,175
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impression formation, lt has appeared that at all these levels

'of analysis similar underlying meanings and functions can be '

detected, from the choice of words and the conversational hesi-

tations (repairs, corrections, pauses, errors, etc.) to the

semantic functions of sentences, the stylistic and rhetorical

devices, the macro-topics and their ordering, to the conversa-

,tional strategies. Thus, we found a consistent pattern of

leaving presuppositions implicit, being indirectre vagueness,

mitigation and understatement, establishing contrast between

/ US and THEN, of attribution of negative'propertiis to others or

to the social situation, of positive self-,presentation (or

self-victimisation), of awareness of socially deeirable norms

and va.lues, andof denial of negative attributions, to name only

these.

Secondly, we have tried to link all these discourse features

with 'underlying' properties of the rePresentation and the use

of opinions, and we found some confirmation of the earlier hypo-
-

theses about the transformation of opinions during expression.

We have found that opinions can be drawn from general attitudes
1

as well as from sktuation models, and we have seen that during

production the expresSion of opinions is Permanently monitored,

by general social norms and values aboet ethnic attitudes them-

selves as well as about the admissible ways of expressing these c

in social situations..Thus, the social strategies of adequate

coheration in dialogue-- and indirectly of copingwith sn-im-

portant social issue ('lIving with ethnically different groups')--

thus seems reflected in the interplay of a complex system of

cognitive strategies? how can we express our opinions and at

the same time come across as a reasonable person? The conver-

sational structures are rather subtle indications of this underA
lying process of problem solving.

, 176
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0.3. Within the larger context of studies about racism and prejudice,

our study hap perhaps suggested some new ways of dealing with

some important components of these complex phenomena. More Ulan

in most other studies even our preliminary analysis has gone into

the details of a model of"social cognition, by specifying the

kind of cognitive units, forms of organisation, processes and

strategies and general memory constraints which determine the

(tran&-)formatlon of group schemata, stereotypes and negative

ethnic attitudes. InItead of doing experimental research about

such cognitive processing, we.have tried to find evldence.for

such underlying processes in the respective structures of in-

terview discourse. That Ls, more than ln other studles.we have

analysed the detalis of the ways such personal (though socially

shared and formed) beliefs become apparent and hence social.

We thereby were able to get some insight into one of the impor-

tant ways ethnic atti.tudes show up ln (conversational) interaction,

and how they can be 'learned',, spreaded and accepted ln social

groups.
s2

Yet, these are only first,steps. Even-within the boundaries,.

of our Own theoretical purposes) perhaps more questions have come

up than actually solved. As sued, that is fine: this study Ls

also meant to generate new ways of dealing with prejudice and

racism, not only from a cognitive but also from a social pant

of view. Let us therefore try to formulate a number pf pr team

which need much ferther research, both theoretical and emp rlcali

a. Ethnic attitudes are (lranti-) formed in socio-cultural contexts.

This means that a full understanding of prejudice in the Nether-

lands requires a more thorough, descriptive and theoretical,

enalysis.of race relations --and their history-- ln this
comitry. We knowacandalously little about the history and

actual forms of ethnocentrism, prejudice and racism in Dutch

culture and society.

'

b. The dela for this preliminary study were not socially based

in the sense that interviews were systematically collected

in different urban and non-urban settings or neighbouthoods,

or among people from different social categories (aye, gender,

education, profession, status, income, etc.J. In order to
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give a qualitative analysis of the interviews with people

of different 'backgrounds, we May he able tee'provide the necessary

deeper insight into variable prejudice structures and strategies

of expression and 'handling' than,the (few) survey data we have.

c. Whatever recent work ln psychology and Al has provided about

structures and processes of discourse and the role of beliefs,

there are still many white spots On the cognitive map. Our

discussion about,theorganlsatlon.of opinions hd attitudes,

ln particular those related to group schemata, Ls still very

much tentative and incomplete. We simply do not have a fult-
\

scale model of portion and group representation, and we know
-4.

stiil virtually nothing about the internal structures and

external relations of, iystem of (ethnic) tat6tudes.

d. Similarly, how attittides and opinions,are actually used during

processing, e.g. lei-dleco rse production, but also ln the parti-

cipation ln social events, is a problem we only.know some gross

principles about. We only can guess about the'preclse-stra&gles

ln which people handle (ethnic) opinions, dlsConrse structures

and coommnicative context information at the;same time, and how

they'go about realising different, and sometimeS conflicting

goals during interviewing and, more in general, during converse-
'

tlon and interaction.

e. We have made some suggestions about the links between such

a cognitive model of ethnic attitudes and a soelal model of

prejudlce.and racism, e.g. by showing howtherexpression of

opinions is an essential part of consensus formation, group

selidarity and racist interaction, and by she:wing how social

categories, such as persons, actionsand greups are cogsi-

tiely repres'ented, end thus delerMines all social interactlod:

However, these were mere suggestions. RepresentatfO4'of social

context and structure are no more than skeletal, whereas we know

barely nothing about the social conditions and constraints on

opiuldh transmission hicweryday interaction and'talk. We still

haveLto investigate when, where,:bow and underyhat conditions

people will typically talk about ethnic issues, ,
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f. And finally, the vety discourse analya s performed here is

'still very fragmentary. The various levels are knOwsand have

Lees investigated in somdetail in more 4eneral terms in many'

previous studies, but we know very little about specific dis-

course types, such as.interviews and dialogaes about parti-

cular issues, such as gthnic.experiences. AL several Points,

(such as in the analysis of local semantic (unctions) we S/cply

had to invent a list of functIonal categories in order to
. .

relevantly account for our data. We may assume that similar

functions also appear in dialogues about other topiès. What

we need, thus, is a thoory of discourse analysis which is murh

more articulated in:order to account for the kitld of language

Late we are'llere-confronted with. Such a theory cannot be

monodisplinary. We have seen that many of,the discourse

levels awnd categories investigated on the 'one heed appear

ss,
to he lenked to underlying cognitive structeres and processes,

whereas on the'other hand they are simply lhstantiations of

Mote general s'octal prOciples of interacti.DP. Discourse,

!ognilitat and social structileh may up Lo a iertain ppint be

studied le tiatit own rtght, hut an. ;oon as we have to deal

'with conciete issues such as ptejudice, a'strict multidisci-

fhinary approach is imperative: social structure and inter-
*.

actiat :lost be also assigned a cognitive basis and be studied

iii particular-for its actual manifestations, e..g. as discourse,

wneteas on the other hand cognitions come about, are trans-

forMed and used in contexts of social interactioe, often via

discourse. The coMplexities involved,, henre, can only be under-..

stood if our model of prejudice represents all these relation-

ship+. Tilts study sketches only semi: outlines.for such a -Moll.

host .of the work must still be done.

,0 4. A final remalk. Our study is vety theoretical and descriptive.

It rehal, hod +tome light about prejudice in the Netherlands. nut it

^, 'doe+ not,provlde even one sugyeslion hew prejudtce,could be avoided

or influenced .in a wrejpositive direction of mUtual tolerance.

From our study however it may have become clear that Liu: (trans-)

formalioe and social manifestation of prejudice in an'extremely-

«mples phenomenon. There is no way simple policies can change

ea,

such intrigate and deep-seated attitudes and raciseideologies.

We have found further confirmation ofthe old alight that_ ethnic

attitudes are closely related with emotional 'stUff' such as

fear, anger and egression related to socio-economical situatiorls

(housing, work, social security) everyday interaction (street,

shops, neigftbours) and cultural differences and conflicts.

Hence, in Order Io.change prejudices we Must change'huge attitu-.

dinal and ideological systems, and to change these we need, Lo

Aliange their social basis: the.economical situation, everyday.
a

Interaction, and so on. No wonder actual policy will ofteci make

*the shortcut and Impose norms (viz. "laws) for action firse, so

that often attitudes will follow. This also hOlds for the Dutch

situation. Without adequate anti-racist and antt-discrimination

laws, without the thoroughlyqmplemented anti-racist organisa-

tion and actions of the institutions (government, parli5mnnt,

ocal authorities ) themselves, there is no hope that people

on their.owu will let prevail social norms above the c

straintA of, the sometimes difficull, socio-economic Otuation.

In this light, though, our tudy is less distant from what

really goes on in Dutch.ethn

a little bit about how

about ethnic minorit

tions. We have come to know

utochasous people thilk and talk

Th_s means that we have at least some-

educated guesses about how'ethnic prejudice is socially formed,

spreaded, influenced, shared,.cOmmunicat.ed,and accepted. Obviously,

the rest of the story has Lo come from alysessof the media:

school Lekt books aed lessons, literature and comics books, -

and institutional discouiSe. Since'in the Netherlands the latter
. . .

are however seldom overtly racist, it is allound hypothesis

that prejudice-spreads mainly through informal communication:

the media in this respect are provtding only the 'data' used

ia the actual formation of.opinlons and ateltudes?3

The.% is anotileripoint in which the study of preltidice and ;

talk is Xlevant. Ethnic minorities suffer from many forms of,

discrimination, e.Y. in CindThg jobs, housing and adequate service

or by,discriminatory iateraction dn the street, in shops or

astitutions. There can be'nO doubt that an important part of,

the discrimination felt by them cdmes from talk: the kind of

topics, ways of .addresa, politeness cues, speech acts, and
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Atk
strategies of conversation, may all show -.-as we have seen-- the

underlying opinions and attitudes of the speaker. It is well known

from the history of the study of,racism that people very often do

not do what they say, and converAely, SiWply because, action is 0

a function of winch more than just 'isolated opinions. Yet,

discriminatory talk is action, and we have reason to believe.

Abet ethnic mindrities suffer from it no les456a; from other

kinds of discriminatory behaviour.

181.
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NOTES

In this study many issues and several disciplines are addressed
and it is therefore impossible to folly account for all relevant
earlier work. Therefore the teferences given in these notes have
been limited to some essentiallstudiles providing the background

of the discussion ip this paper. The readerlshould consult these
studies for further references.

I. Although it indeed seems the case that pr judice is nsually'
assigned to individual persons, it does :ot mean that group.
prejrffice is not an everyday concept. No ably, the ethnic mi-

norkies themselveVrwill of course in this way rightfbily use
the term in order to qualify attitUdes of the white.Dutch majo-

rity. In everydai usage among members'of this majority though%
a distinction will he made between people who are more or less
prejudiced and people who are not. We will see below that in a
theoretical analysis it may become clear that prejudice,Ithough
,Individually variable in its forms and manifestations, is a group
phenomenon.

2. The term 'soC.Ial cognition has been recently used more and more
to denotoohe specific object of study of,a 'cognitive social psychology'.

(Carroll it) Payne. 076 Fiver Cariston, 1979 ; Eiser, 1900 :Zajonc, 1960)

43. We use the word 'social attitude' here to eMpliasise that pre-
judice is not, or at least not merely, a 'personal' attitude.
most recent work on prejudice-stresses this social dimension
of prejndice, at least since Allport's classical stody (1954),
which is still the most comprehensive theoretical statement.
See also Bettelheim & Janowitz (1964) , and the surveys by
Chesler (197() and Ashmore & Del Broca (1976) foi details and
further references.

4: For a recent review of, work on the.a.cquisition of racial attitudes
(in children), see Kat.2. (1976). There seems to be less work oe

.the acquisition of prejudice by adults. 44,

5. The role of discourse and conmmnication in the (trans-) formation
of prejudice has often been mentioned Uut little studied from a
sy:stematic point of view, if we disregard, for the moment labora'

tory studies using texts le the experimental manipOlation of
prejudice Ehpecially textbooks and the media,have received
'attention, though, as possible conmuelcative channels for the.
distribution of prefudice. See Hartmann & Hu:thand (1974) for
the media. Work on prejudice in texLhooks mOstly of the
content aqalytic type and does not investigale possihie effects.
(for which wp agala refer to Katz's study, 1976)4,

6- Few classical situAesstrem to explicitly frane a theory of prejodice
'in terms of person aed groLp'intexaction, and yet, most descriptive

. work on the everyday reaPiti&s of racjsm precisely provide the clata
for such a theoretical fraAiwork...A cigar oroup-interactIonal paradigm is
the work of Tajfel, now collected in Tajfel (1901).
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14. See h&j ers (1969) for a historical study of the situation of
Jews fn Lhe Netherlands, and for a critical of the

thfreque L lack.of e often assumed tolerance Tar ing 3ews
in Lh country.

other preliminary inveStigation within the larger research
ramme about "Ethnic Minorities in Discourse7, we have.analysed

7. 'though closely related to the-problem of (inter-group) interaction,
situations have not been systematically studied as 'contexts' for
prejudice. For general and theoretical statements about the role
of the situation on interaction, see Argyle, Furnham & Grallak (1981).

8. That prejudice is systematically related to social and institutional
Structures has been shown in many studies, e.g. Allport (1954),
Simpson a Yinger (1972); see the survey of Chesler (1976) and
the recene introduction by Blalock (1902).
.-

9. The relations between Dutch (coloniAl) hiatory and the growth
qf prejudice and racism in the Netherlands have not yet been
systematically investigated. For a nurper of'historical remarks,
see Bagley (1973).

10.'For a brief comparison of the historical backgrounds of racism
Europe, see Kiernan (1982).

11. This statement requires some quaalcation. First, when
&bout adults, we mean those who grew up before the immi
of large groups of foreigners in the'lletherlands (at t

e talk
ration .

e end
of the fourties until the seventies). Secondly, although socia-
lisation might not expliditiy have beentin terms of e(hnic gropp
differences, contacts or conflicts, theiN may well have been moxe
implicit attitude forWation in fend* and peer groups relative
to ethnically different groups. Thus, the media, literature and
textbooks (see below) *may well-have had some feedhack in primery
socialisation.practice is. such as family talk about relevant racial.
issues. And finally, the very 'white' homogeneity of Dutch society
until the 1950-ies must have created a girore or less conscious self-
image about Dutch and white ethnicity. That it was admitted And
enderstood so late that, after immigration of Irony hundreds:of
thousands of 'foreigners', the Netherlands in fact had become
a* multi-ethnic society, may be an indicatOU of thii deep-
rooted feeling about this country to be essentially 'white' and
for Dutch peofrie only. And lt would be hard to believe that such
a form df ethnic,consciousness would dot also have been'formed
during primary socialisation.

4

12, For a description of Dutch social structure and its reaction
ta ethically different groups, see Bagley (1973). It should be
emphasised however that this study, doe to its comparative nature,
gives a much too positive picture of Dutch prejndice and.racism,
even for the end of the sixties, (the time of the'fieldwork).
Bagley's method6 of research siMply did not allow to fully grasp
the everyday interactionoof racial reality in Lhe Netherlands.
Even If the situation was, L1 some respects, more positive Lhan
in England, prejudice and everyday racism did occur frequenLfy
enough,-For .1? more recent investigation, of Moluccans, see Veenman Jansmo

(1)01).

13..See the rem rks in note 11.
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the pertrayal of ethnic minorities in Dutch secondary school
textbooks (history, social science, geography). and found that
even inThe newer editions minority groups and,4smues were not
or only superficially treated. *The problem of,racism was
marily discussed for the USA and South-Africa. If the Netherlands
has become a multl-ethnic society, this certainly does not yet
show up in textbooks. For a summary of the pieliminary results,

see van Dijk & Spaninks (1981). S.

16. For a'study of (children's) literature and the portraint of
'ethnic minorities in the Netherlands, see Redmond (1980).

1). There has been.litfle research inCo the issue of the representation
of ethnic minorities in mass media discourse in the Netherlands.
Bovenk tk L Dovonkerk-Teerink did a study about Surinamese.and
Antil tans insthe pregs, paying attenticukespecially to the
m*nt1on of ethnic/national background in craw reporting.

See 1 venkerk (1978). In the framework of two courses we have
done a more general study of the portrayal of ethnic minerities
in the press. Except again for lhe mention of ethnic or national
oligin in ,crime news in some conservative and popular newspapers
we did not find forms of explicit racism, but more subtle forms
of uegative presuppositions, implications and suggestions, as log.

well as general ignorance, at the moment, ofethnic groups and
their problems. In generalt_though it may be said that the

average newspaper reader will, on the basia of the information,
Make associations between foreigurs and a nuMber of social
problems. such as housing, work and general immigration policies.
Results of these studies will be4reported in a study now in prepa-
ition on "News in the Netherlands", in which also reporting of
squatters will be analysed.

18. Of all issues related to ethnic minortiie ii the MeLherlands,

' educatfiNi is perhaps given most attentiOn. There has been an
extensive government policy statement (positive in intention.
but'criticised by minority groups,because of its lack of con-

crete --financial, and other-- Implementation), Publication in
this area is extensive, but iwe will not try to mention all
relevant reports. policy statements, and Joarnal articles here:
much of this is at the level of practical everyday work with
'hi-cultural" (as it isstill often called) education in
(plimally) schools.

19. Despite the coSsiderable abet' of studies about ethnic minorities'

3 and immigration in the Netho&kands. there has heen little work,
on discrimination and racism.Tell; in 1970, it was Movenkerk

who published a number of earlier studies by himself and hi%

associates.,to demonstrate everyday discrimination patterns
in housing, work, police attitudes, etc. Some.more work is

on itS way now, but still far from dbmparable with d.o. the

rich tradition in England in the stOdy of'discrimination.

184
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20. A few riots with racial causes or context took place scime,years
ago in a suburb of Rotterdam and in a well-knowp,'minority'
quatter in The magne. See Bouw, Donsebaar I 1,1elissen (1981).

21. There are a large number ot sma41 ultra?conservative and
fascist groups in the Netherlands though. See Bouw, Donselaar

44,1 Nelissen for details. Especially one party, ths.."Nederlandse
Volle-unie" (Netherlands Popular Union), has received a lot of

(critical) attention in the press and collected some thousands
of votes), especially in tine Hague. They never managed to get ,

a seat in the town council though, nor a seat in parliament in
the last elections. At present there have beetr.several law-
suits against the party, and its current competitor (Centrum-
Partij). AccOrding to Dutch law they can not be forbidden to
participitelii-Ihe elections (and they do soinow.on a name-

less list), but in May 1982, judge in Amsterd6 ruled that
their propaganda, in which frequent mention is,made about the

lgners in the Netherlands, is not allowed
s, or facts "put of context" about ethnic

negative role of 'for

to mention 'untrue'
minorities.

22. That prejudice is not arsufficient coildition for discriminatory
Action, has been shown many timesmin the literature,.after
La Piere's Initial study.(1934).'See also Kutner, Wilkins

& Yarrow (1973/1952), Triandis (1974). yor a more general
treatment about the relations between attitudes and 'behaviour',
see Cushman & McPhee (1980).

23. pe important role of 'definitions of the situation' by social
members has been stressed in much.recent work in spcial psychollogy

and micro-sociology. See Argyle et al. (1901: 36 ff.) for

survey of this issue. See also Britten (1973):
,

24. This mutual categorisation and evaluation of 'Social members
has received attentiOn from several points of view, lx.th in
qUeories of inter-personal perception and attraction (see
Eiser, 1900. for survey), and in micro-sociology (see e.g.

Britten, 1973).
.-

25. For a deihiled analysis of situational factors, see Argyle et al. (19a1).

26. Especially libethnomelhodology it has been emphasiSed that social
structure should be analysed in terms of members' categories.
See e.g. Turner (1974) and Mehan & Wood (1975). These researchers
however would certainly not engage in evaluative or critical 185-research on topics such as prejudice and discrimination, bill
ratd4r study the everyday mechan1sms lnoollred in dealing will.

others (and institutions).

27. The role of economic'competition has frequencly been studied as
ag impertant friCtor of prejudice and racism. FOr,a recent survey, 1

see Blalock (1902).

20: There is no systematic study of She role of the churches in

The Netherlands in 'the.ethnic situStion. For some reinarks,
t

see Bagley (1973).

29. See note 21.
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The legal situation of (anti-)discrimination in the Wetherlands IS
someVhat confused. Of cotrise, discrimination On`the basis of religion,
sex, or race is omrstitutionally prohibited, and the penal code also

anti-disctimination paragraphs. Given the completely new ethnic
situation in the Netherlands from the fifties onwards, however, no
sp4cial laws have been made to counter racial or ethnic di:writ:line-

tion. A recent project for an anti-discriminaLion law was espeslaily
dealing with d4scrimination on'the basis of sex Or kinds of sexual
orientation (e.g. homosexuality) and prohibits discrimina.tion on the
job and in services. Due to a concerted action of conservative forces
in the churches (which foc instance want to keep the right to not
hrte homosexuals or unmarried people living together as teachers in
religious schools), thisvlaw might eveatuaLly not make it in parlia-
ment (when') the christiandemocrats have decisive power) . The current
laws: then, provide for cases of racial discrimination, but there is
for instance not a possibility required by the United Nations--
that racist parties should be forbidden. There is a fierce debate
at the moment whether such parties should be allowed to participate
in thh elections Decisions of various legal or administrative bodies
Nave been ambiguous or conflicting in this matter. See Ars Aequi (1901).

It -Is well-known Lhat tbe police, especially in the larger toWits,
such as Amstbidam, has been far from mild An the treatment of
etlUnic minority (especially black) suspects of Crimes or misdemeanors.
See Fsmeijer & tuning (1970) for the racial prejudices of policemen
in Alwiterdam.

. alie sPtuation U"the media regardingr-ethnic minorities Is somewhat ,

ambivalent On the one'hand,,' t Dutch newspapers and TV ate cer-
tainly not openly racist, at least much less so than some English
popular newspapers (see Hartman & Husband, 1974', Fowitier et al.
1979). One priloular news'paper,, de Telegraaf, which is conservative,

Is well-known for mentioning the ethnic batkground of defendants
in Crimes of violence (see also Bovenkerk, 1970, for an earlier
study of this Issue) .°On the whole; however, newspapers will have,
'a rSther liberal stance re"garding ethnic minorities, but
the same time repoit the ethnic situation at least in terms of
'problems'.(bor the majority): These social 'facts' (e.g. of

insstgraLion). may well be used by readers as 'evidence' for the negative
alctitades about minor4les. A study about gthnic minorities in -

the piess, cotiductedty a group of students and myself, will be
reported shortly.

%Also the altitude of the unions about ethnic minorities has been
ambivalent in the Netherlands. Of course they do not endorse racist
positrons, hut in the light of growing unemployment their members
will hardly allow extensive positive.as;&lon 'for the tights of

foreign workers:See van de Velde & van velzen (1978).

For a general picture of rncism in the Netherlands, see Bovenkerk
(ed.)(1970). Whereasterms such as 'inejudice' and 'discrimination'
a00 4.nerally Accepted as expressions of ethnic attitudes and action,
there has been some reluctance to accept a term sucit as 'racism',
which for many Dutch people is associated with fascism or South-

' Afran 'apattheld', or with small right wing racist parties. IL
is little underatrxxl lArrr4,even the smaller everyday actlons of

discrimination are part of a more general racial attitude as soon
as such actions are based on colour

-4
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35. For further daLa about immigration in the sixties and AvenLies,
see e.g. WRR'(1979), van Amersfoort (1974)and Schumacher (1900).

36m For studies about Lhe language difficqUies of children of foreign
immigrants, see e.g. 'Appel etal. (eds.) (1900) and Vermeer (ed.)
(1901).

,37. For the immigratio4 and position of earlier groups of foreign
workers, such as Italians and Spaniardss see Bagley (1973),
WRR (1979), Schumacher (1908) and van Amersfoort (1974).

30. Immigration from Indonesia, the former Dutch East Indies, has
taken place after iLs independence in 1940 and thd71Whout the
fifties. It has beep especially the group of Moluccans, who
always fought for an Independent state el the South Moluccans,
which has remained more or less socially separate in Dutch society.
See Bagley (1973) for details, though he seems torianderestimaLe.

. as elsewhere In his bOok, the prejudices and the discrimination
towards Indonesians among the Dutch IpOopuleLion. In the recent
Lagendijk (1980) report, negative attitudes towards Moluccans
score rather high. See a's.; Veenman & &insole (1901).

39. The cognitive'approach to prejudice in social psychology ha's
always been part of a larger stedy of prejudice, after the
early example of Allport (1954)."Notions sUch as altitude,
categoVisation, stereotypes; and inter-gr6up pgr.ception are
typiCal elements of suctr4 cognitive approach (see.e.g. Jones,
1972). For the most consistent recent development in the cognitive
social psychology of prejudice and racism, see Tajfel (1901).

40. ThelLassical notions of cognitive congruence, balance, d(ssonance,
eLc. have often been used ts the study 6f piejudiced ihtitudes.
For general survey, see Abelson et al. (eds))(1960). See also
Rokeach (1960, 1973) . Tajfel (1901: 136 ff.)ruses'Lhe more
general term of 'coherence in order Lo stress the overall .

unity of norms and attitudes otoroups. We also favour this
term, since it does not preclude apparent inconsistency and may
be defined inpore rigorous terms Lhas e.g. balance, congruence
or dlsssonance.

41. The more traditional study of prejudice alsq, deals wlth attitudes:
and may also occasionally use the term 'cognitive', but has a much
more superficial link with cognitive representations. Thus, preju-
diced attitudes in that research Will typically be assessed by
scaling techniques or factor analyses. For a recent study, see e.g.
Bagley et al. (1979) and references given there.

42. Our approach has its roots in the 'information processing' paradigm,
now well established for at least ten years in copitive psychology:.
See e.g. Lindsay & Norman (1972) for an introduction, and Kintsch
(1977) for further reading and references.

411"
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41. The notion of 'schema', oiiginally introduced mainly In the seminal

work of Bartlett (1932), has been picked up in much work in current
cognitive psyr*Ology. See e.g. Norman a Snmelhart (1975). The more
specific notion of 'script', due to Abelson, is.studied in detail
in Schenk & Abelson (1977). See also Bobrow Collins, eds. (1975).

44. The notical of 'strategic' processing of infoimation has been worked

out (mainly for discourse processing), in. van Dljk s kintsch (1903).

5. There is a Trowing lltériture about the cognitive processes In-
volved In the unaezstanding of actions and events. Besides the
already mentioned book 'by Schenk & Abelson (1977), see e.g.
Schmidt. (1976) and Lichtenstein & Brewer (1,980). See also several
chapters in nestle et al., eds. (1900). r

G. The more general theoty of action fromllaahtch some ofAhe notioas
used here are borrowed comprises a Faige body of sttitiles, mainly
in philosophy. See van Dlik (1977) for details and references.

7 The'psychological theory of understanding action has been mainly
developed along lines sWetched by work in artificial Intelligence.
Especially thfr notion of 'goal has been fundamental'in such

swork (see Schenk & Abelson, 1977; Wilensky, 1978).

0 The attribution theory of action understanding has been mainly
a paradigm in social psychology and.hardly in cognitive psychology.
See Heider (1958), Kelley (1955) and Jones et al. (1971). Just
like the artificlal Intelligence theory of action, thls theory is
about 'causes' of action, though not conceptualised In terms of
goals, but rather 1n terms orintuitively assIgned (attributed')
internal (personality) or external (contextual) causes.

). The notion of 'script' rather pertains to knowledge abont stereotypical
epbuAles, consisting of routine actions. See especially Schenk &
Abelson (1977), although Abelson (1973) ordijinaily used it for
beliersebewatae.g as parts of political ideologies.

1 Pot person and stoup schemaia and memory, SQC Nestle, el al., eds.
(000).

I. l'pr studies of :stoup perception and categorisation, see Tajfel
(MI) and refetences alven there.

2. The 'nmximum diffetence' strategy Is pail of a mote general proceus
of polarisation. See Tajfel (1901).

One major ,:uxial psychbloylcal approach to,prejudice has Indeed been
the study of stereotypes. For some zecent studies, see again
TaJfel (FA), and also Taylor et al. (1970) and Hamilton (1976).

18
. The notion:of belief, opinion and attitudes have been of central

, interest. in social psychology. See e.g. Slshbein & Ajznn (1975)
for a recodt :survey and furtter references lo a vast literature,
wplch cannot possibly even be summarized here.
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55. Current work in cognitive psychology and artificial 1ntelli9ence
provides hew ways for the study of beliefs, opinions and attitudes,
e.g. after the seminal earlier work of Abelson (1973, 1976). See
e.4. Carbonell, Jr. (1979). Van Dijk (1902) sunaarizes a number
of earlier working papers on these notions, formulated in the
terms of that paradigm.

56. The notion of 'relevance' has been repeatedly come up in recent

work on dilcourse understanding. See van Dijk (1979 1 for aas'
_-

summary of the uses of this notion.

-

57. Besides lhe work mentioned earlier, we should at least recall here
that there are ma4 other approaches to ptejudice and racial

diserimination. See e.g..Blalock (1982) and Husband, ed. (1002)
for two recent --and rather different-- studies in this area.

58. Ethnomethodology, taken ea-the study of everyday life, cannot in
principle assign negative evaluations to how people go about orga-
nising their social reality and interaction, but at most study;
in much detail, how peOple go about categorising (ea° in terms
of evaluations) other persons and groups. See Sudnow, ed. (1972),
Turner, ed. (1974) and Mahan & Wood (1975) for readers and intro-
duction.

59. Emotions rather than cognitions have been studied rather widely
in classical w9rk en prejudice, especillfy anxiety, egression
and fear. See Bagley (Jet al. (1979) for survey. See Cooper & Singer (1956).

60. WIthiA this wider field of 'emotive' causes of prejudice, the

psych:3-411nalytical approach to (fascist, ethnocentrist or autho-
ritarian) personality has been dominating for many years,
Initially Mainly inspired by adornoeet al. (Ipso). See again
Bagley et pl. (1979) for further survey.

61. Cognitive theories of emotion are rather recent. Sea. e.g. Bower
(1900).

62. Zajonc (1900) argues that affeckive evalilations may precede certain

Cognitive operations: we sometimes may 'feel' even before we tunderJ
stand'.

63. The syStematic study of values and norms in psychology has been
dominated by the work of Sokeache(1.960, 1973, 1979).

64. Despite a vast amount of work on ideologies in the political
sciences,'in philosophy and sociology, there has. been little
psychologiCal, let alone cognitive, work On ideologies. AA
a conservative response to th4 Aporno school, Eysenck (e.g.Eyseuck
& Wilson,1970) has tried to trace theTersonality facfors of
ideologies. Carbonell, Jr. (1979) provides a more_explicit
description, In terms of a computer program, of ideological

belief systems. after the early seminal work of Abelson (f971,

A
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65. It ts often stressed (e.g. in Nesband, ed. (902) that prejudice and
racisia are intimately linkedeith western and capitalist attitudes,

ideologies and nocio-economic systems. This does not mean that pre-'
judice and ethnic discrimination does not or cannot occur in other
societies, but that the intimate links between capitalism and colo-
nialigM form .a predominant historical'hackground for the nature and
the development of racism and socio-economic power relations in the
weetern world (see illaloek, (402, for a brief recent ditcussion).

6'6. We have limited ons research to those minority groups in the Nether-
lands which at the moment appear to be in the focus of 'public aware-
nens'.and heuce of,negative attitudes, viz. Surinamese and foreign
workers from Morocco and Turkey. Indonesians (except Moluccans) are
vely much integrated and hardly considered as a 'foreign' group. In
fact, they ate never meetioned in our interviews --which does not
mean at all of course that they would nOt suffer from individual

acetone of prejudice and discrimination. The same holds for foreign
workers from Italy, Spain and Portugal, who also already have inte-
grated to a certain extent and not perceived as a primary target
gtuup for negative attitudes. In other words, we have isolated those
gtuups which are generally discussed and perceived at the moment as
the primary (and largest) minority groups, aed it is not accidental
that exactly those groups are racially and ethnically (culturally)
different from other immigrant groups.

67 in our interviews, but also.in our work, mentioned above, shout
the portrayal of minorities in the press, it appears that perhaps
the wont itegative attitudes existifig at the moment in the Netherlands
are directed against certain groups of younger people in larger
Gowns, especially squatters. These are 'deviant' not only because
they are young, (save different norms and values, but because they
have militantly opposed themse&ves to-the police and taken the
serious housing problem in their own hands. See Cohen I Young
(1901) for'n collection of papers which highlight the special
posiion of snch 'deviant' groups for public opinion. It remains
to be seen what the exact differences are between the negative
attitude's and the disctimination against. these groups ans againtl
groups of ethnic miyotitiep.

60. The presumed ethnic prejudice of blue collar workers has been
ler constant debate. A constant correlation is reported in

the literalute between amount of prejudice and amount of edecation
(that is, a ueghlive cotrelation). This very rough correlation

(which offers no explanation of course) as somewhat corrected by
the finding that especially the 'nexeto lowest' groups, such
s low level white collar workers, will show highest prejudice
(see chesier,, (976, for review) . Competition and statue diffe-
rences play an important. role in these processes. Wellman ((977)
argues, on lhe basis of extensive interviewing, that the major
factor involv 1 iS 'interest', and emphasizes that, blue collar
workers 1 ve negative attitudes against minorities only if such
interests are involved: higher occupation arid higher education
only provides people with the posnibility to better formulate
and hide their elhuic prejudices. Note that the ethnic prejudic'es

recorded in our research are strikingly similar to those found
among working class people in London (Phizaclea & Miles, (979).
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69. Positive attributions-to ethnic minority gicup meMbers are usually
explained, in attribution theory, by contextual (and hot disposi-
tional) faclors(see Pettigrew, (901, for discussion). A sound cog-
tive.theory of the processes ineolved in such attributional processes
is still to be developed however.

set

70. The assumption that discrimination in the'Netherlands is not primarily
racial needs extensive qualification. We have seen above, in note 66,
that prejudice and discrimination is directed: in the Netherlands,
mainly against ethnically different groups. Already Bagley (1973)
suggests that 'colour' does play a role in Dutcb prejudice, but
much less titan in e.g. Britain. Our interviews seem to suggest
also that especially cultural and social differences, as well as

socio-economic competition, account for much of the negative
attitudes as expressed. This does not mean, fer example, that
Surinrimese are not being discriminated against also on the basis
of their colour. It is difficult to keep these factors apart in '

the motivational structures underlying prejudice and discriminatory
interaction. Our data, however, duggest that!even if race differences
play a role they certainly are not often consciously proceS.Sed and
verbalized, coelrary to the feelings of Socio-economic competition
in housing, employmenCand social services. One could therefore
assume that Dut.bh prejudice, generally speaking, is rather ethnically
(and culturally)'than racially based, even if,racial differenees may
play a role in group identification, perception and differentiation.
The significant difference between 'brown' people from
and brown or black people from Surinam as regards everyday perception,
evaluation and (negat ve) attitudes seems to substantiate this
assumption. Instead of tt ider term of ethnocentrism, we might
speak of 'ethnicism' tdMien te this particular kind of racism
(I am indeSted to Philomena.3Ensed for suggesting this term to'me).
Also it should.be stressed that in a wider sense oA the notion of.
racism, the particular kind of ethnicism we seem to find in the
.Netherlaeds would still be part of a 'racist' social structure.

71. See note 70.

72. In the last ten years many cognitive mcdels of discourse processing
have been developed. Unfortunately the bulk of this work has been

....based on storyunderstanding (see van Dijk, ed. 1900 for references),
and only little has been done in the area of dialogues Or'interviews.

-MOW
For.introduction, survey and further references, see e.g. 'the following
books: Meyer (1976), Jusl'i Carpenter, eds. (1977), Freedle, ed. (1977,
1979),4Sanford 6 Garrod (1901), Mandl, ed. (1901), Balistaedt. et ah

(1901) and van Dijk & Kinlsch (1903).

73. There is very little work on discourse production. Most work about
the psychology of discourse processing deals,wilh comprehension.
The same holds in psycholinguistics in general (but see Butterworth,
edr, 1981, for some work and references in this area) . For strategies
of discourse production, see 2ammuner (1901).and van Dijk S Kintsch ((903).
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74. The last fifteen years has seen the development of a vast inter-
discipline of discourse studies, including text grammars, conver-
sation analysis and discourse analyses of .rarious kinds. For
survey, introduction and further references, se e.g. Conithard
(1977), van Vijk (19)8), de Beaugrande (1980),de Heaugrande
Dressler (198)), Tannen, ed. (1902).

75. The coherence conditions of discourse mentioned here are furthee
worked out in van Djjk (1977).

76. Perspective or, point of view are technical terms which have
reole6 much attention in literary scholarship, especially in
the tudy of stories, in more general discourse analysis, these
notions have as yeteceived (too) little attention.

77 Conversation, due to its dialogical and interaetional nature,
has a nosther of further properties'and constraints dn coherence,
involving relations between turns, or moves, 4nd relations between
speech participants. See Sudnow, ed. (1972), i'arner, ed. (1974),
Scbenkelp;.. ed. (1970) for relevant studies: A different rippioach
provides telehman 11981), who above...all id concerned wig the
functional relations among moves In4discourse.'These functional
relatious wIll be one of the phenomena we will study of the
interviews.

70. It goes without saying that'discourse notvonly has its more or
loss atilohomous structural principles, but isz,Overned by many
factors of the social context, e.g. as exemplified In sociolingels-
tic research (inspired mainly by people like Labov, 1672). Specific
social context study foediscourse structures however israre (cf. e.g. Scherer
A 611es,19)91.flech work is behrt done rather in anthropology, e.g.
In the framework of the 'ethnography of communicatiog' (Bauman
A Spierzer, 19741 Grimshaw, 1901). See also Halliday (1978).

9. As noted above, conversations are not just discourses but also
pieces of interaction and therefore must satisfy the more general
principles of adequate interaction. Besides the references given
in note 77, we shonid mention e.g. Duncan & Fiske (197*1) for such
interactional principles.

0. He only havd made transscriptions of the relevant passages of the
Interview, 'Mils is of course a drawback because also the passages
which are not about ethnic minorities may reveal important Infor-
mation about the kno ledge and opinions of the speakers, e.g. their
social background, wiiiI,iii turn may be relevant to understand their
ethnic attitudes.

I.

1 Another limitation is that we have not tried to follow the utLak
methods of transcription of conversational analysts (see the studies
mentioned in note 71) . Such transcripts however are extremely laborioess
and.made especially for the analysis of sometimes very subtle proper-
ties of conversation. FOr oer purposes a somewhat more 'readable'
transcription will be sufficient. Later work in the project will
pay more attention to the rOle of the more subtle properties of
interview discourse (e.g. pauses, hesitations, false starts, etc.).
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82. The notion of (semaetic) macrostructure, as a theoretical reconstruction
of notions such as 'theme' or 'topic' has been elaborated in detail
in van (ADO ((97, 1977 and especially 1988).

83. Besides conditional coherence, defined in terms of oenditiottal
(e.g. causal) relations between the facts denoted by the respec-
tive propositions of a discourse, we have 'functional' coherence ,
defined in terms of the roles of propositibns within the sequences
(e.g. Et may be a specification or constrast with respect to A),
Sometimes this notion is described in other terms, e.g. as
'rhetorical' relations, e.g. by Orimes (1975) and meyer (1976),
Reichman (198)) gives the mostsextensive tetalysit of such relations
to date. The kinds of functional relation used here are ad hoc
and more or less letul.t.ixely formulated for ade2quate analysis of
our data. See van DiMe (1977, 1901 ) for a discussion about these
two kinds of coherence.'

04. The field of stylistics is large and confused, ranging from rather
traditional literary studies, applied rhetorles and linguictic
(mostly guakitilative and later sociolinguistic) seylistics.
For a useful survex and appl,ication (in a psychological study
of persuasive effecks), see Sandell (1977). See also Plelt (1915).

05. lite notion of 'topaz' altro.originates from literary scholarship.
in which there even existed Oat has been called a "Poposforschueg',
which is a historical study of the continuity and change 6f Liked
themes through (western!) literature. The classical study in this
domain is Curtius (1948)..Of course, there is similar work in
andiropology as soon as 'general cultural themes' are concerned,
e.g. to storytelling (see the work-by Levi-Strauss), but there is
hardly any recent work in tho social sciences or discourse analysis

-" in which such fixed themes or topol are studied in discourse.

06. As we' already remarked about stylisac, also'the fleld of rhetorics
Is vast and confused. on the one hand there is the continuation Of
classical rhelorlcs (documented most extensively by bausherg, 1960),
and on the other hand there Are several attempts to establish a
'new rhetorics', e.g. applying insights of modern linguistics ot
argumentation theory(see (hiding, 1976, for introduction).

07. For various approaches to arqumentaLive structures, see e.g.
van Semeren'el al. (1970. For practical applications in the
analysis of argumentation in discourse, see Kahane (19)11

08. Narrative theory, le" several disciplines, is vest and of the
many thousands of references, we can only mention some helected
xecent ones% For the structural analysis of narrtive, see
Communicailions 0 (1966).and Oalich & tralble (1977). For the
current debate on narrative grammars in psychology and Ai, See
van Dijk, ed. (1980), and further reierences given there.

09. Narrative in conversation In addition has a euniber of typical
leteractional prtnciples (sech as Cure taking, keeping the floor.
arousin0 interest, etc.). See Polanyl (1902). Ehllch, ed. (1901)

4and Quasthoff (19(10).

NP
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The conversational strategies we analyse are not those usually
studied In the oon:ersationaf analytic work mentioned An note 77,
e.g. those for turn takIng. Yet, inspired e.g. by Goffman's
work on strategic interaction (e.g. Goffman, 1969), we can find -

scattered remarks about the stratetic moves in conversatIgns In
order to reach specific goals or to dissimulate OW11 opielons.
De Beaegrande & 04-essier (1901: 171 ff) give some examples of
strategies in discourse.

. Interviewing as a method of social researgh is governed by normative
principles about the adequate verbal and eon-Verbal actions of the
Interviewer (see e.g. Dradbnre & Seaman, 1979). From our point of
view, however, interviewing is\also a form of social interaction
which can he described and analysed in its own right.

. our approach to prejudice assumed indeed that much'of the ethnic P

attitudes in the Netherlands must be learned through informal
everyday contacts and conversation. This dimension of 'mass
communication has received mueh interest sich the classical

, book by Katz & Lazarsfeld (195S),Although it can hardly be
said that there are specific opinion leaders sr gatekeepers who
'formulate' and then influence others with spedific prejudices.
See Shibutani (1966) for such an approach to rumours, and Rogers
(1971) for a su'rvey" of the tradition. much of this work is about
the influences.and the motivations for .the use of mass air 11a and
hardly pays attention to more independent forms of' interpersonal
conum.dcatI6e.

See our remarks in iiote 70.
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